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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND STATl!MEJIIT OF THE PROBLEM 
Gray expressed the purpose for reading instruction 
in the schools in 1924 when he said: 
••• schools face two fenuine problems, namely, to 
train all pupils to read e fectively and to establish 
strong mytives for, and penaanent interests in, 
reading. 
In order to progress toward the solution of these problems 
he said further: 
Numerous opportunities to read relatively simple 
selections should be provided, ••• for the purpose of 
promoting the pemanant establishment of reading 
attitudes, habits, and skills which have been partly 
developed, but not perfected. • •• When relieved of 
the need of determining nuaerous meanings and pronunci-
ations, they become interested in the content, they 
proceed rapidly in silent reading, and they2group their words together effectively in oral reading. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
••• provision for a large amount of independent 
reading in the second and third grades is justified 
inasmuch as investigations show that most pupils are 
prepared for it by the beginning of the second grade or 
shortly after that time and ~hat the pupils who read 
widely advance most rapidly. 
!william s. Gray, "Reading Activities in School and 
in Social Life," Report of the National Committee on Read-
~. The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National SoCie~or 
the Study of Education, Part I (Bloomington, Illinois: 
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Most educators agree that a genuine interest in the 
subject matter of reading material is a strong motivating 
force to continued reading. Stone observed that "if the 
reading period brings success and joyful experiences to the 
child, he develops an intrinsic interest in reading."l 
Interest is often smothered by material which is too diffi-
cult for the child to read or to understand. 
Ve!f. recently Sullivan and Tolman commented that: 
••• it is recognized that one of the best "remedial 
techniques" and ways to improve the reading of the 
slower learner is to supply large amounts of interesting 
and easy reading material. Practice brings power and 
speed. The sooner we can lead him in his school program 
to such easy materials tbe easier th2 development of 
good reading habits for ~ will be. 
But there is a dearth of recreational reading mate-
rial for children of limited reading ability. As Gray 
declares, "there is an urgent need for simple material for 
readers whose interests are more advanced than is their 
ability to read. n3 
lclarence R. Stone, Progress in Prima!J Reading (St. 
Louis, Missouri: Webster Pubbshirig COmpany ,950) ,: ·p. 367. 
2Helen B. Sullivan and Lorraine B. Tolman, "High 
Interest-Low Vocabulary. Reading Materials,"· journal of 
Education, CXXXIX No. 2 (December, 1956), p. 2. -
3william s. Gray, "Progress in the Study of Readabil-
ity," Elementary School journal, XLVII (May, 1947), p. 491. 
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I. THE PROBLEM 
It was the purpose of this study to construct a 
series of ten short chapters, woven about a central charac-
ter, to provide enjoyable reading experiences for children 
aged eight to ten years whose limited proficiency in 
reading robs them of the privilege of reading children's 
literature enjoyed by their social peers, but whose out-
standing instructional need is for a great deal of practice 
reading on material that is appropriate to their abilities. 
The aim was to prepare stories suitable for the expected 
reading capacity of children at the end of grade one, or 
the beginning of grade two in order to (1) strengthen the 
desire for reading through vicarious experiences from 
enjoyable independent recreational reading; (2) increase 
reading fluency through more complete mastery of the sight 
vocabulary. from practice with easy material; and ( 3) foster 
interest in and understanding of nature study. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
Interest. Thorndike said, in 1906: 
When any situation arouses attention, that is, leads 
the mind to busy itself with the thing, or idea, or 
feeling, it is called interesting. The tendency to 
devote one's th9ught and action to a fact is called 
interest in it.l 
1Edward L. Thorndike, The Principles of Teaching, 
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Bernstein defined interest in these.terms: 
Interest is viewed as a complex feeling or attitude 
derived from three sources: (1) characteristics of the 
reader, including physical and emotional well-being at 
the time of reading, background of experience, favorite 
hobbies and occupations, and ability to understand the 
selection; (2) factors inherent in the reading matter 
itself, including form, style, and organization of the 
writing; and (3) the interaction of the reader and the 
material, including the extent to which the material 
stimulates the reader's imagination, fulfils his needs, 
or arouses his emotions.! 
Reading. Gray, in Monroe, described reading as 
involving "not only the fluent, accurate recognition of 
words, but also the fusion of the specific meanings repre-
sented into a pattern of related ideas. 112 
Readable. Gray explained "readable" as referring to 
such items as vocabulary used, general feature of organiza-
tion, the style of expression and presentation, and the 
nature of the content. 3 
based~ psychology (New York: A. G. Seiler, 1906), p. 51. 
!Margery R. Bernstein, "Improving Reading through 
Interest," School Review, LXII (January, 1954), p. 40. 
2williaa s. Gray, "Physiology and Psychology of 
Reading," Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Walter s. 
Monroe (ed.), (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950), 
p. 972. 
3william s. Gray, "Progress in the Study of Readabil-
ity," Elementary School journal, XLVII (May, 1947), p. 492. 
Readabiliti• Dale and Chall interpreted "readabil-
ity" as: 
••• the sum total (including the interactions) of 
all those elements within a given piece of printed 
material that affects the success that a group of 
readers have with it. The success is the extent to 
which they understand it1 read it at an optimum speed, and find it interesting. 
Semantics. "The semantic dimensions of language 
embraces those things syabolized, designated, or referred 
to."2 
Semanticist. "A semanticist is concerned with the 
analysis of meaning. He deals with the relationships 
between language and experience. n3 
1Edgar Dale and Jeanne L. Chall "The Concept of 
Readability," Readability, Edgar Dale (ed.), (National 
Conference on Research in English, 1949), p. 5. 
2Emmett A. Betts, "Reading: Semantic Approach," 




SUMMARY OF THE LITBRATUlUl AND RllSEARCH 
If children are to discover and enjoy the pleasures 
and satisfactions to be derived from reading the printed 
page, they must have access to material that interests them 
and does not present a serious strain to their reading 
ability. To learn the most prevalent interests of children 
between eight and ten years of age, literature on that sub-
ject has been reviewed. In an effort to write material 
which is within the scope of children within this age group 
who have approximately first grade reading proficiency, a 
study has been made of literature concerning vocabulary and 
readability of reading matter at a primary level. 
I. LITERATURE ON SURVEYS OF CHILDREN'S INTERESTS 
IN READING 
Since interests do not change suddenly with birth-
days or school promotions, research into the interests of 
children roughly eight to ten years of age has been 
reviewed. Frequently, children in the third grade, who 
have not achieved at grade level in the first and second 
grades, have repeated a grade by the time they arrive in 
grade three. Therefore, while their interests may be 
socially approaching age ten, their limited reading ability 
7 
discourages their efforts to pursue these interests 
through reading. On the other hand, reading matter which 
is within their capacity, is more suited to the interests of 
younger children and so does not attract eight to ten-year 
oids. 
As Durrell said in 1940, "Until the child enjoys 
reading, he will not make progress. ul Supplementing this 
statement, Hockett explained that children who read an 
abundance of easy, interesting material, derive pleasure and 
satisfaction from their efforts. 2 Obviously, interest grows 
with success, and children gain in fluency and comprehension 
as they read supplementary books. 
To discover the natural and acquired interests of 
boys and girls in this age group, many studies have been 
carried on. In reviewing these studies, items of content 
and qualities of style found to have an effect on interest, 
have been listed in the order of their importance, begin-
ning with the most frequently chosen ones. 
Most early investigations of children's reading 
lnonald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading 
Abilities (New York: World BoOk company, 194o), p. 2o. 
2 John A. Hockett, "The Vocabularies and Content of 
Elementary School Readers," The Role of Research in Educa-
tional Progress, Official Report, American EducatTOnal 
Research Association (Washington, D. c., 1937), pp. 214-218. 
8 
preferences used questionnaires to obtain data. Other 
methods included analyses of library circulations, surveys 
of the number and kind of ~oks in the home, and conferences 
with readers. In a few cases, preferences were determined 
under controlled conditions. 
The several age groups, as a general rule, exhibited 
active interests in specific areas, in desirable forms of 
presentation, and in certain literary qualities. Also, such 
individual differences as intelligence, sex, social and eco-
nomic background, and previous reading experience affected 
interests. 
In 1912, Dunn! found that qualities of reading mate-








Other qualities, such as fancifulness, repetition, humor, 
verse form, and poeticalness, showed lesser interest values. 
!Fannie w. Dunn, Interest Factors in Primare Reading 
Material (New York: Bureau of Publicity, Teachersollege, 
Columb1a University, 1912), p. 12. 
In the same year, Olcott1 claimed that the contents 









For many years, materials for children's books were 
9 
selected with very little heed to children's professed pref-
erences. Up to 1921, Uhl2 found that there were several 
methods of selecting subject matter for elementary courses 
in reading, all chosen on the basis of adult personal 
interests and standards of value. Frequently city superin-
tendents and teachers selected material for apparent 
interest and worth, and teaching value, according to 
experience in a few schools or in a single school. Use was 
made of reports by persons who had tried out certain items 
for many years. There was no definite formulation of 
standards for use as a basis of choice. 
and 
1Frances j. Olcott, The Children's Reading (Boston 
New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1912), pp. 19-28. 
2willis L. Uhl, Scientific Determination of the 
Content of Elementary School Courses 1n Read1n~ tTin1versity 
of Wisconsin Studies in the Social Sciences an History, 
No.4, University of Wisconsin, 1921), p. 8-23. 
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So Uhl1 sent out questionnaires to teachers and 
pupils and compiled a list of selections which they evalu-
ated. He used these evaluations as standards to identify 
desirable and undesirable qualities in elementary reading 
materials. He found a high correlation between interest and 
understanding• or between interest and the maturity level of 
the reading matter. 
Uhl's studies showed that elementary school boys and 
girls exhibited similar interests. In the order of their 
importance the children responded to: 
Boys Girls 
1. Elements of surprise 1. Elements of surprise 
2. Plot 2. Conservation 
3. Narrat iveness 3. Plot 
4. Animalness 4. Narrativeness 
5. Liveliness 5. Liveliness 
6. Moralness 6. Fancifulness 
7. Conservation 7. Repetition 
8. Fancifulness 8. Moralness 
9. Repetition 9. Animalness 
He also made a comparison of the interests of second 
and third grade children, as follows: 2 
Grade l! Grade III 
1. Dramatic Action and 
Adventure 
2. Animal Play and 
Pe rsonif icat ion 
2Ibid. ,:;p. 45-49. 
1. Dramatic Action and 
Adventure or 
Heroism 
2. Fairy and Supernatu-
ral Elements 
3. Fairy and Supernat-
ural Elements 
4. Interesting Action 
5. Interesting 
Repetition 
6. Kindness and Faith-
fulness 



















6. Interesting Action 
7. Availability for 
Dramatization 





11. (both boys and girls) Interesting Information 
(written for children by experts) 
He found that many selections met with almost universal 
approval because of their interest appeal, dramatic action, 
and valuable content. Newer types of informational material 
proved very successful and provided "content which has ample 
social justification. nl 
Uhl2 found that certain elements were not conducive 
to the arousing of children's interests. These included 
over-maturity, lack of action or plot, unrealness, 
depressing moods, monotony, poor narration, extreme lengthi-
ness, scrappiness, under-maturity, or unfamiliar subject 
matter. 
In the early twenties, several studies were made in 
libid. p. 149. 2Ibid. pp. 147-48. 
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regard to the influence of intelligence on reading interests. 
Coyl, in comparing the interests of children with intelli-
gence quotients of 100 to 156, and a median of 128, with a 
control group of children with intelligence quotients of 72 
to 116, and a median of 96, found that the groups were equal 
in the literary value of the books preferred. More gifted 
boys liked instructive books, literary books, and books in 
series. The control boys chose books of adventure and 
children's books a little more frequently. Gifted girls 
chose more adventure and sentimental talesJ while the 
controls chose more books in aeries and books about children. 
In New York City, Hollingworth2 experimented to learn 
how young gifted children responded to the study of biogra-
phy. A group of twenty-six children, with intelligence 
quotients of 150 or more, aged between eight and ten years, 
and with a median mental age of fifteen years, were allowed 
to study the lives of famous people. They became so 
interested that they continued the study for two years and 
covered almost every form of intellectual endeavor. 
!Genevieve L. Coy, "The Interests, Abilities, and 
Achievements of a Special Class for Gifted Children," 
Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 131 (New 
York: Teachers College, coiuahii;Un1vers1ty, IV23y;-p. 153. 
2Leta s. Hollingworth, Gifted Children, their nature 
~nurture (New York: The Macalllan Company, 1926), pp. 32of. 
13 
In 1921, nunnl found no difference in responses, due 
to intelligence, when she studied the preferences of 195 
classes of first, second, and third grade children in New 
York, Virginia, Arkansas, Missouri, and California. Thirty-
one saaples of reading material, containing six interest-
producing elements: surprise, liveliness, animalness, 
conversation, humor, and plot, were selected by adult 
experts. The samples were read to the children and their 
preferences interpreted in the light of the analyses of 
interest. Boys and girls both liked surprise and plot. 
Boys liked animalness; girls liked childness (the presence 
of child characters), and familiar experiences. However, 
sex differences were very small. 
Dunn also explored children's interest in informative 
material, but found that these selections were usually 
neglected in reading courses. She advocated incorporating 
interest-producing characteristics into informational 
material. 
In 1925 Grant and White2 studied the first and second 
lFannie w. Dunn, "Interest Factors in Primary Reading 
.Material," Teachers College Contributions to Education, 
No. 113 (New York: Teachers college, columDia Onivers1ty, 1921), 
p. 7Tir. 
2Emma B. Grant and .Margaret L. White, -"A Study of 
Children's Choices of Reading Materials," Teachers College 
Record, XXVI (April, 1925), pp. 20-27. 
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choices of six hundred children, grades one through three, 
in different parts of the United States. The total choices 
















The same year, Greenl found that pupils of low mental 
capacity like child characters in their stories, and less 
about current news, and about specialized interests than did 
those having high intelligence. They also read more books 
in series. 
In 1925 and 1926, Huber, Bruner, and Curry2 , s•udying 
the interest in suitable verse of the 50,000 pupils of fif-
teen hundred teachers, found a variety of interests in each 
grade. Grade one favored animals and play; grade two, humor 
ljenny L. Green, Reading for ~ (Boston: Richard G. 
Badger, 1925), pp. 29-53. 
~iriam B. Huber, H. B. Bruner, and c. M. Curry, 
Children's Interests in Poetry (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1927), 
pp. 3-62, pp. 63-89. --
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and nonsense; and grade three; outdoors and fairies. 
Jordan1 reported, after investigations of library 
withdrawals and questionnaires in New York, Washington, D.c., 
Arkansas, Kansas, and North Carolina, that by the age of ten, 
boys and girls began to differ in their choices of subject 
matter. The boys preferred war and scouting; the girls, 
home and school life, fairies, and love fiction. Some 
children chose informational material, travel, biography, 
and history. Very few chose books on science. 
In 1925 Terman and Lima2 used questionnaires to par-
ents and teachers, and studied pupil reading record:booklets 
and interest blanks to determine facts about children's 
reading interests. The survey covered Stanford research 
reports on approximately one thousand gifted children with 
intelligence quotients of 135 or more, by Stanford-Binet 
tests, and having mental ages averaging at least 35 per cent 
above their chronological ages. Data concerning this group 
were compared with those from a similar sized group of 
unselected children aged six to fifteen years. 
The results showed that gifted children read a much 
1Arthur M. Jordan, Children's Interests in Reading 
{Chapel Hill, North Carolina: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1926), p. 103. 
2r.ewis M. Terman and Margaret Lima, Children's Read-
~. A Guide for Parents and Teachers {New York: Appleton-
century, 1926~pp. 51-6~ 
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larger quantity of material including more non-fiction and 
informational books. All boys liked adventure and informa-
tive fiction, but gifted boys read a larger proportion of 
books on science, history, and biography than the control 
group. All the girls liked stories of home and school life, 
and of adventure, but the control girls showed a greater 
liking for emotional fiction. All the children liked nature 
and animal stories. 
Where age was concerned, Terman and Limal concluded 
that children of eight or nine years should have mastered the 
mechanics of reading sufficiently to enjoy the contents of 
readers. At age eight, fairy tales and stories with fantas-
tic and imaginative qualities were at the top of the list. 
Interest in stories of real life was beginning, such as child 
life,and realistic stories of animals and nature. At age 
nine, fairy stories continued to be popular, but interest was 
fading. Boys, particularly, wanted more practicality, and 
had more interest in affairs of real life, such as Boy Scouts, 
and boy's lives. Girls stayed indoors and read more than 
boys, but with a narrower range of interests. Girls also 
reread books oftener than boys. The latter had "spells" 
of interest in special subjects, such as electricity, inven-
tors, or detective stories. By ten years of age, children 
17 
became curious about things outside their own pwrception; 
a widening appeared; and interest in fairy tales receded. 
Interest increased toward travel, and stories of other lands, 
and boys turned more and more to tales of inventions, 
mechanics, and science. 
Terman and Lima1 reported that in selecting material 
for subnormal children with 60 per cent or more of normal 
intelligence, one must consider limited comprehension, 
narrower interests, and less power to understand a wide 
variety of ideas. This type of child liked to find what he 
had read before, familiar things, and few abstractions. 
There was also a wide range of individual differences 
due to individual interests, rate of physical development, 
health, school environment, social and economic status, and 
home training. 
Terman and Lima concluded that, in general, there 
were three main reasons why children read: (1) Curiosity, 
Of 465 questions asked by children under ten years of 
age, over one-half were on topics relating to nature or 
the workings of natural forces, the what and why of the 
sun, moon, planets and animals. Nearly three-fourths of 
this group related to causation. 
(2) Desire, 
(Speaking of the child reader) He reads himself, by a 
pro~ess of empathy, into the book, and finds a satisfy-
ing fulfillment of his subconscious wishes. Earliest 
1Ibid. pp. 51-76. 
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desires were mainly concerned with food, so stories of 
gingerbread houses, or starving children appealed to 
them. Later came the desire to attain wealth or gran-
deur by magical means, the boys wanting personal power, 
leadership, or adventures, and the girls wanting 
beautiful clothes, personal comforts and luxuries, 
beauty, and admiration. Between ten and twelve years, 
fairy wishes became more practical. 
(3) Imitation. The behavior and preferences of adults, and 
the attitudes of friends also influenced children's choices.! 
In 1928, Huber summarized available data concerning 
the effect of intelligence on children's interest. The 
following quotation is from that summary: 
Studies of gifted children do not show their tastes 
in reading to be greatly different from those of children 
of less intelligence, but their reading, on the whole, is 
of better quality. • • • Studies of the reading interests 
of children of average intelligence show that elements 
high in their preferences are: surpr~se, plot, action, 
animals, play, fancy, and adventure. 
Huber3 also studied the preferences of groups of 
pupils of varying degrees of intelligence. Fifteen classes, 
including grades one through five, in five public schools in 
Yonkers, New York, were rated according to the Stanford-
Binet Scale. The dull group had intelligence quotients ' 
libid. p. 18. 
~iriam B. Huber, "The Influence of Intelligence on 
Children's Reading Interests," Teachers Colle~e Contributioils 
to Education, No. 312 (New York: Bureau of Pu licat1ons, 
Teachers College, COlumbia University, 1928), p. 9. 
3Ibid. p. 37. 
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from 40 to 80, with a mean of 74.4 and an average chronolog-
ical age of 9.36 years. The average group had intelligence 
quotients from 90 to 108, with a mean of 98.5 and an 
average chronological age of 9.20 years. The bright group 
had intelligence quotients from 109 to 139, with a mean 
of 114.6 and an average chronological age of 9 years. 
Thirty selections were chosen and groups of judges 
rated their literary quality and suitability as about equal. 
They were read in pairs to the children. Five types of 
selections were presented: familiar experience, humor, fancy, 
information, and heroism and service.l 
Dull children liked familiar experience better than 
average or bright children, but even they liked it least of 
all the types presented. Dull children liked the same mate-
rial<.as average and bright ones. They ranked fancy as 
fourth, while the others put it second. Average and bright 
children seemed to choose the same selections. Three 
tendencies reported were: 
1. The brighter the children, the more pronounced 
their preferences. 
2. The brighter the children, the greater their 
capacity to discriminate. 
3. The more intelligent the children, the less they 
liked the kind of material offered in familiar 
experien~e stories. The other responses were very 
similar. 
llbid. pp. 10-16. 2Ibid. p. 32. 
Huber reported three fairly certain conclusions and three 
less certain ones. The most certain ones were: 
20 
1. Dull, average, and bright children all showed 
marked preferences in different kinds of reading 
m~eriab. 
2. There was a striking similarity between the 
choices of dull, average, and bright children for 
types of literature of the quality of the samples. 
3. Dull children liked humor less, and familiar 
experience more,
1
than those with a higher degree 
of intelligence. 
Less certain conclusions were: 
1. The choices of dull children were more influenced 
by complexity of the material; the average, less, 
and the bright, least of all. 
2. The choices of dull children were less influenced 
by literary style; the others, more. 
3. The choices of dull children were most influenced 
by content, or subject matter of the stories; the 
average~ less so, and the bright children, least 
of al~ 
The conclusions applicable to a practical educational 
program are, in the main, as follows: 
1. Children, at all levels of intelligence, are 
appreciative of the quality of reading materials. 
Dull children, as well as those more fortunately 
endowed in intelligence, appreciate the merit of 
stories and poems which are offered them. 
2. To insure the greatest satisfaction to children 
in reading, attention should be given to the con-
tent and subject matter. Children of dull, 
average, and superior intelligence have distinct 
and consistent interests in reading which deserve 
recognition in curriculum making. This is 
especially important in the education of dull 
children, whose interests, on the whole, show a 
striking similarity to those of more intelligent 
children. 
1Ibid. pp. 38-39. 
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3. A factor of importance in arranging courses of 
study in reading is complexity of material. It is 
necessary that material be carefully graded to the 
pupils' level of intelligence. Bright children 
can appreciate material of a wide range of diffi-
culty, but in preparing reading materials for dull 
children care should be taken to avoid unusual 
words, confused or involved sentence and1paragraph structure, or abstract and subtle ideas. 
In 1928, Thorndike2 studied the interests of a group 
of children ranging in age from eight to sixteen years of 
age. He found that younger children of the same sex liked 
the same things, regardless of intelligence. As they grew 
older, the brighter ones developed interests more nearly 
corresponding with those of children two or three years 
older. 
Celestine3 found that children in the earliest grades 
were interested in animal stories, stories of children and 
familiar experiences, nature stories of the fanciful type, 
and the simpler fairy tales. Between the ages of eight and 
ten, animal stories of a realistic nature, stories of home 
libid. p. 39. 
2Edward L. Thorndike, Study of Children's Interests 
(New York: Bureau of Publicat1ons, ~achers College, Columbia 
University, 1928) 
3sister M. Celestine, "A Survey of the Literature on 
the Reading Interests of Children in the Elementary Grades," 
Educational Research Bulletins, Vol. 5, Nos. 2 and 3, 
CCatliol1c On1vers1ty of Aier1ca, Catholic Education Press, 1930) 
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and school life, stories of children in other lands, and of 
adventure, became increasingly popular. From nine to thir-
teen, the boys preferred reading matter containing dramatic 
and adventurous elements; and the girls, stories of pleasant 
home and school life. The girls read more, but within a 
smaller interest range. They liked poetry better than the 
boys did. 
In 1931, Dowell and Garrison! found the most impor-
tant character traits in children's literature were: 
Kindness 
Bravery 
Happiness and Beauty 
Humor 
Animalness 
Gates2 and Gates, Peardon, and Sartorius, 3 followed 
Dunn's advice of ten years previous, and studied children's 
interests in reading by seeking to analyze factors which 
contributed to, and detracted from interest value. Huber•s4 
thirty selections were divided into six types by Gates et al:5 
1Pattie A. Dowell and K. C. Garrison, "A Study of 
Reading Interests of Third-Grade Subjects," Peabody Journal 
of Education, VIII (January, 1931), pp. 202-6. 
2Arthur I. Gates, Interest and Ability in Reading, 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, IVlo), pp. 4~93. 
3Arthur I. Gates, Celeste c. Peardon, and Ina c. 
Sartorius, "Studies of Children's Interests in Reading," 
Elementary School Journal, XXXI (May, 1931), pp. 656-70. 
4Huber, ~· ~·• pp. 10-16. 5Gates et al, ~· ~· 
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1. Familiar family and personal experiences of some-
what sentimental type. 
2. Unusual experiences such as adventures and 
thrilling episodes. 
3. Funny and humorous selections. 
4. Fanciful, unreal, and supernatural episodes. 
5. Heroic, altruistic, and patriotic episodes. 
6. Informative materials. 
These thirty selections were rated from 1 to 9 by ten 
specialists in children's literature, according to each of 
fourteen characteristics. Then the selections were paired 
and read to primary grade children for comparisons of their 
interest in the field as a whole. The results showed, 
through statistical methods, the relative· interest"p,:-o4uct~g 
potency of each of the fourteen characteristics. Gates et 
a11 listed these factors in the order of their importance. 
Part of the list follows: 
1. Surprise, "the degree of unexpectedness in the 
turn of events or conversation." 
2. Liveliness, "the degree of action and movement; 
degree to which things happen." 
3. Animalness, "the degree to which animals appear 
and participate." 
4. Humor, "the degree of fun and humor included." 
5. Conversation, "the degree of actual talking 
represented." 
6. Plot, "the degree to which the selection 
possesses a sustained plot." 
7. Narrativeness, "the degree to which the selection 
takes the narrative form."· 
They added another factor: Suitability,~ meaning material 
that was intelligible to the child and within the range of 
children's experiences without being too humdrum or too 
1Gates et al, ~· .:!!• p. 662. Ibid. PP• 660-61. 
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remote. 
Gates et a11 found that Moralizing actually detracted 
from interest. Their results differed from Dunn's in that 
they rated Humor and Liveliness higher, and Plot and 
Repetition lower. However, the similarities were more )f'·u_,1(~t_-~J 
notable. They concluded that the above mentioned desirable~ 
supported each other to yield the highest degree of interest 
appeal. 
Gates et al also surveyed primary grade children's 
preferences in regard to informational material, as compared 
to narrative selections. Twenty-four schools, with 2,332 
pupils, made 41,976 choices. Narrative form, rather than 
the purely informational, was preferred seven times out of 
ten. But it was reasoned that the narratives were of a 
higher literary quality, having stood the test of years; 
while informational material, written expressly for children, 
was comparatively new. They found no great differences in 
preferences between degrees of intelligence, or between 
sexes. They agreed that perhaps the showing for informa~ 
tiona! material was still substantial. To support this view, 
they pursued certain themes in the informational marerial 
and the pupils became very much interested in the subject 
matter. They also reasoned that the qualities which proved 
to promote interest, except for plot, could be incorporated 
1Ibid. pp. 656-70. 
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in informational material as well as in narrative. They 
reasoned that informational reading matter must be adjusted 
to the child's emotional pattern and related to fields of 
information and types of enterprises in which the pupil was 
interested at the time. 
In 1934, Smith1 asserted, in her analysis of reading 
instruction, that interests should start with the children's 
own preferences and broaden out to new fields, cultivating 
new interests. 
Hockett2 surveyed the reading interests of four hun-
dred in the lowest quartile group who were asked to check 
the titles of books they liked best. Little Black Sambo was 
most widely read, and Tarsan was the most popular. The' 
qualities in reading matter which these children favored 
were: 
Stories within the childts experience 
Liveliness of action 
A large proportion of conversation 
Good plot 
Stories where animals play a prominent part 
Friedman and Nemzek3 surveyed reading interest studies 
lNila B. Smith, ,A Historical Analysis of American 
Reading Instruction (New-York: S1lver, Burdett--and Company, 
1934), p. 271. 
2John A. Hockett, "Reading Interests of Z-Section 
Pupils," Elementary School Journal, XXVI (September, 1935), 
pp. 26-34. 
3Kopple c. Friedman and Claude L. Nemzek, "Survey of 
Reading Interest Studies," Education, LVII (September, 1936), 
pp. 51-56. 
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and came to the conclusions that at first children liked 
personified animal stories, and later, nature stories and 
fairy tales. 
In 1937 Lazarl conducted a study to compare the read-
ing interests and reading activities and opportunities of 
children of different intelligence levels. Sex was also 
considered. Over two thousand pupils from thirteen public 
schools in New York City, including children from various 
neighborhoods and social and economic levels, and of differ-
ent nationalities were divided into bright, average, and dull 
groups according to the Stanford-Binet Scale. Grade levels 
ranged from second to sixth, but most of the pupils were in 
the middle grades and aged ten to twelve years. Most of the 
children were beyond the age limit set by the writer of this 
study, but Lazar's study showed the importance of home back-
ground, etc., which would be applicable to any age group. 
Lazar's study showed that children in the higher 
intelligence group usually came from homes in the higher 
socio-economic strata, with professional parents and more 
reading opportunities at home. She divided the conclusions 
into seven parts: 
1. In regard to reading interests and attitudes, dull 
pupils usually preferred school subjects like 
~ay Lazar, "Reading Interests, Activities and Oppor-
tunities of Bright, Average and Dull Children," Contributions 
to Education, No. 707 (New York: Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1937), pp. 99-111. 
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arithmetic and spelling, which did not involve 
reading. They disliked subjects because they were 
"too hard."· Bright and average children liked 
history 9 probably because they had more reading 
ability. · 
2. More girls than boys owned library cards. 
3. Girls read more than boys, but the amount of reading 
done by boys was more nearly related to their intel-
ligence. Bright boys read a great deal, while dull 
boys read very little. 
4. Although both boys and girls liked "mystery" stories 
best, there were marked sex differences in other 
choices. Adventure was popular with boys, fairy 
tales with girls. Boys were interested in types 
which appealed to the imagination and in realistic 
types. Boys were only slightly interested in girls' 
selections, and those who showed interest were 
usually dull boys. Girls showed considerable 
interest in certain types selected by boys. Bright 
pupils selected "better" types of reading material; 
whereas dull pupils selected simpler and less 
realistic types. There was a positive relation 
between types of books liked and intelligence quo-
tients. The quality of reading matter was also 
associated with socio-economic status. 
s. Boys read more magazines, mostly detective and 
mystery, while girls read fewer, and these mostly 
general story types. Girls liked boys' magazines, 
but boys did not like girls' ones. Very few 
magazines were read by pupils with low intelligence 
ratings, or from low socio-economic levels. 
6. The comic sections of newspapers were most popular 
with boys and girls. Boys read the papers more, 
but girls read a larger variety. 
7. The involuntary reading done by pupils showed two 
main trends: the popular juvenile series and stand-
ard children's classics. Girls, especially bright 
ones, liked boys books, but boys~ except for some 
dull ones, disliked girls' books. Serious types 
of literature, such as those concerned with science 
and invention, were mentioned chiefly by bright 
pupils. Fairy tales were mentioned more often by 
dull children. Series books were liked because of 
.elements of adventure, action, excitement, thrills, 
and because the characters became familiar friends. 
Adventure, history, and mystery were among the 
first five choices for all three groups. 
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Thorndike! also studied the interests of three thou-
sand children in grades four through twelve in certain urban 
and suburban eastern schools, by presenting a questionnaire 
containing fictitious annotated story titles. He concluded 
that there were certain boy interests and girl interests, 
regardless of age; that bright children's interests differ 
mostly when they are older than others in their grade; and 
that from ten years of age and upward, sex differences are 
marked. 
In 1940, Hockett and Forry2 studied the expressed 
reading interests of pupils in grades three through eight. 
They found the highest interest in: 
1. "Made-up stories of exciting things." 
2. "Stories about games." 
3. "Stories that tell how we should act and what we 
should do." 
4. "True stories of things people have done." 
5. "Stories of things that happen to you every day." 
It appeared that both boys and girls were interested in 
action, exciting adventure, surprise, and humor. 
lRobert A. Thorndike, A Comparative Study of Children's 
Reading Interests (New York: 'Bureau of Publ1cat1oii'S, Teachers, 
College, Columbia University, 1941), p. 48. 
2Jobn A. Hockett and Kenneth M. Forry, "Interests in 
Reading Expressed by Pupils in Grades Three to Seven," Chil-
dren's Interests, Twelfth Yearbook of the California Elemen-
tary schOol Pfmcipa11 s ASsociauon\Oar.Iatld, Cahfomii! 
Sarah L. Young, Parke School, 1940), pp. 89-95. 
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In 1942, Jordan! published the results of a study on 
the interests of dull and bright children. He found that: 
1. In the groups studied, 19 per cent of the dull 
children and SO per cent of the bright children 
preferred books on science. 
2. In the groups studied, 10 per cent of the dull 
boys and 33 per cent of the bright boys preferred 
adventure stories. 
3. In the groups studied, 8 per cent of the dull 
girls and 21 per cent of the bright girls preferred 
adventure stories. 
4. In the groups studied, 31 per cent of the dull boys 
and 20 per cent of the bright boys preferred 
mystery stories. 
s. In the groups studied, 38 per cent of the dull 
girls and 14 per cent of the bright girls preferred 
fairy tales. 
6. In the groups studied, 28 per cent of the dull boys 
put detective and mystery magazines first. 
7. In the groups studied, 37 per cent of the bright 
boys put science and invention magazines first. 
In 1944, Russell2 said that long stories should be 
divided up, and some of the same characters should continue 
through-out the book. Stories should be grouped according to 
centers of interest. Early emphasis should be on "common 
experience" materials, but in the third grade, science and 
nature, social studies, and factual materials in story form 
should be included. 
lArthur M. Jordan, Children's Interests in Reading 
(Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Un1vers1ty of NortE Carolina 
Press, 1942), pp. 90-92. 
2David H. Russell, "Opinions of Experts about Primary-
Grade Basic Reading Programs," Elementary School Joumal, XLIV 
(June, 1944}, pp. 602-9. 
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In 1946, Woodward! compared the preferences of second 
grade boys and girls for twenty-two narrative-type stories 
selected from second grade reading material. Each story was 
presented in an individual folder. Similarly, three types of 
informational material from second readers were selected and 
presented. By ballot, each child.;. expressed his preference 
and indicated enthusiasm, moderate enjoyment, or dislike. 
The study showed that fairy stories were better liked than 
informational ones. Both sexes liked fairy stories with boy 
and girl characters, folk-lore, and least of all, animated 
animal stories. In the order of preference, the list follows: 
1. Fairy stories with children 
2. Folk-lore 
3. Child experiences 
4. Workers and Helpers 
5. Science 
6. Animated animal stories 
Boys and girls made similar choices, but boys' first choice 
was child experiences, while girls' choice was fairy tales 
with children. Intelligence made no great difference, except 
that the brighter children rated science higher than the dul-
ler ones. 
lMyrle A. Woodward, ·~easurement of Pupil Interests in 
Types of Stories at Grade Two Level by Ballot Method to Deter-
mine Child Preferences" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, 1946), pp.19-20, 58-59. 
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A year later, O'Toolel found that children in the 
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, with low mental ages, made 
more voluntary library choices of mythology, fables, fairy 
tales, and animal stories than did children with high mental 
ages. 
During the same year, Boland surveyed the reading 
interests of first grade children, using stories from 
widely used basal readers. One of the purposes of the study 
was to discover which types of stories were most popular. 
All the children liked old tales, animal stories, child 
experience stories, and nature and science stories, in that 
order, but there was only an 8.1 per cent difference between 
the first and last choices. Boys and girls indicated the 




Nature and science 
Animals 
Girls 




~ildred O'Toole, "Library Choices of Intermediate 
Grade Pupils" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, Boston, 1947), Chap. IV. 
~arion R. Boland, ·~easurement of Pupil Interests 
in Types of Stories at Grade One Level by Ballot to Deter-
mine Child Preferences" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, 1947), pp. 49-52. 
In 1948, Sullivan! studied the choices of fourth 
grade children and found they preferred: 
1. Classics (narrative) 
2. Adventure 
3. Biography 
4. Children of other lands 
5. Social studies and science 
In the fourth grade, boys were showing a distinct dislike 
for girls' interests. 
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In March of 1949, Sawyer2 explored the interests of 
nine-year olds as revealed through their leisure time 
activities. He received 6757 responses to his questionnaires, 
of which 3473 were from boys, and 3284 from girls. The study 
took place in four typical New England communities. He found 
that 47 per cent of the boys were interested in Cub Scouts 
and enjoyed handicrafts, basketball and baseball. Brownie 
troops interested 54 per cent of the girls, and they liked 
making gifts, singing, and hiking. Summer camps were 
attended by 31.4 per cent of the boys and 26.5 per cent of 
the girls. There they enjoyed swimming, hiking, baseball, 
archery, and handicraft. 
lEdith L. Sullivan, "Measurement of Pupil Interest in 
Types of Stories at Grade Four Level by Ballot Method to 
Determine Child Preference" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, Boston, 1948) pp. 35-36. 
2Russell D. Sawyer, "The Needs and Interests of the 
Nine-Year Old as Revealed through his Leisure Time Activities" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1949), 
pp. 43-50. 
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When alone, the boys and girls liked reading, largely 
of comics, and listening to the radio. They also liked such 









Cutting paper dolls 
Sewing 
When doing things with their families, they both liked: 
Riding in the car 
Card games 
Picnicking 














Riding a bicycle 























The same activities as spring, plus Playing in the 
,_ ~- .~-. ', .leaves. 
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Summer 
All sorts of sports and handicraft. 
The same year, Robertsl investigated the reading 
interests of middle-grade children through three question-
naires. She found that both boys and girls liked animal and 
mystery stories. Girls liked quieter, imaginative tales, 
rhyaes and rhythms. Boys liked action and adventure and 
stories of people of the past. Girls liked more tales of 
fun and fancy. 
Baylies2 measured the interests of third grade chil-
dren in humorous stories. The problem was to: 
1. Discover preferences of children at the third 
grade level for individual humorous stories. 
2. Compare the preferences of boys and girls for 
individual stories and for two types of humorous 
stories. 
3. Compare the interests of upper and lower quartiles 
of intelligence ~n individual stories and in the 
two story types. 
Nine third grades in Greater Boston indicated their prefer-
ences by ballot. The two types of stories were~ 
1. Fantastic stories such as Uncle Remus, and Dr. 
1Phyllis Robe'rts, "An Investigation of the Reading 
Interests of Middle Grade Children" {unpublished Master • s 
thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1949), pp. 56-58. 
2Alice F. Baylies, "Measurement of Pupil Interest in 
Types of Humorous Stories at Grade III Level by Ballot 
Method to Determine Child Preferences" {unpublished Master's 
thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1949), p. 1. 




2. Realistic stories such as Cowboys !!! Brave or ~ 
Big Long~· 
Twenty humorous stories were divided into two groups of ten 
stories each, five of them real and five of them fantastic. 
They were distributed to nine third grade teachers. The 
responses of 210 children, from all classes of homes, with 
intelligence quotients from 77 to 138 were studied. Five 
pairs of stories, one of each type, were read to the children 
by the teachers. They voted on each pair. Also, the chil-
dren read ten stories silently and voted on the three they 
enjoyed most. 
Some conclusions were: 
1. After reading them silently, a small majority voted 
for fantastic stories.1 
2. After both oral and silent readings, "the girls 
showed a higher percentage of preferences for real-
istic stories than did the boys."2 
3. "The upper quartile in intelligence showed a higher 
percentage for realistic stories than did the boys. n3 
Jersild and Tasch,4 in collaboration with committees 
of public school teachers, studied children's wishes, 
interests, and likes and dislikes, and what they suggested 
for education. The study included 2,248 children, white and 
colored, from many different localities. Also, data were 
1Ibid. p. 67. 2Ibid. p. 68. 3Ibid. p. 69. 
4Arthur T. jersild and Ruth J. Tasch, Children's 
Interests and What They Suggest for Education (New York: 
Bureau of l'ubl1tations, Teachers~llege, Columbia Univer-
sity, 1949), pp. 1-6. 
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used from 1000 other children from public and private 
schools. The children were divided into four groups accord-
ing to grade. The grades were from one to twelve, but for 
purposes of this study, only the material from groups one 
and two were reviewed. These groups included grades 1, 2, 
and 3, with children aged nine through twelve years. A sum-
mary of their findings follows. 
1. All ages were preoccupied with people and personal 
relations. 
2. There was a strong element of self-interest and self-
reference in children's ideas about life and the 
world at large. "A child's conception of happen-
ings in the world about him is likely to be in 
terms of his personal st alee in what is going on • .,l 
Their ideas about the war were in terms of relatives 
in the armed forces, rationing, etc. 
3 •• Chilc1ren. attach great importance to gifts because of 
their uses and the prestige of ownership, and 
because they are tokens of affection, forms of 
encouragement, or votes of confidence. For example, 
a gift of a knife or a bicycle denotes the giver's 
c_onfidence that the child is old enough and careful 
enough to use them wisely. 
4. Interests-demonstrate what has been learned and 
reflect the past, more than what the children could 
learn to like in the future. 
5. There are many discrepancies between expressed inter-
ests and evidences of needs in their daily lives. 
Physical needs, fears, and emotional needs are not 
always reflected in wishes. "• •• it is necessary 
to go beyond the study of children's expressed 
interests in order to get clues to what the educa-
tional program should include. "2 
6. Oftentimes children reflect the interests of parents, 
which would be particularly true in the case of 
reading. Interests.:.are influenced by standards and 
customs of peers, also. 
llbid. p. 71. 2Ibid. p. 79. 
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In 1952 Gibbons et a1, 1 Healy et a1, 2 Blandford et 
a1,3 and Boutin et a14 surveyed the interests of primary 
grade children in regard to the elements of character, humor, 
ending, length, rhyme, and personal association. Stories 
from basal readers were read to the children and their likes 
and dislikes were indicated through pictures, comprehension 
checks, recall questions, and oral individual responses. 
These three fonDs of responses were rotated between the 
classes and stories. 
Gibbons et a15 found that third graders liked: 
1. Elements of humor 
2. Suspense 
3. Satisfactory ending 
4. Personal association 
s. Interesting plot 
6. Interesting characters 
1Lois A. Gibbons, Katherine E. Hanscom, and Kathryn s. 
Paige, "A Survey of Third Grade Children's Likes and Dislikes 
in a Basal Reader, Look~ Ahead-3, Houghton Mifflin" (unpub-
lished Master's thes1s,~ston University, Boston, 1952), p.Jo. 
2-rherese J. Healy, Jeanne M. McGovern, and Dorothy F. 
Pugatch, "A Survey of the Likes and Dislikes of Children of 
Grades Two and Three for the Stories in the American Book 
Company Basal Reader, ~.! Ctty Bri~e, Grade 2, Level 2" (unpublished Master's thesis, oston :niversity, Boston, 1952) 
P• 56. 
3Blizabeth Blandford, Edith E. Growe, and Olive Upton, 
"A Survey of First Grade Children's Likes and Dislikes in a 
Basal Reader (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, 1952), p. 64. 
4Marian B. Boutin, Mary B. Donald and Maybelle B. 
Leach, "A Survey of the Likes and Dislikes of Children in 
Grade Two for the Stories in the Ginn and Company Basal 
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Healy et all discovered that in one third grade and 
two second grades, including 46 boys and 38 girls in a sub-
urban eastern city, the children liked: 
1. Interesting plot 
2. Humor 
3. Personal association 
4. Reasonable length 
5. Rhyme 
6. Satisfactory ending 
They found that some stories were disliked because of unsat-
isfactory plot, personal associations, or too great length. 
Sometimes certain parts of stories brought unpleasant 
associations to the minds of individual children. 
Blandford et al2 gained similar results with first 
grade children. They liked elements of plot, humor, and 
character. Again personal associations sometimes caused 
dislike. 
Boutin et al, 3 studying the responses of 74 children 
in three second grades, concluded that the pupils liked: 
1. Plot 
2. Humor 
Reader, k Att Neighbors" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, Boston, 1952), p. 79. 
5Gibbons et al, ~· £!!., p. 30. (continued from p.37.) 
1Healy et al, ~· cit., p. 56. 
2Blandford et al, ~· £!!., p. 64. 
3Boutin et al, ~· cit., p. 79. 
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.. 3. Personal association 
4. Rhyme 
5. Interesting characters 
Dislike was shown for sadistic plots, and lack of humor. 
The same year Clark et al1 organized and analyzed 
lists of questions concerning what children want to know 
about their world from 41 740 children in grades four, five, 
and six. In the fourth grade most questions were in the 
area of Social Studies, and included Man as a Social Being, 
Communication, and War. A few asked about Geography of the 
United States and the Local Community. Girls asked more 
questions on the School and Problems of Personal and Social 
Adjustment. 
Bowen et a12 studied the preferences of first and 
second grade children for nineteen selections in current 
children's literature. The teacher read the selections to 
the children. First preference was for: 
1. Humorous stories 
2. Animal stories 
3. Adventure stories in grade one and stories of 
Fantasy in grade two. 
1Bdythe T. Clark et al> "What Children Want to Know 
about their World" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, 1952), pp. 96-103. 
2l!leanor M. Bowen ·md:otP,ers, "A Study of Preferences 
from Nineteen Selections in Current Children's Literature" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, &oston, 1953), 
PP• 53-57. 
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In 1955 Lamb1 made a small study of the reading 
interests of poor reading achievers at the second grade 
level. Questionnaires were read aloud to individual chil-
drea, most of whom were reading at a primer level. The ten 
girls and twenty-six boys, representing 26 per cent of the 
total second grade population of a city school, included 16 
white children, 15 negroes, 3 Mexicans, and 2 Polynesians. 
~enty-one of the father~ere in the Navy and lived in Navy 
housing; most of the others had skilled trades. Por the 
most part they belonged to a shifting population, and eight 
of the children were repeating second grade. 
Some of the choices2 may have been influenced by the 
Easter season, and by social studies units on the airport, 
harbor, and zoo, which were in progress. The girls preferred 
to hear stories of animals and make-believe; while the boys 
wanted to hear about cars, airplanes, trains, animals, and 
cowboys. Most of the children wanted to read about animals 
and cowboys. They wanted to write about animals, cowboys, 
boats, airplanes, and bikes. In summary, 86 per cent of the 
children showed interest in animals, things that go, make-
!Elizabeth N. Lamb "A Study of the Reading Interests 
of Poor Reading Achievers at the Second Grade Level" (unpub-
lished Master's thesis, San Diego State College, San Diego, 
1955), pp. 26-29. 
2Ibid. pp. 53-57. 
• • 
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believe stories, such as fairy stories and animals that talk, 
cowboys, and home and school life. 
In 1956 Sullivan and Tolman! said that children who 
are mentally slower than their classmates are interested in 
the same social pursuits as their peers. This substantiates 
t~e view that children's interests are dictated by social, 
rather than academic growth. 
2 In 1957, Gunderson reported on a study made in 1949 
and 1950 on what seven-year-olds like in books. Twenty-one 
children in the second grade responded with, "It's funny," 
or "It's interesting," or "It's exciting." "Funny" could 
mean anything which produced enthusiasm, whether it was 
ridiculous, surprising, or absurd. They liked situations 
which were: 
1. Strange, such as the mouse that talked 
2. Ridiculous, such as the pelican who flew over 
the Statue of Liberty without seeing it 
3. Surprising, such as the way the parrot got Dr. 
Doolittle out of jail 
4. Imaginative, such as how someone got gas and 
went up in the air 
5. Absurd, such as the king who got so angry the 
carriage shook 
They liked stories of noises, sudden falls, bumping, 
1Helen B. Sullivan and Lorraine E. Tolman, "High 
Interest-Low Vocabulary Reading Materials," ~oumal of 
Education,CXXXIX No. 2 (Deceaber, 1956), p. • --
2 . 
Agnes G. Gunderson, "What Seven-Year Olds Like in 
Books," ioumal of Educational Research, L (March, 1957), 
pp. 32-3 • 
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grotesque faces, or dramatic situations. Qualities which 





5. Elements of magic or fancy 
6. Satisfactory endings where justice triumphs 
The children did not mind "scary" parts such as "Off with 
your head" or the Elephant's Child on the crocodile when 
they did not become too deeply involved, emotionally. On 
the other hand, the Little House took on human emotions of 
happiness and the children responded happily. 
In 1958 Durrell and Savignanol studied pupil special-
ties as in-school follow-ups of special interests. The 
questionnaires used to select specialties gave clues to 
interests in grades four, five, and six. The divergence of 
interests of boys and girls after grade three became appar-
ent. 
Boys 
1. Science and Mechanics 
2. Social Studies (stamps 
and coins) 
3. Animals and Nature 
4. Sports 
Girls 
1. Animals and Nature 
Study (birds, 
horses, dogs, 
wild animals, cats) 
2. Social Studies 
3. Applied arts 
4. Fine arts, especially 
music 
lnonald D. Durrell and Leonard J. Savignano, "Class-
room .Enriclllilent Through Pupil Specialties," journal of Edu-
cation, Vol. 138, No. 3 (Boston University School o0 _.,,;-
Education, Boston (February, 1956), pp. 1-31. 
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It is assumed that these interests would be reflected in 
their choice of reading matter. 
Many of the studies of children's interest, here 
reviewed, have noted the importance of the children's own 
background of experiences as a factor which helped to deter-
mine their interests. In many cases they liked what they 
knew and disliked content which was remote from their expe-
rience. After the first grade, their reading background 
became an important source of vicarious experiences and 
extended interests. 
As Thorndike said in 1906: 
Interests may be native or acquired ••• Desirable 
interests are perpetuated, of course, by furnishing the 
stimuli that arouse them and by rewarding them with 
satisfaction •••• The problem is to ••• graft the 
interest to be acquired upon some interest already 
present, or rather to develop out of some interest 
already present, the one which we seek.l 
Much later, in speaking of vicarious experiences, 
Stone explained that: 
As the children grow in ability to read, the reading 
program has more and more opportunities of extending 
their experiences beyond first-hand experiences and 
vicarious experiences acquired through oral language and 
pictures. This point of view emphasizes the fact that 
reading is experience and a mos~ valuable means of enrich-
ing the life of the individual. 
!Edward L. Thorndike, The Princieles of Teachin~, 
based~ Psychology (New York: A. G. Se1ler,-r906, p.2. 
2clarence R. Stone, Progress in Primary Reading (St. 
Louis, Missouri: Webster Publ1shing C:ompany, 1950), p. 366. 
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Several analyses have been made of the subject matter 
content of beginning readers. In 1921, Starch! reported on 
the results of an analysis of the contents of ten reader~ 
for each grade, selected from twenty-four sets of readers. 
The content was classified under sixteen different headings 
and the percentage of space devoted to each type was deter-
mined for each grade. There were many differences. For the 
first grade, the three leading classes of material were 
related to animals, boys and girls, and folklore. These, 
with poetry, made up three-fourths of the material in the 
books. 
In 1930 Robinson•s2 history of the content of readers 
stated that: 
1. Before 1775 the content was mostly religious. 
2. From 1775 to 1825 the content emphasized religious and 
secular motives equally. 
3. From 1825 to 1875 the secular motives predominated. 
4. From 1875 to 1915 the literary ideal prevailed. 
5. After 1915 many objectives determined the content of 
readers. 
Four years later Smith3 made a similar study, tracing 
1naniel Starch, "The Content of Readers" Report of the 
Societt's Committee on Silent Readinf, Twentieth vearboOK or-
the Na 10nal SOC1ety-ror the study 0 Education, Part II 
(Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1921), 
pp. 145-51. 
2Roscoe R. Robinson, Two Centuries of Change in the 
Content of School Readers, Contr1but1ons to-Education; No. 59 
(George Peabody College for Teachers, 1930). 
~ila B. Smith, A Historical Analtsis of American Read-
ing Instruction (New York: S1iver, Burde t anarcompany, 1~, 
pp. 264-68. 
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the changes in subject matter from the time when reading was 
considered a cultural asset to be attained to arouse inter• 
est in literature, through the first attempts to appeal to 
children's own interests through folk and fairy tales, 
Mother Goose, realistic stories and informational series, to 
primers and first readers which used real childhood 
experiences. More advanced readers were given realistic and 
fanciful tales and some poetry. From 1915 to 1925 she found 
that silent reading objectives determined the content of 
readers. Since 1925 their content has been modified radi-
cally in harmony with new social needs and changing 
conceptions of the chief purposes of schooling. 
In 1937 Hockett compared the content of readers in 
current use in the primary grades with those used several 
, years ago and found that "• •• one of the greatest changes 
in the content of primary readers is the substitution of 
realistic stories and infomational selections dealing with 
the common activities of children and adults for the fanciful 
folk-tales and traditional nursery stories which received 
great emphasis fifteen years ago. 111 
In 1950 Stone reported the same shift in content. 
1John A. Hockett, '7he Vocabularies and Content of 
Elementary School Readers," The Role of Research in Educa-
tional Progress, Official Report; American EducatiOnal 
Research Association (Washington, D. C.~1937), P• 214. 
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The theory concerning beginning material that is most 
commonly accepted and followed today is that it should 
be based upon the common experiences and activities of 
young children. The theory that beginning reading 
material should be drawn from classical literature, 
,.nursey rhymes, and folk tales, dominant for more than a 
decade, has been thrown overboard entirely.! 
A study by Hockett 2 of the content of 218 school 
readers ranging from primers to sixth readers supplied 
striking evidence of a very wide range of topics at each 
grade level. 
In 1944 Marcum3 also found a great variety of subject 
matter when she analyzed the concepts needed in interpreting 
stories included in the first four books of 15 series of 
readers published since 1935. She found 2748 concepts, 
which she grouped under a list of 278 items. 
With the shift of emphasis from traditionally recog-
nized children's literature t0 reading content concerned 
with common childhood experiences for beginning readers, a 
need arose for standards to use in selecting children's 
1Clarence R. Stone, Progress in Prima~ Reading (St. 
Louis, Missouri: Webster Publishing COmpany, 950), pp. 356-57. 
2Jobn A. Hockett, The Vocabularies and Contents of 
Elementary School Readers~tate Department of Educat1on-
Bulietin, No. 3 (Sacramento, California: State Department of 
Education, 1938). 
3Dixie M. Marcum, "Experiences, Concepts and Reading," 
Elementary School journal, XLIV (March, 1944), pp. 410-15. 
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reading matter. In 1921 Uhll said that all selections must 
possess literary merit and must be within the mental grasp 
of the pupils who were to read it, whether the reading was 
for recreative or informative purposes. 
Terman and Lima2 stated that a desirable book should 
inculcate worthy ideals of conduct and achievement, appreci-
ation of the beautiful, an enlarged fund of desirable know-
ledge, and an aroused desire for further reading of good 
literature. 
In the Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society 
.i,.Q$ the Study of Education, Horn3 set up criteria for select-
ing materials for recreatory reading matter. They are 
partially listed below: 
I. The value of the material was classified as follows. 
A. Uninteresting except for reference work (almanacs, 
etc.) 
B. Reports of actual happenings 
lwillis L. Uhl, Scientific Determination of the 
Content of Elementary School Courses in Readin~,-university 
of Wisconsin Studies in the Social ScTences an History, 
No. 4 (University of Wisconsin, 1921), pp. 162-64. 
2Lewis M. Terman and Margaret Lima, Children's 
Reading, A Guide for Parents and Teachers (New York: Appleton-
Century, "!926), p'P:"SS-91. -
3Emest Horn, "Appropriate Materials for Instruction 
in Reading," Re¥ort of the National Committee on Readinf, 
The Twenty-Four h Yearb(i'()K of the National SocTety forhe 
Study of Educat1on, Part I '(Bloomington, Illinois: Pii'511c 
School-publishing Company, 1925), pp. 186-93. 
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c. Stories true to life and interesting, although they 
are not actual happenings (best types of poetry and 
fiction) 
D. Stories pretending to be true to life or fact, but 
really not (This type of reading matter has little 
value.) 
E. Stories making no pretense at truth (fanciful fairy 
tales, nonsense jingles, wholesome humor) 
II. The material must be within reach of the child's 
imagination. 
III. The material must have appeal to the immediate 
interests of the child. 
IV. A wide range of selections in regard to experiences, 
moods, countries and peoples, and levels of difficulty 
should be presented. 
v. The illustrations should be good, should follow the 
thought, and should not be placed on the written page 
in such a way as to break up the lines of reading. 
VI. The mechanical make-up of the book should be good. 
In 1948 McKee said, "For purposes of instruction in 
beginning reading, no reading selection in or out of a book, 
is one bit better than the interest appeal and literary 
quality which it contains."! He continued with a list of 
criteria for selecting children's literature which was simi-
lar to Hom 1 s. 2 In part be concluded: 
I. Each selection must possess literary merit and content 
that is worth reading. There are four general types of 
select ions. 
A. Reports of actual experiences, episodes, and 
incidents. 
B. True to life stories, but not reports of actual 
occurrences. 
c. Fanciful matter, such as nonsense jingles, and fairy 
tales. 
1Paul A. McKee, The Teachin!iof Reading in the Elemen-
School (Boston: Houghton M1tt ·n-company, l94~p. 195. 
2Hom, loc. cit. 
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D. Tales that pretend to be true to life, but which are 
not, such as cheap adventure stories. 
II • .Each selection must appeal to the child's immediate 
interests, and can be able to satisfy those interests. 
III • .Each selection must be intrresting in its own right, or 
fun for the pupil to read. 
To summarize, many studies have proved that children's 
reading interests, as groups and as individuals, have been 
affected by many factors. .Environmental influences such as 
climate, socio-economic status, home background and parental 
attitudes necessarily govern, to a considerable degree, their 
early backgrounds of experience. Intelligence, sex, and 
natural aptitudes have a lesser effect on their interests up 
to the age of nine or ten. Evidence shows that reading 
interests at any one level merge gradually into those of 
another, varying with such factors as mental age1, ,sex, back-
ground of experience, home influences, and availability of 
materials. 
Many attempts have been made to analyze the elements 
in children's literature which promote their interests. 
Certain content materials appeared very frequently in the 
children's indicated preferences. Stories of animals and 
nature, and fairy tales rated very high. Children's familiar 
experiences, when considered, usually proved of interest to 
children of the primary grades. They also liked happy and 
admirable qualities in people in stories. 
!McKee, loc. cit. 
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Some subject matter detracted from interest appeal. 
Over-maturity and under-maturity of content, unrealness, and 
subjects that produced unpleasant personal associations, 
brought unfavorable responses. Unfamiliar content, especially 
in informational material, needed to be related to interests 
the children already had, because children tended to view 
things from the light of their own experiences, and to like 
what they knew. 
Of more importance than subject matter, however, in 
exciting children's reading appetites, were the techniques 
used to present the material. An interesting plot, narrative 
liveliness, suspense, and adventure rated highly. Some also 
mentioned satisfactory endings and interesting characters. 
But wherever surprise was included, it seemed to be the most 
potent factor in exciting interest. It is worthy of note, 
also, that _h~or moved from ninth place in 1921 to first or 
second place in recent years, probably because writers began 
to consider the child's viewpoint in funny situations. 
Although factual or informational material did not 
appear at the top of preference lists, various investigations 
reported that pupils enjoyed and read eagerly informational 
material that was simply and attractively written. 
Pupils usually preferred prose to poetry. Frequently 
their dislike for poetry was attached to particular poems or 
to methods of instruction. 
Qualities which discouraged interest were lack of 
interesting plot, too great length, and lack of humor. 
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The concensus of opinion was that no one quality pro-
duced interest as well as combinations of supporting 
qualities. 
For the most part, degrees of intelligence did not 
affect interests, up to ten years of age, although the more 
able readers read more selections. Personal experiences 
often swayed interests more than intelligence. 
Boys and girls tended to like the same kinds of 
stories, although some studies showed that nine-year-old 
boys were beginning to avoid stories of girls. Between ten 
and thirteen years of age significant differences in reading 
interests appeared between the sexes. 
II. LITERATURE ON VOCABULARY STUDIES 
OF CHILDREN'S READING MATERIAL 
·,e.\tle .h.a.ve seen· tha.t·_,c,hildrea:·between the. ages of .eight 
and ten have certain interests in common. The content and 
method of presenting the material were found to be very 
important in gaining and holding the child's willing atten-
tion. However, even the finest reading matter is lost on 
the child who can not read with sufficient ease and under-
standing to make the process enjoyable. 
Grayl concluded, in Monroe, that difficulty of com-
prehension vitally affects children's interest in what is 
read. Books within the pupils' grasp are discussed more 
freely, are completed in a larger percentage of cases, and 
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serve more frequently as a point of departure for additional 
reading, than is true if the material cannot be understood 
readily by the pupil. 
Bernstein's study of children's interests also showed 
this relation between interest and reading ease. She 
commented that "• •• high interest was often associated 
with superior reading comprehension. The pupils tested did 
not make the distinction between interest and reading ease; 
for them it was obvious that an uninteresting story is hard 
to read."2 The pupils she tested were at the junior high 
level, but the implication could be applied at any level. 
In a similar strain Thorndike had said, "• •• power 
to handle a subject produces in the long run, an interest in 
it ••• "3 Thus power and interest are closely related. 
lwilliam s. Gray, "Physiology and Psychology of Read-
ing," Encyclopedia of Bducat1onal Research, Walter s. Monroe 
(ed.), (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950), p. 983. 
'\iargery R. Bernstein, "Improving Reading through 
Interest," School Review, LXII (January, 1954), p. 44. 
3Bdward L. Thorndike, The Princieles of Teaching, 
based~ psychology (New York:-A. G. Se1ler,-r906), p. 53. 
Boston University 
Sehool of Education 
-, Li.bracy. __...--.:..,.,. .•.. 
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Conversely, if power produces interest, lack of 
power is frequently accompanied by lack of interest. This 
lack could be due to the chronic frustration of repeated 
failures, or to lack of satisfaction through inability to 
gain meaning from the printed page. In the words of Zolkos 
in 1951: 
Another fundamental need that is closely related to 
the child's social and emotional maturity is that of 
competency. At no time should a child be made to feel 
incompetent in learning to read. Although the child 
may lack the ability to read as effectively as his 
classmates. he should experience a sense of satisfactory 
accomplishment by tasting a degree of success at his own 
level. To give him success, the teacher must provide 
reading material that is appropriate to his abilities.! 
For many years research has been carried on to deter-
mine the factors that ma~e reading material "appropriate to 
his abilities," so that the individual child may be provided 
with books which he can read with ease and profit. 
In 1938, Rudisill explained a principle of reading 
instruction which was becoming commonly accepted. 
• • • the child should experience reading from the 
beginning as the process of getting ideas from the 
printed page. If this objective is to be realized when 
the child is doing the reading, the materials must be 
composed mainly of vocabulary that is so familiar as to 
be instantly recognized •••• familiarity with printed 
words is best developed through meeting the words 
repeatedly in the reading of meaningful content •••• 
accurate, fluent, and rapid reading at mature levels 
represents a complex of habits perfected through 
1Helena H. Zolkos, "What Research Says About Emo.. 
tiona! Factors in Retardation in Reading," Elementary School 
Journal, LI (May, 1951) , p. 513. 
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extensive practice in reading with accuracy, fluency, 
and rapidity at each subordinate level. One requisite 
for sueh reading is a vocabulary that is familiar to the 
reader.l 
This familiarity could best be achieved through the use of 
readers that provided planned practice with a controlled 
vocabulary. 
In 1934, Smith2 made a historical analysis of American 
reading instruction in which she traced the development of 
methods of providing practice from a logical organization by 
syllables, with twenty to one hundred new words per page and 
no provision for repetition, to primers with selections based 
on word lists, with none to six new words per page and repe-
tition in the readers and work-pads. 
A definite trend occurred toward more controlled and 
restricted vocabularies in beginning readers. This trend 
aiso emphasized the problem of keeping material interesting, 
while controlling the vocabulary. 
In 1921 Uhl3 said that foDDerly primary grade readers 
1Mabel Rudisill, "Selection of Preprimers and Primers-
A Vocabulary Analysis," Elementary School journal, XXXVIII (May and june, 1938), p. 683. 
~ila B. Smith, A Historical Analysis of American 
Reading Instruction (New York: Silver, Burdet~and Company, 
1934), pp. 268-74. 
lwillis L. Uhl, Scientific Determination of the Content 
of the Elementary School Course JB Reasi1ng, Un1vers1ty of Wis-
cons1n Studies in the Social Sciences and History, No. 4 
(Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin, 1921), p. 6-7. 
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were carefully constructed to present only a few new words, 
with extensive drill, and so the content was too much .. 
restricted. Other readers contained varied and interesting 
content, but too many words per lesson. 
Hockett and Neeley! analyzed the vocabularies of 
thirty-three primers and twenty-eight first readers published 
between 1923 and 1935. Hockett 2 analyzed six primers and six 
first readers published between 1935 and 1937. He compared 
these vocabulary analyses and found that there was a contin-
uing trend toward more restricted vocabularies. He arrived 
at a standard of six repetitions of a word to establish 
learning. 
Hockett said of factors contributing to simplicity or 
difficulty of reading matter, "Reports indicate that 
competent authorities, research students, and successful 
teachers all agree upon the profound importance of careful 
vocabulary control in school readers."3 In an effort to 
1 John A. Hockett and N. Glen Neeley, "The Vocabularies 
of Twenty-Eight First Readers," Elementary School Journal, 
XXXVII (January, 1937), pp. 344-52. 
2John A. HOfikett, "The VOcabularies of Recent Primers 
and First Readers, Elementary School Journal, XXXIX (Octo .. 
ber, 1938), pp. 112-15. 
3John A. Hockett, The Vocabularies and Contents of 
Elementary School Readers~tate Department of Educat1on-
Bul!et1n, No. 3 (Sacramento, California: State Department of 
Education, 1938). 
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find words common to various readers, and therefore most 
likely to be familiar to young readers, he analyzed the 
vocabularies of fifty preprimers, forty-two primers, thirty-
seven first re~ders, twenty-nine second readers, six third 
readers, and two fourth readers. He selected the 322 most 
common words in ten or more of thirty-three primers, and 
showed the over-~apping in certain primer vocabularies. 
Chronologically, the books showed a continuation of the trend 
toward more restricted vocabularies. 
Gates and Russe111 studied the effect of a greatly 
widened vocabulary on word recognition in beginning reading. 
Some of the controls read many books and stories. Others 
used selected readers and did practice book material, all 
with smaller total vocabularies. The results showed that 
those with high reading readiness scores enlarged their 
vocabularies with unrestricted reading. Those with medium 
or low reading scores profited most from the smallest, most 
restricted vocabulary load, both in word recognition and in 
comprehension. A very wide vocabulary load seemed to confuse 
them. 
!Arthur I. Gates and David H. Russell, "Types of Mate-
rials, Vocabulary Burden, Word Analysis, and Other Factors in 
Beginning Reading, I," .Elementary School journal, XXXIX 
(September and October, 1938), pp. 27-35 and 119-28. 
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In 1941 Spachel described changes appearing in the 
vocabularies of primary readers. The vocabulary burden was 
being lessened, with fewer different words being used ana 
more repetition of those used. Usually all forms were con-
sidered different except possessives and plurals. "Mastery 
of the basic vocabulary can be secured only by frequent 
repetition."2 The ratio of different words to the total 
number of words was a way of measuring the difficulty of 
books. Since six repetitions was regarded as the minimum 
for insuring mastery, the percentage of words repeated six 
times was a measure of difficulty. He found the average pre-
primer contained sixty-nine different words, repeated an 
average of 11 times. Of all different words, two-thirds 
were repeated 6 or more times. The same was true of primers, 
f~rst, and second readers. 
Several methods of achieving integration and vocabu-
lary repetition were employed, including parallel readers, 
companion readers, presentation and absorption units, unit 
materials in separate booklets, and between-grade readers. 
The purpose of all these methods was to provide extensive 
repetition of known words, and to gain readiness for the next 
~eorge D. Spache, "New Trends in Primary Readers," 
Ele•entary School journal, XLII (December, 1941), pp. 283-90. 
2Ibic1. p. 284. 
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reader of the basic series. 
Spachel also set up objective score cards for aid in 
selecting basic and supplementary readers in the primary 
grades. He emphasized the vocabulary characteristics of the 
books evaluated. Spache presented standards to be used in 
the selection of pre-primers, primers, first and second 
readers, and the results of word counts to aid in selecting 
supplementary pre-primers and primers. 
Stone2 claimed, in 1942, that the vocabulary in pri-
mary readers had been unjustifiably restricted, so that the 
third grade vocabulary was too small. "We have the problem 
of providing for adequate expansion along with the problem 
of providing sufficiently easy material at each level."3 He 
concluded that independence in reading typical third readers 
required a workable mastery of a much larger vocabulary than 
could_ be introduCed in .. the, uaiJal five-book series without too 
heavy a vocabulary load. 
lGeorge D. Spache, "Problems in Primary Book Selec-
tion," Elementary .English Review, XVIII (january to May, 1941), 
pp. 5-12; 52-59; 139-48; 154; 175-81. 
2clarence R. Stone, "A Vocabulary Study Based on 107 
Primary-Grade Books," .Elementary School journal, XLII 
(February, 1942), pp. 452-55. 
3Ibid. p. 455. 
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In 1943 Hildrethl summarized the advantages of a 
light vocabulary load in primary reading combined with 
opportunities for wide sight reading in easy materials. She 
reported the average gains in reading scores of more than 
one grade, made by pupils in ~ schools using materials with 
low vocabulary loads. In "All in Favor of a Low Vocabulary" 
she asked, 
Does the recent trend toward greatly reduced vocabu-
lary burden in primary-grade books promote easier and 
more effective learning in the beginning years, or does 
the low vocabulary tend to leave young children short ~n 
reading skills during this early developmental period? 
She explained that the former heavy vocabulary load was a 
holdover from a time antedating the application to textbook-
making of the principles of learning, especially learning by 
understanding. Formerly extensive vocabulary learning meant 
extensive drill on word pronunciation. "Reading with expres-
sion" didn't necessarily mean with understanding. She 
claimed that the accumulated data from the testimony of 
teachers and supervisors and the results of achievement tests 
showed that a light vocabulary load encouraged early accuracy 
in reading comprehension, a confident, aggressive, interested 
attitude toward reading, phonic competency through frequent 
1Gertrude Hildreth, "All in Favor of a Low Vocabulary," 
Elementary School Journal, XLIII (April, 1943), pp. 462-70. 
21bid. p. 462. 
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recurrence of sounds, wide easy reading for enjoyment, mo~e 
independence from the teacher, and enjoyable oral reading. 
In answer to her arguments Stonel declared that a low 
vocabulary load was not a panacea for all the difficulties 
encountered by children in learning to read. He said the 
case for extremely low vocabulary in reading series was 
exaggerated • 
• • • The control of the vocabulary in a series of 
readers and the keeping of the load to a reasonable 
level are highly desirable and constitute major improve-
ments in reading textbooks within the past thirteen 
years. But there are other equally important factors in 
providing a reading program desig~ed to give maximum 
reading attainment to each child. 
He thought there should be provision for enrichment and 
expansion, level by level for rapid readers. There should 
be books and workbooks with differentiation for slow, medium, 
and rapid learners in reading. Stone found that a study '" 
of 107 primers showed a total vocabulary of 5314 different 
words. A study of third readers showed a need for at least 
three thousand words. He thought it doubtful if a low vocab-
ulary would supply the required degree of word recognition ~ 
the skills involved in independent reading. 
lc1arence R. Stone, "Reply to All in Favor of a Low 
Vocabulary," Elementary School journal, XLIV (September, 1943), 
pp. 41-44. 
2Ibid. p. 44. 
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In 1944 Russell1 found, through a questionnaire sent 
to jb2S·,.,prjlllary-grade teachers, elementary school principles, 
primary or elementary supervisors, school superintendents, 
and instructors in reading methods in teachers' colleges and 
in universities in thirty-two states, that smaller vocabular-
ies were favored, than were found in most commonly used read-
ers. A wider variety of content was favored at upper levels. 
In 1949 Betts2 stated that the recent problem was taat 
the vocabulary for primary readers was reduced in the past 
ten years from about 1800 words to approximately 1200 words. 
There was, he said, an increasing cry for "easyn reading 
materials. 
A year later Stone3 re-emphasized the opinion that one 
cause of reading retardation was too many word difficulties 
in reading material. One-fourth to one-half of all children 
experienced difficulty in ready word recognition. "• •• the 
use of an adequate amount of highly interesting ~aterial with 
a minimum of word difficulties is of the greatest importance."4 
1David H. Russell, "Opinions of .Experts about Primary-
Grade Basic Reading Programs," Elementary School Journal, XLIV 
(June, 1944), pp. 602-9. 
2Emmett A. Betts, "Readability: Its Application to the 
Elementary School," Journal of Educational Research,XLII 




R. Stone, Progress in Primarr Reading (St. 
Webster Publ1sh1ng ~ompany, 95o}. 
4Ibid. p. 105. 
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He said that there was a modern tendency, in the last decade, 
to limit the vocabulary of series of primary readers more 
and more. One 1940 series had only 1147 words through two 
third readers. Most published basal series ha8 about 1500 
words. 
Stone summarized the trend by saying: 
The primary readers of recent years, as a rul~, are 
much easier, level by level, than they were prev1ous 
to 1930, the year there appeared the first series of 
primary readers satisfactory from the standpoint of vocab-
ulary<.:C.ont~ol. The general tendency since has been to 
introduce words more gradually and to provide more books 
in the primary series. This change for the better has 
been brought about by research studies of the vocabulary 
of primary readers; by the construction of standard word 
lists for primary reading, and by a demand for simpler 
reading material level by level with the vocabulary care-
fully controlled.! 
The increased control over the vocabularies of begin-
ning readers made it imperative that some standards be set 
for the selection of words appropriate for children's reading 
materials. Many studies were made, and word lists compiled, 
using surveys of spoken language children could be expected 
to use, vocabularies presented in selected readers which the 
average child was expected to learn, and also words frequently 
found in adult reading, for which children should prepare. 
In the order in which they appeared, various lists are 
described below. The first lists consisted principally of 
1Ibid. p. 98. 
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words found in school-children's written work and spelling 
books, with a few analyses of readers. In 1918 Houshl ana-
lyzed the vocabularies of ten second-year readers. In 1921 
J. L. Packer2 analyzed ten first readers. The Twenty-Fourth 
Yearbook of ~ National Society for the Study of Education 
printed an unpublished analysis of the vocabularies of 
thirty-seven primers and first readers by Kircher. 3 
In 1921 appeared Thorndike's4 first Teacher's Word 
Book listing 1512 words in three groups of approximately five 
hundred each from young children's spoken vocabulary, school 
readers, and juvenile literature. 
In 1925 Horns combined three lists: 
1. Horn's list of one thousand words from the spoken 
vocabulary of eighty children aged one to six, 
arranged according to age. 
2. Mrs. Horn's list, made with the assistance of 
lNational Society for the Study of Education, Report 
of the National Committee ~ Reading, The Twenty-Fourth 
1earbook, Part I (Bloa.ington, Illinois: Public School 
Publishing Company, 1925), Chap. IV. 
2Ibid. pp. 127-144. 3Ibid. pp. 193-198. 
4Bdward L. Thorndike, The Teacher's Word Book (New 
York: Bureau of Publications,-reachers College, ~umbia 
University, 1921). 
5Emest Horn, "Appropriate Materials for Instruction 
in Reading," Report of the National Committee~ Reading, 
The Twenty-Pour~h Yearbook of the National Soc1ety for the 
Study of Educat1on, Part I (Bloomington, Illinois: Public 
School Publishing Company, 1925), pp. 186-93. 
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kindergarten teachers, of 200,000 running words 
of' thEi! vocal;)u1ary,of--kindergarten children. 
3. P. c. Packer's tabulation of 70,000 running words 
of the spoken vocabulary of first grade children 
of Detroit. 
The results of the combination gave nearly five thousand 
different words. After excluding words that appeared less 
than 15 times in the three investigations, or 25 times in 
two of the three investigations, a list was compiled which 
the average first-grade child, through age six, could be 
expected to use in speech. 
Gates•l Reading Vocabulary for~ Primary Grades 
appeared in 1926 and was·widely used. It was originally a 
list of fifteen hundred words, suitable for grades one, two 
and three. The words were selected from,Thorndike's on a 
numerical rating obtained by combining: 
1. Composite judgments of experts on the interest of 
the word to children. 
2. Composite judgment of experts on the utility of the 
word for children. 
3. Frequency of appearance in selected primary liter-
ature. 
4. Frequency of appearance in school readers. 
s. Frequency of appearance in children's spoken lan-
guage. 
6. Frequency of appearance in representative literature 
for older children. 
1Arthur I. Gates, ! Reading Vocabulary for the Primary 
Grades (New York: Bureau of Pubiicat1ons, Teachers-cQllege 
Columbia University, 1926). ' 
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Another important list was the International Kinder-
garten Union List 1 which came out in 1928. It contained a 
total of 2596 of the words used most frequently by children 
before they entered the first grade. 
In 1930 Wheeler and Howell's2first grade vocabulary 
was undertaken because of certain facts concerning Gates' 
list: 
1. Of the four sources of Gates' material, only two 
were primary reading sources. 
2. One of these two was an unpublished study of an 
unstated number of running words by Annie E. Moore 
of Teachers College, Columbia University. The 
other was j. L. Packer's 1921 list which was based 
on ten first readers now lar~ely out of print. 
3. An inspection of the Gates l1st disclosed some 
curious inconsistencies in the words chosen. 
Wheeler and Howell used ten primers and ten first readers 
published since 1922. All variants except plurals in s 
were counted separately and 453 words were listed. 
The next year Dale3 compared two word lists, the thou-
sand most frequently used English words from Thorndike's 
!International Kindergarten Union, A Study of the 
Vocabulary of Children Before Entering First Grade-rchild 
Study Committee on Read1ng Readiness. Balt1more, Maryland: 
Williams & Wilkins, 1928). 
2H. E. Wheeler and Emma A. Howell, "A First-Grade 
Vocabulary Study," Element -.ry School journal, XXXI 
(September, 1930), pp. 52-60. 
3Edgar Dale, "A Comparison of 'Two Word Lists," 
Educational Research Bulletin X, Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio (December 9, 1931), pp. 484-89. 
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Teacher's Word Book and the list prepared by the Child Study 
Committee of the International Kindergarten Union, to form a 
list of 769 familiar words. This list has been frequently 
used for investigations of readability. 
In 1931 Thorndike's+list was revised and extended in 
the new Teacher's Wordbook of Twenty Thousand Words selected 
from readers, textbooks, the Bible, and classics. 
In 1935 Gates2 revised his list to include 1811 words, 
chosen in a similar manner to his 1926 list, and rated from 
one to four on a basis of importance. 
In 1936 the Buckingham and Dolch3Combined Word ~ 
was published. This list included: 
1. The Free-Association Study-grades two-to eight. 
2. Horn's spoken vocabulary list, dip"· t 6 six years, 
3. and his written vocabulary list of 1926. 
3. I. K. u. spoken vocabulary list from pre-school 
children, 1928. 
4. Jones' list from themes, grade two to eight, 1915. 
5. Tidyman's written vocabulary,,grade three to nine, 
of 1921. 
1Edward L. Thorndike, A Teacher's Word Book of the 
Twenty Thousand Words Found ~·-PxequentqanCI'Wideiy--rii 
General Read1ne for Children and Young People-tNew York:-
Bureau of Publ1cat1ons, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1931). 
2Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Pri-
.!!!.@:!Y Grades, Revised and enlarged (New York: BureaU'Of""Tub-
lications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935). 
3Burdette R. Buckingham and Edward W. Dolch, A Com-
bined Word List (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936). - ---
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6. Studley and Ware's spelling list, 1914. 
7. The Payne-Garrison Speller, 1931. 
8. A New Orleans list of 1916. 
9. Gates' Reading for Primary Grades, 1926. 
10. Thorndike's list from children's literature, 1931. 
The same year Stonel put out a graded core vocabulary 
of two thousand important words for primary reading. These 
words were selected from various previous vocabularies of 
primary readers, including Wheeler and Howell's study, Gates' 
revised list of 1935, Horn's first thousand words from chil-
dren's spoken vocabularies, and other standard spoken 
vocabulary lists. He also studied twelve pre-primers, 
twenty-nine primers, twenty-six first readers, twenty second 
readers, and eleven third readers. The words were graded in 
seven levels, mainly on the basis of their placement as new 
words in the majority of readers. Usually the base form of 
the word was used; der:i.viti:~resi of_ i.different-:fopn:, .such ·.as 
coming, ~. and gayly being listed separately. The list 
for each level contained the words from earlier lists. The 
most important one hundred fifty words for earliest book 
reading, taken from pre-primers and primers, made up the 
first level of the two thousand words. 
Dolch 1 s 2 Basic Sight Vocabulary combined: 
1clarence R. Stone, Better Primar~ Reading (St. Louis, 
Missouri: Webster Publishing Company, 19 6), Chap. 3. 
2Bdward w. Dolch, "A Basic Sight Vocabulary," Elemen-
tary School Journal, XXXVI (February, 1936), pp. 456-60. 
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1. The International Kindergarten List of 1928. 
2. The first five hundred of Gates' list of 1926. 
3. The Wheeler and Howell First Grade List of 1930. 
This combination was a "Basic" list because it included the 
"tool" words that are used in all writing, no matter what 
the subject. Ninety-five nouns were excluded because each 
noun was considered as tied to special subject matter. 
These 220 words, at least, were deemed essential to every-
one's sight vocabulary. 
In 1938 Hockett! listed the 322 most common words in 
primers. 
In 1941 Stone2 put out a graded vocabulary study 
based on 107 preparatory books, including 21 pre-primers, 
primers, first, second, and third readers, and 2 fourth 
readers published between 1930 and 1941. The list contained 
2164 words and was also useful in judging remedial materials 
for retarded readers in the intermediate grades. It was 
made by listing all the words appearing in the readers and 
placed thea on ten levels from pre-primer through the fourth 
reader, according to the place they were usually found in 
the books. 6ut of 5314 different words, 2164 words were 
1 John A. Hockett, "The Vocabularies of Recent Primers 
and First Readers," .Elementary School Journal, .XXXU '· ,:· ... ;. 
(October, 1938), pp. 112-15. 
2 
' 
Clarence R. Stone, Graded VocabulafY for Primary 
Reading (St. Louis. Missour1: Webster Pubi1sh1ng Company, 1941). 
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placed. The word placement in the 107 books, plus placement 
in the International Kindergarten Union List, the Gates list 
of 1935, the Buckingham and Dolch Combined List, Berglund's 
fourth grade vocabulary, and Du«rell's list for grade four, 
was considered. Character names were excluded. 
In 1944 Thorndike's lists of 1921 and 1931 were 
extended to make the Thorndike and Lorgel Teacher's Word 
:n<.luda.d --
~ of Thirty Thousand Words. This listAthe Large-Thorndike 
semantic count and the Lorge magazine count. The general 
frequency of the words in standard English reading matter 
was considered, as well as their grade placement and diffi-
culty. Certain symbols were used to describe the words, 
such as: 
T-Thorndike general count of 1931 from readers, text-
books, the Bible, and classics. 
L-Lorge count from recent popular magazines. 
J-Thorndike count of 120 juvenile books (grade three 
to eight). 
S-Lorge-Thorndike semantic count of old and recent 
adult and juvenile reading and miscellaneous read-
ing. (School books were omitted from this list.) 
Grade placement was also indicated and the list was useful in 
deciding whether to teach words for permanent knowledge, or 
just to get meaning in passing. 
1Edward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teachers• 
Word Book of Thirt~ Thousand Words (New York:-sureau of 
PU6licat1ons, Teac ers College, Columbia University, 1944). 
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In 1945 Krantz1 considered the vocabularies of pri-
mary readers as preparation for textbook studies in the 
upper grades. "Vocabulary is the highway which must carry 
the pupil to the summit of 'Textbook Readiness'. n 2 Krantz 
discovered that there was no good relation between reader 
vocabulary and textbook vocabulary in the third grade. A 
"new word" list was made based on a complete analysis of 369 
primary readers. If one-third of the pre-primers and primers 
used the word, it was ~isted. If one-fourth of the first, 
second, and third readers used a word, it was listed. This 
analysis was based on the assumption that each pupil com-
pleted three pre-primers, three primers, and four first, 
second, and third readers. The results made a total of 1,957 
words, including: 
1. Eighty-four pre-primers with 57 new words. 
2. Sixty-nine primers with 156 new words. 
3. Eighty-four first readers with 334 new words. 
4. Eighty-five second readers with 509 new words. 
5. Forty-seven third readers with 901 new words. 
The words were grouped according to grade level. This 
Author's ~ List, primarily a childhood list, consisted of 
the words that appeared with the greatest frequency within 
lL. L. Krantz, The Author's Word List for the Primary 
Grades (Minneapolis, M1nnesota: CurriC'iilum Research 
Company, 1945). 
2Ibid. p. 386. 
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readers as well as in different readers. 
In the same year, Rinsland1,,studied the written 
expressions in 100,212 compositions by children in grades 
one to eight from fifteen hundred wide-spread schools. He 
assembled a basic vocabulary for elementary school children 
and his lists of 100 and 254 words of highest use frequency 
are often used in spelling courses of study. 
Three years later Dale2 tested fourth graders on 
their knowledge of a list of approximately ten thousand 
words from Thorndike, Buckingham and Dolch, and others. 
If 80 per cent of the children knew them, they were included 
in the list. Thus about three thousand familiar words were 
chosen which showed a significant correlation with reading 
difficulties. This list did not contain all important words, 
but was used as an over-all statistical device to compute 
the level of difficulty of reading material, and to predict 
its readability. 
In 1950 Kearney3 analyzed the vocabularies of 121 
1Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of .Elementa~ 
School Children (New York: Macmillan Company, 1945) , p. 4:. 
2
.Edgar Dale, "Dale List of 3000 Familiar Words," .Edu-
cational Research Bulletin XXVII No. 2. Ohio State Univer:-
S1ty, Columbus, Ohio (February 18, 1948), pp. 45-54. 
3Nolan c. Kearney, "AD Analysis of the Vocabulary of 
First Grade Reading Material," Journal of .Educational 
Research. XLIII No. 7 (March, 1 5o), pp:-481-93. 
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oooks of first grade level, published from 1930 to 1940, 
using the reports of Works Progress Adainistration workers. 
He listed some 148 words which occurred in 50 per cent or 
more of the 121 books. He concurred with many other author-
ities when he said, "It appears certain from the study 
reported here that there is rather wide-spread agreement 
that reading vocabularies should be limited to certain words, 
and that a high degree of repetition is desirable. nl 
Garber2 in 1952 and Kinney3 in 1954 compared the 
voc&Dularies in oasal pre-primers, primers, and first read-
ers, seeking a core of words which were common to two or 
three of the series. They found the numoer of common words 
diminished gradually from the pre-primer to the first reader. 
A recent list of primary vocabulary words was puo-
lished oy Durrell in 1956. It was: 
• • • compiled for use in preparing for older chil-
dren suitable remedial-reading materials with a 
1Ibid. p. 492. 
2Florence C. Garoer, "A Comparison of the Grade One 
Vocabularies of Three Basal Reading Systems" (unpublished 
Master's thesis. Boston University, Boston, 1952), pp. 70-75. 
3Alverda L. Kinney, "A Comparison of Three Basal 
Voc&Dularies and Supplementary Books on Three Reading Levels" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 
1954), pp. 61-62. 
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vocabulary at the primary-grade level. It was derived 
by first selecting the words of highest frequency in the 
Faucett-Maid list. These were then checked against the 
International Kindergarten Union list and the Fitzgerald 
list in order to make sure that the wordi finally 
included are known and used by children. 
This list of 754 words contained 90 per cent of the words 
used in children's compositions in the intermediate grades, 
numbered from one to seven according to frequency of use. 
In 1957 a list of words in the spoken vocabularies of 
primary grade children was prepared by Murphy and others.2 
It combined the International Kindergarten list with many 
other studies, most of which were concerned with New England 
children. 
For the most part, the word lists which have been 
reviewed here have been concerned primarily with the fre-
quency of use, and sometimes the difficulty in reading, of 
the words for children. However there is another aspect of 
vocabulary difficulty which needs attention. In 1948, McKee 
said: 
Obviously, in measuring the vocabulary difficulty of 
a book, one needs to measure the degree of difficulty 
loonald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction 
(Yonkers-On-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1956), 
p. 359. 
2Helen A. Murphy and others, "Spontaneous Speaking 
Vocabulary of Children in Primaryc.:Grades," Journal of 
Education, CXL, No. 2, Boston University School of Education 
(December, 1957), 
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which pupils have in understanding the meanings of the 
words in the settings in which those words are used.l 
David Stone's study "• •• showed clearly that the 
concepts attached to given words varied significantly among 
five cultural groups into which the pupils of a school 
system had been classified."2 
One of the few studies of the comprehension of words 
with multiple meanings was made by Gammon 3 in 1952. The 
purpose of this study was: 
1. To identify these words with their various mean-
ings as they are found in reading textbooks for 
first, second, and third grades. 
2. To determine through tests some of the problems 
children have in reading and understanding these 
words. 
3. To suggest some techniques to aid in teaching 
words with multiple meanings. 
She chose 50 first grade words with one hundred eighty mean-
ings, 90 second grade words with one hundred forty meanings, 
and 149 third grade words with six hundred meanings. They 
were taken from three basal reading series and averaged two 
lpaul A. McKee, The Teachinfi of Reading in the Ele-
ment ad: School (Boston: Houghton M1f1Iin Company, 1948y--
p. 10 • 
2navid R. Stone, "Certain Verbal Factors in the 
Intelligence Test Performance of High and Low Social Status 
Groups" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of 
Chicago, 1946), p. 498. 
3Agnes L. Gammon, "Comprehension of Words with 
Multiple Meanings," California journal of Educational 
Research, III, No.5 (November, 1952), pp. 228-32. 
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or three meanings apiece. Not all words with multiple mean-
ings were used, because, in some cases, only one meaning was 
used in the text. The same person did all the testing of 40 
children from two first grades, 55 children from two second 
grades, and 80 children from four third grades. The children 
were tested on the words in context so that they could get 
the intended meaning. They indicated pictures to express 
their meanings. No slow readers were tested, but they could 
ask any words they did not know. The wide range of scores 
supported the existence of the problem. Most of the errors 
centered on a few words, and the highest scores came from 
children with comparatively rich backgrounds of experience. 
Thus, through the years, the vocabularies used in 
children's reading materials have been analyzed to determine 
the distribution and relative frequency of use of the words, 
their grade placement as new words, their relation to the 
spoken vocabularies of children, and to some extent, the 
semantic aspects of the words. 
III. LITERATURE ON PLANS TO MEASURE THE READABILITY 
OF CHILDREN 1 S READING MATERIAlS 
With the availability of word lists came various 
plans for determining the difficulty of reading materials 
in terms of the vocabulary used. 
T· -. 1 
.t \'' / ;_~ 1' -' .. - · .. -·,, 
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In 1928 Lively and Pressey! compared 1000-word samples 
with Thorndike's weighted word list of 1921 for a measure 
based on the frequency of use of words. 
Prom a study extending from 1929 to 1935, Lewerenz2 
reported that a valuable measure of difficulty was the per-
centage of words beginning with w1 h, and b. Words beginning 
with i and e occurred infrequently in easy material. This 
finding was featured in a formula which culminated the study. 
In the formula, three factors were considered: 
1. Vocabulary diversity, measured by comparing a 
sample with an established list of 500 frequently 
used words, and counting the total number of 
different words in a 1000-word sample. 
2. Vocabulary difficulty, measured by the number of 
"polysyllabic" words on a sample, and the number 
beginning with b, h 1 and w, and with i and e. 3. Vocabulary interest, measured in terms of the 
colorful words compared to a list selected from 
adjectives and adverbs in Thorndike's 1921 list. 
Lewerenz evaluated the validity of his approach in 
relation to norms for the Reading Examination part of the 
Stanford Achievement Test, to graded vocabulary lists, and 
by application to six series of graded readers. 
!Bertha A. Lively and s. L. Pressey, "A Method for 
Measuring the Vocabulary Burden of Textbooks, " Educational 
Administration~ Supervision,IX (October, 1923), pp. 389-98. 
2Alfred s. Lewerenz, "A Vocabulary Guide Placement 
Formula," Journal of Experimental Education, III (March, 1935), 
p. 236. 
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In 1930 johnson1 developed one of the simplest proce-
dures, the use of the percentage of polysyllabic words as a 
measure of difficulty for children. A random sample of 3000 
words gave a fairly reliable measure of difficulty. 
But it was becoming increasingly apparent that other 
factors besides vocabulary frequency also contributed to the 
simplicity or difficulty of reading material. The studies 
of the 1920's, along with vocabulary counts of that period, 
stimulated considerable research on readability during the 
next decade. There were a number of significant studies 
conducted for the purpose of defining these other factors, 
discovering their relative importance, and developing methods 
of measuring them. 
Among such factors are those described by Hockett -'· 
in 1938 as: 
• • • the familiarity to the child of the experiences 
described, the length and complexity of the sentences, 
and, probably, the effective use of "picture" words, and 
the inclusion of vivid getail to illumine and support 
generalized statements. 
!George R. Johnson, "An Objective Method of Determin-
ing Reading Difficulty,"~ournal of Educational Research, XXI 
(April, 1930), pp. 283-8. --
2John A. Hockett, The Vocabularies and Contents of 
Elementary School Readers~tate Department of Educat1on-
Bulletin, No. 3 (Sacramento, California: State Department of 
Education, 1938), p. 6. 
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McKeel listed these other factors as: sentence length, 
number of modifiers, number of prepositional phrases, remote-
ness or abstractness of ideas, and the relation of the ideas 
to the pupils' interests and experiences. Sullivan and 
Tolman2 said that the grade level of a book depends on vocab-
ulary, sentence structure, and the degree of abstractness. 
Gray quoted Leary<" as saying, "Short, simple, straight-
forward thought patterns are known to aid comprehension, 
whereas long, involved, indirect sentences act as handicaps."3 
Betts described the growth of readability measurement 
thus: 
••• Recent workers have concerned themselves with 
relationships between these factors in readability: 
vocabulary difficulty, vocabulary diversity, sentence 
length or structure, "human interest," and meaning. On 
the basis of certain combinations of these factors, 
formulae have been derived for predicting the difficulty 
of reading material. Objective measures of readability4 are given precedence over author and teacher judgments. 
l.McKee, £2• cit. p.l02. 
2Helen B. Sullivan and Lorraine .E. Tolman, "High 
Interest-Low Vocabulary Reading Materials," journal of Educa-
tion, CXXXIX No. 2, Boston University School of .Education 
tneCember, 1956), p. 3. 
3william s. Gray, "Progress in the Study of Readabil-
ity," Elementary School journal, XLVII (May, 1947), p. 492. 
4
.Emmett A. Betts, "Readability: Its Application to the 
Elementary School," journal of .Educational Research, XLII (February, 1949), p. 439. --
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However, as Gray said in Monroe, while simplicity and 
clarity of the concepts included, and forms of expression 
used, had some influence on the difficulty of reading matter, 
vocabulary difficulty and diversity still remained as very 
important factors for consideration. 
One of the most widely used methods of determining 
the difficulty and grade placement of reading material 
is based on vocabulary counts, including not only fre-
quency of the use of words but. also analyses of the 
meanings represented. Such techniques have proven very 
valuable in controlling the difficulty1of reading matew·· rial and in insuring proper gradation. 
Betts2 also mentioned some study of word meaning in a 
semantic approach to the uses of words. 
Research concerning, and plans for determining the 
difficulty of reading material have been reviewed here. For 
the most part they have been arranged chronologically. 
3 Back in 1926, Washburne and Vogel produced the 
Winnetka Graded ~ List which "puts into relative order 
!william s. Gray, "Physiology and Psychology of Read-
ing," EncyclYSedia of Educational Research, Walters, Monroe 
(ed.), (New rk: The Macmillan Company, 1950), pp. 993-94. 
2Emmett A, Betts, "Reading: Semantic Approach," 
Education, LXIX (May, 1949),pp. 527-55. 
3carleton Washburne and Mary Vogel, Winnetka Graded 
Book List (Chicago: Ameriean Library Associat1ons 1926), p.8. 
the books that children read and enjoy in the grade range 
from II to XI. ul Seven hundred books were selected on the 
basis of 100,000 ballots from 37,750 children concerning 
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books they had read during the school year. The books were 
given grade equivalents according to the grade of the chil-
dren choosing them, and to their scores on paragraph-mean-
ing tests. 
In 1928, Vogel and Washburne2 also made a study of 
vocabulary difficulty, sentence structure, parts of speech, 
paragraph construction, and physical make-up of 152 books, 
grades three to nine, chosen from the Winnetka List. T~e 
elements were tabulated and those showing greatest change 
from grade to grade were used for further study. The 
elements of greatest predictive value were found to be: 
1. Number of different words occurring in a sampling 
of 1000 words. 
2. Number of prepositions (including duplicates) 
occurring in a 1000 word sampling. 
3. Number of words (including duplicates)in 1000 word 
sampling not occurring in Thorndike's 1921 list. 3 4. Number of simple sentences in 75 sample sentences. 
1Ibid. 
~abel Vogel and Carleton Washburne, "An Objective 
Method of Determining Grade Placement of Children's Reading 
Material," Elementary School Journal, XXVIII (january, 1928), 
p. 381. 
These data were later incorporated into a formula for a 
single index of difficulty. 
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Since the publication of Thorndike's Teacher's Word 
Book of 1921, it was known that the more difficult books 
had more uncommon words. Washburne and Vogel1 found that 
the greater the number of different words per thousand, the 
higher the grade placement index. They found that the 
number of different words in one thousand was the best single 
index of difficulty because it correlated more closely than 
any other factor with the median reading scores. Here Gray2 
commented that the number of different words did indicate 
the range of concepts involved, but not whether these con-
cepts were simple or difficult. 
They also found 3that the word length was an indicator 
with older readers: that the relative number of simple sen-
tences served as a reliable index of easy reading. They 
found that the difficulty of ideas depended upon the lucidity 
(clearness of expression), comprehensibility (understandabil-
ity of concepts to children), and appeal, interest, and 
appropriateness of the subject matter. Longer sentences 
1Ibid. 
Zwilliam s. Gray, "Progress in the Study of Readabil-
ity," Elementary School Journal, XLVII (May, 1947) 1 p. 492. 
3
vogel, ~· E!!· 
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and increased relative frequency of prepositions also made 
for a higher grade,:placement score. 
The formula could only be used for children's reading, 
between the third and eighth grades, because the grade place-
ment was fixed from the Winnetka list, whose criterion was 
the median paragraph-meaning score of those who read and 
liked the book. Vogel and Washburne considered only the 
structural difficulty of the book for use in elementary 
grades. Difficulty in understanding adult non-fiction was 
found to be more related to characteristics of the reader, 
such as his experiences and informational background, and to 
the quality of the ideas presented in the book. Grayl chal-
lenged the validity of their formula because it was based on 
preference for books, which is influenced by many other 
factors besides ease or difficulty. 
Nevertheless, Vogel and Washburne's basic research in 
the estimation of the grade placement of children's reading 
materials established not only the fundamental concept of 
readability, but provided the general method of measuring it. 
In 1931 Patty and Painter2 modified Vogel and Wash-
burne's method by multiplying the Thorndike 1921 index 
~G~ay, £2• £!!. p. 494. 
~. w. Patty and w. I. Painter, "A Technique for Meas-
uring the Vocabulary Burden of Textbooks," journal of 
Educational Research,XXIV (September, 1931), pp. 121=34. 
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numbers of the words by the frequence of use of those words 
in the sample. The average word weight was finally divided 
by the total number of words in the sample. 
In 1934 Ojemann1 evaluated passages with low vocabu-
lary, simple sentences, and few prepositional phrases 
written for parent education. The criterion was a score 
indicative of the average reading ability of his subjects 
on reading test comprehension scores. 
Dale and Tyler2 used sample materials on health for 
adults of limited education. They measured difficulty by: 
1. Number of different technical words. 
2. Number of hard, non-technical words. 
3. Number of prepositional phrases. 
4. Number of words beginning with i. 
They also found that elements correlating with ease of com-
prehension were: 
1. Number of monosyllabic words. 
2. Percentage of easy words. 
3. Number of second person pronouns. 
lRalph H. Ojemann, "The Reading Ability of Parents 
and Factors Associated with Reading Difficulty of Parent-
Education Materials," Research in Parent Education, II, 
University of Iowa Stud1es 1n Child Welfare, VIII (Iowa City, 
Iowa: University of Iowa, 1934), pp. 9-32 and 249-72. 
2Edgar Dale and Ralph w. Tyler, "A Study of the 
Factors Influencing the Difficulty of Reading Materials for 
Adults of Limited Reading Ability," Library Quarterly, IV 
(July, 1934), pp. 384-412. 
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Dale and Cha111 also reviewed the relation of various 
elements, including the proportion of difficult words in 
word lists, plus word length, sentence length, percentage of 
personal words and sentences, number of syllables, and num-
ber of affixws or prepositional phrases to reading difficulty. 
They found that the best prediction of reading difficulty was 
obtained from the number of difficult words (those outside 
the Dale list of three thousand familiar words known to 80 
per cent of fourth graders) and the average sentence length. 
Two other elements of almost equal predictive value were the 
number of affixes and the number of words outside the 1931 
Dale list of f.69 words. 
In 1935 Gray and Leary2 compiled a comprehensive list 
of eighty-two elements assumed to be related to difficulty, 
which they grouped under three headings: 
1. Properties of words. 
2. Properties of sentences. 
3. Properties of paragraphs or entire selections. 
They produced a formula to measure reading material for 
adults of limited reading ability, using the elements found 
to have the best predictive value on a 100-word sample from 
!Edgar Dale and Jea.pne.JI..·l~Ilail, "The Concept of 
Readability," Elementary English, XXVI (January, 1949), ~ .• 
pp. 19-26. 
2william s. Gray and Bernice E. Leary, What Makes a 
Book Readable (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1935), 
pp. 115-16. 
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each chapter. These elements were: 
1. The number of different words. 
2. The number of first, second, and third person 
pronouns. 
3. The average sentence length in words. 
4. The percentage of different words. 
5. The number of prepositional phrases. 
In 1938 Washburne and Morphett 1 revised the Vogel 
and Washburne formula, omitting the count of prepositional 
phrases and using the commonest 1500 words from Thorndike's 
1921 list. They claimed that a satisfactory procedure for 
selecting readers and other books for children was to: 
1. Select books on a basis of the wide experience of 
children's librarians with attention to literary 
style, interest appeal, and content. 
2. Grade them on the basis of statistical research 
through the use of readability formulas. 
This plan permitted the classification of children's volun-
tary reading. 
Lorge2 concluded that a weighted composite of vocabu-
lary and sentence structure provided a good prediction of 
readability. LArge gave a value of~ to Thorndike's 
commonest thousand words, a value of two to the second t :c.-
1carleton Washburne and Mabel V. Morphett, "Grade 
Placement of Children's Books," .lilementary School Journal, 
XXXVIII (January, 1938), pp. 355-64. 
2Irving Lorge, "Predicting Reading Difficulty of 
Selections for Children," Elementary English Review, XVI 
(October, 1939), p. 232; "Predicting Readabil1ty," Teacher's 
College Record, XLV (March, 1944), pp. 404-19. 
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thousand most frequently used words, etc. to a value of 
twenty. The correlation of that weighted index and the 
number of "hard" words not included in Dale's list of 769 
easy words was so high that either could be used. The 
"hard" words proved a somewhat better predictor than the 
weighted index when combined with other features of expres-
sional difficulty, such as sentence length and prepositional 
phrases. 
Therefore the Lorge Fo~ula used the average sen-
tence length, the number of prepositional phrases, and the 
number of hard words not included in Dale's list in a 100-
word sample of the selection to be evaluated for 
readability. 
In 1939 the Yoakam1 formula was developed which also 
used a weighted index of vocabulary load, but was more 
simple and economical of time than Lorge's. It dealt 
exclusively with word difficulty, and ignored sentence 
length and prepositional phrases. Words from a 10-page 
sample, distributed throughout the book were compared with 
the list in '!h()_l'!l~!ke's Teacher's Wordbook of Twenty~­
~ Words, of 1931. The values of all words, of the value 
of four and above in the wordbook, were totaled. The 
1Gerald A. Yoakum, A Technique for Dete~ining the 
Difficulty of Reading Material (unpublished material, ---
On1vers1ty or Pittsburgh, 1938). 
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average was computed and compared with a reading difficulty 
scale which converted the number into a grade level for the 
book as a whole. 
In 1943 Flesch! claimed that the Gray and Leary 
formula yielded unsatisfactory results with difficult read-
ing matter. He thought that increasing difficulty brought 
relatively less importance to vocabulary diversity as an 
element of comprehension difficulty in reading. Flesch 
sought to identify more subtle elements which influenced 
readability, particularly at mature levels, where ideas 
must be understood and organized. For adult material, he 
used Lorge's three elements: average sentence length, number 
of hard words, and number of prepositional phrases; and 
added two more: the number of abstract words, and the number 
of affixed morphemes. This formula, in addition to deter-
mining the mechanical aspects of readability, also purported 
to measure the degree of human interest in a particular bit 
of writing by counting personal sentences (those addressed 
to the reader, or spoken sentences), and personal words 
(personal nouns and pronouns and feminine and masculine 
words). 
1Rudolph F. Flesch, "Estimating the Comprehension 
Difficulty of Magazine Articles," Journal of General Psychol-
ogy, XXVIII (January, 1943), pp. 63-80. --
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Two years later Kearny1 investigated the Works 
Progress Administration reports of sentence length in repre-
sentative first readers published between 1930 and 1940 and 
its relation to comprehension difficulties. The readers 
included forty-two pre-primers, thirty-eight primers and 
forty-one first.,·readers. The central tendency was seven 
words per sentence, only 16.3 per cent of tm, readers having 
sentences of eleven or more words. Kearny gave extensive 
information of actual practice to show that the length of 
sentences was not a sure indication of the degree of reading 
difficulty. He said that the experience and maturity of the 
child determined his comprehension of sentences, irrespec-
tive of length. Groups of words present different 
comprehension problems from single words. 
In 1948 Dale and Cha111 appraised health materials 
for adult readers and developed a formula which was applied 
by selecting a sample of one hundred words or more, count-
ing the sentences in the sample, counting the words not 
included on the Dale list of three thousand words, and using 
this information in their formula. 
1Nolan c. Kearney, "Sentence Length in 121 
Representative First-Grade Readers," Journal of Educational 
Research, XXXVIII, No.6 (February, 1945), pp. 481-93. 
2 Edgar Dale and Jeanne L. Chall, "A Formula for 
Predicting Readability," Educational Research Bulletin, XXVII, 
No. 1, Ohio State University, Columbus, Oh1o (February, 1948), 
pp. 11-20, 28. 
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Dolch1 graded the reading difficulty of a book by 
counting the number of hard words (not in the first one 
thousand of ¥ords for Children's Reading) and the number of 
words in an average sentence. For the first grade, 4 per 
cent of the words could be hard words, and the average sen-
tence containrd eight words. 
Spache2 and his co-workers followed Dale and Chall in 
choosing the average sentence length as a predictive measure. 
They used the Dale list of 769 words, labeling any other 
words as hard words. Two hundred twenty-four samples of one 
hundred words each were taken from 152 books in common use 
as basal readers in grades one through three, plus 23 social 
science, health, and science books. These books were each 
assigned a grade level, according to the level of its use in 
the classroom: pre-primers 1.2, primers 1.5, first readers 
1.8, second readers 2.1, and third readers 3.3. If two or 
three books were used at each level, they were rated 1.9, 
2.4, 2.7, and 3.7. A multiple-correlation of .818 was 
obtained by combining the sentence length and the percentage 
of hard words. 
1Edward w. Dolch, Problems in Reading (Champaign, 
Illinois: The Garrard Press, 1948), Chap. 21. 
2George D. Spache, ·~ew Readability Formula for Pri-
mary-Grade Reading Materials," Elementary School Journal, 
LIII (March, 1953), pp. 249-53. 
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In 1956 Stone1 criticized Spache's formula for its 
use of Dale's list of 769 easy words. According to Stone, 
some words in this list were too difficult for primary read-
'"9· AHe suggested the Krantz list from 369 primary readers plus 
his (Stone's) graded vocabulary from 21 series of primary 
readers published between 1932 and 1940. Stone defined the 
factors involved in making words easy or difficult in pri-
mary reading: 
1. Length of words. As a rule, shorter words were 
easier, although frequently words composed of 
shorter words, such as compound words, were also 
easy. 
2. Familiarity in spoken language. 
3. Familiarity in written language. The grade level 
at which new words were introduced into reading 
material was an important index to difficulty. 
4. Interest appeal. Words that could be pictured, or 
which portrayed action, were interesting to chil-
dren but were not included in the Dale list. 
Therefore Stone revised Dale's list by adding 173 
words from Krantz's and Stone's lists, and removed 173 words 
deemed too difficult. Primary material rated by the Spache 
formula with this revised list of 769 easy words was a more 
truthful index of its difficulty for primary grade children. 
In addition to the elements considered by the various 
formulas in determining readability, certain mechanical 
1clarence R. Stone, ·~easuring Difficulty of Primary 
Material; A Constructive Criticism of Spache's Measure," 
Elementary School Journal, LVII (October, 1956), pp. 36-41. 
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aspects of reading materials needed attention to make them 
readable in the primary grades. Stonel said, in 1956, that 
reading material needed good sequence from sentence to sen-
tence; that first grade books needed very legible 18-point 
type, with liberal spacing between lines, and lines not more 
than four inches long; that few sentences should be longer 
than one line, and phrases should not be broken at the end 
of a line. 
In conclusion, extended research has been made of the 
readability of printed materials during the last three 
decades. In 1944 Lorge2 summarized the more usual items 
that were used in predicting readability as a measurement of 
vocabulary, of sentence structure, and of human interest 
through the use of personal pronouns, homely terms, etc. 
Dale 3 added another item: idea density, meaning the number 
of nouns and verbs, the degree of abstractness or concrete-
ness, and the number of prepositional phrases, etc. 
In most cases, the primary consideration has been 
given to elements of expression, rather than to concepts 
2. Irving Lorge, "Predicting Readability," Teacher's 
College Record, XLV (March, 1944), pp. 404-19. 
3Edgar Dale~ed.), Readability( National Conference on 
Research in English, 1949). 
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involved or organization of the text. Where comprehension 
was measured, the variability of questions undermined the 
validity of data based on comprehension test questions. 
Also, reading comprehension scores showed greater differences 
between grades three and four than between tenth and eleventh 
grades because reading performance in the lower grades 
consisted of the sheer mechanics of the reading process, 
while in the upper grades it depended on the conceptual 
mastery of ideas. 
According to Dale1 the weighted index of vocabulary 
load, whether Yoakem's or Lorge's was probably the best meas-
ure of passage difficulty for texts planned for children in 
grades below the fourth or fifth. However, most high fre-
quency words have several meanings, some of which could be a 
source of misunderstanding to children. Also, the organiza-
tion of the passage might be a source of difficulty, or 
interest might be lacking for those who would read the book. 
Not much objective evidence about really adult reading is 
available. 
The various techniques developed for measu~ing 
readability differed,; in the amount of time involved and in 
the number of elements considered. Formulas were often 
misused. Concerning the use of the present tools for 
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measuring readability, Hartman1 concluded that they produced 
varying results and were time consuming, although the 
general principles involved were applicable to selections, 
without actually applying the formulas. 
All of these studies served to clarify the meaning of 
the term "readability" as it is applied to reading material. 
Dale and Chall quoted Gray and Leary as pointing to 
three broad aspects of readability: 
• • • the content or subject matter and its interest 
and appeal to the reader: the style of expression which 
makes it comprehensible and interesting to him: the for-
mat and organization which make it easy to foll~w the 
logic of the material with a minimum of effort. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The concept of readability as comprehensibility has 
received the most emphasis recently. And usually, when 
the term readability is used today, it is this particu-
lar concept which is meant •••• Most of the formulae 
measure comprehensibility by some measure of vocabulary 
load and sentence structure. Some use a measure of the 
relative number of ideas and of human interest. However, 
none of them adequately account for conceptual diffi~u 3 culty, semantic variations of commonly used words, etc. 
Neither did available measures consider appeal of subject 
matter. Strong interest makes for more effort and greater 
1Richard D. Hartman, "A Comparative Study of the 
Relative Readability of Original and Simplified Stories for 
Retarded Junior High School" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
San Diego State College, San Diego, 1952), p. 42. 
2 
.Edgar Dale and Jeanne L. Chall, "The Concept of 
Readability," .Elementary .English, XXVI (January, 1949), p.20. 
3lbid. p. 22. 
understanding. Usually they did not consider format. 
However, all three of the aspects mentioned above were 
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interrelated and determined the "success" that people have 
with a particular piece of written material.! 
Success also depended on the reader: his skill, 
intelligence, experience, his maturity, his interest and 
purpose in reading. Even the criterion used to estimate 
readability, the method of estimating interest, comprehen-
sion, and speed, affected the results. Success should be 
measured on a basis of interest, comprehension, and speed. 
In the broadest sense, then, readability is the sum 
total (including the interactions) of all those elements 
within a given piece of printed material that affects 
the success that a group of readers have with it, The 
success is the extent to which they understand i~, read 
it at an optimum speed, and find it interesting. 
As Betts concluded: 
Reduced to its lowest terms, readability is a two-
way proposition. The first consideration is the reader--
his experience, his interests, his feelings, his motiva-
tion, his language facility, his needs, and his reading 
and study conditions. Any means of predicting 
readability is valid to the degree that the reader is 
taken into account. The second consideration is the 
interest level, the language, th~ental constructs, and 
the mechanical features of reading material. All of 
these factors appear tot:be high!~ related and, in a 
sense, inextricably inter•elated. 
1Ibid. p. 23. 
j$Bmmett A. Betts, "Readability: Its Application to 
the Elementary School," journal of Educational Research,XLII 
(February, 1949), p. 438. 
CHAPTliR III 
PLAN OF STUDY 
In order to complete the study it was necessary to: 
1. Prepare a piece of recreational reading of ten 
related chapters in narrative form. 
2. Present the reading material to groups of school 
children between the ages of eight and ten, appro-
ximately, together with questionnaires to determine 
their degree of comprehension, interest and enjoy-
ment, and increased understanding of natural 
science. 
3. Analyze and evaluate the data disclosed by the chil-
dren's responses to the material, in terms of the 
purposes of this study. 
I. PREPARATION OF MATERIAL 
The findings of research concerning the reading 
interests of children and the factors determining the 
readability of children's literature were utilized in the 
development of the original chapters of the story for this 
study. As a general method of procedure for developing 
readable material, Dale and Challl suggested that the writer 
study the audience, listen to how the children express 
themselves, get the "feel" of the audience, then sit down 
and write to them. Later on, compare the vocabulary and 
other difficulty factors with available word lists and 
formulas. An original story ''Sandy at ~ Beach with ten 
1Edgar Dale and jeanne L. Chall, "Techniques for 
Selecting and Writing Readable Materials," Elementary 
English, XXVI (May, 1949), pp. 250-58. 
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related chapters was prepared. 
In part Dale and Chall's1 method emphasized the 
consideration of three questions which were considered by 
the writer in preparing this study. The questions were: 
1. Who will read the material? 
2. What is the purpose of the material? 
3. Does the material fit the readers and the purpose? 
In answer to the first question, the material was 
designed for children between the ages of eight and ten, 
with a reading achievement grade placement of at least 1.9, 
the majority of whom would probably be boys; since authori-
ties agree that a relatively large proportion of retarded 
readers are boys. Because intellectual immaturity and a 
limited background of information and experience are also 
usually characteristic of poor readers, these factors were 
considered in the interest appeal of the content and in 
certain aspects of presentation of the story chapters. 
In answer to the second question, the purpose of the 
material was as stated in Chapter I, namely: to provide easy 
recreational reading, which is interesting enough to promote 
the desire to read more, enjoyable practice reading to 
increase fluency, and vicarious experiences in nature study. 
In answer to the third question, the most important 
from the standpoint of the writer, appeal to the interest of 
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the audience was considered carefully. According to 
research the following content proved interesting to readers 
between the ages of eight and ten years, especially to boys, 
who were in the majority, and who, approaching age ten, were 
beginning to avoid girls' stories. As far as possible, 
interests common to both sexes were considered. These 
interests concerned: 
1. Animals and nature (life on the seashore). 
2. Fanciful or fairy tale qualities (Sandy's minia-
ture size and his ability to converse with his 
bird friends). 
3. Children's faailiar experiences (everyday situa-
tions in a beach setting). 
4. Happy admirab~e qualities in people (friendly, 
helpful attitudes, and joy in simple pleasures). 
Qualities of over-maturity were avoided, and unfamiliar 
content was related to children's interests and to familiar 
things. 
Certain literary forms and styles, found to be 
popular, were incorporated in the story: 
1. Interesting plot 







One of the main factors effecting children's interest 
in reading matter was found to be the ease and success with 
which they could read the material. Therefore factors 
effecting readability were seriously consiqered, including: 
1. Vocabulary 
2. Sentence length and structure 
3. Relation of ideas to pupils' interests and 
experiences 
4. Degree,;of abstractness of concepts 
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A review of the procedures and materials used in the 
various plans for measuring readability led the writer to 
concur with Hartman•s1conclusions that, while the available 
research was very helpful in defining factors that influenced 
the ease or difficulty of reading, the general principles 
could be applied to original writing without actually using 
the fonaulas and mathematical computations. 
In regard to vocabulary, the first grade level of the 
story to be written put it near the bottom of most fonaula 
ratings and the comparatively high chronological age of the 
children led the writer to suppose that their reading 
interests and comprehension were hampered principally by 
their limited power in the sight recognition of words. This 
placed the burden of difficulty squarely upon the degree to 
which the vocabulary used in this story was within their 
previous reading experience. This previous experience was 
considered in choosing word lists to guide the writing of the 
material. The writer chose the following vocabulary lists 
as those most likely to contain words that children of c:· 
approximately 1.9 grade placement in reading achievement 
have mastered; or that they should master as soon as possible 
1Hartman, loc. cit. 
\" 
r 
because the words are tool words of high frequency in 
children's literature. 
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1. A Reading Vocabula~ for Primary Grades by Gates 
In 1935. (Second ~ve hundred) 
2. Graded Vocabulary for Prima£f Reading by stone 
1n 1941 (Levels one-Through ive). 
3. A Basic Sight Vocabulary by Dolch in 1936. 
4. Remed1al Vocabulary for Primaxy,.Grli.4es by Durrell 
1n 1956. 
According to many authorities, children within this 
age group should have a larger speaking than reading vocab-
ulary, so comprehension of words should not cause difficulty. 
However, the writer endeavored to use only common meanings 
for words with multiple meanings. Where words outside the 
lists had to be used in the story, an effort was made to 
select words of parallel difficulty, or words which the 
children had probably learned in connection with social 
studies, arithmetic, or other reading experiences. Proper 
names were kept simple, presumably easily figured out 
through the use of phonic rules which the children should 
have mastered by age eight. 
After the story Sandy .!! the Beach was written, the 
vocabulary used was compared to the lists named above. The 
following word lists contain words used in the story which 
were not contained in the lists by Gates, Stone, and Durrell• 
and might be termed "hard words." However, a close look will 
disclose that most of these "hard words" are either derived 
from root words mentioned in the lists, or contain the same 
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simple phonetic principles which should make them easy to 
read independently. Most of the "hard words" are one or two 
syllables in length, and many are "picture" words. Regard-
less of how Gates, Stone, or Durrell treated word endings, 
the writer of Sandy .!! the Beach listed as "hard words" all 
words ending in ~· ~. or_z, or any letters other than ed, 
d, .!• or ing. If the root word was changed by doubling a 
consonant before adding an ending (running), by changing z 
to i (cried), or by omitting~ before adding ing (making),it 
was listed as a separate word. 
The words are listed in four columns: 
1. Gates 2nd 500-Words not listed in the first five 
hundred but found in the second five hundred. 
2. Not in Gates 2nd 500-Words not included in Gates' 
second five hundred as too difficult. 
3. Stone-Words not found in the first five levels of 
Stone's list. 
4. Durrell-Words not found in Durrell's Remedial 


























*Both parts of compound word included in list. 
**One part of word included in list. 






Gates' Not in Gates' Stone Durrell 
2nd 500 2nd 500 
bang bare bad bang 
behind beach bang bare 
between ***Brownie bare beach 
bill beach bite 
bit beginning *breakfast 
bite between ***Brownie 










,: 'd'C&n't ***carried ***can't *cannot 
catch choke change ***carried 
caught clam choke choke 
change crab clam clam 
claw clamdigger claw 
clothes claws ***coming 
cool close cough 
cough closer crab 





dance ***dearie ***dearie dear 
dark ***digger deep dearie 
deep dive ***didn't dish 
didn't dream dig dive 
drop ***dried digger doll 
drove digging dream 
dugr' c-·: :· dive ***dried 































































































"' Gates' Not in Gates' Stone Durrell 2nd 500 2nd 500 
land laid laid laid 
last lick land lick 
laugh life late log 
leave ***loudly ***let's lump 
let's lump lick lunch 







mean ***making matter *maybe 
might matter *maybe mouth 
mine *m~ybe mean 






nice nap nap nap 
nothing ***noisy nice ***noisy 
***noisy 
often ocean ocean ocean 
***older often ***older 
ouch ***older ouch 
ouch 
pass pair pair pair 
pick pelican pass peep 
piece pool pelican pelican 
poor pouch people picnic 
pot pound pieces pool 






Gates' Not in Gates' Stone Durrell 
2nd 500 2nd 500 
rock raw raw raw 
run really really rub 
***rubbed rest rubbed 




sand ***sadly sadly ***sadly 
sang safe safe sand 
*seabird **sandpipers sand sandpipers 
seem ***Sandy sandpipers Sandy 
seen save save sang 
shine scare scare scare 
should scream scream scream 
side Screamer Screamer Screamer 
skip **seagulls sea **seagull 
something **seaweed **seabird:· ·**seaweed 
sometime shady seagull shady 
son ***shaking **seaweed shell 
soup shell seem shirt 
splash ***shining set shook 
spring shirt shady shout 
step shook ***shaking silly 
still shout shell skipped 
stone silly shirt sky 
stood ***sitting shook slept 
string ***skipped shout ***slipped 
strong ***sleepy silly *** slipping 
supper slept skip ***slowly 
surprise;'. slipped skipped smooth 
swim slipping slept snail 
***slowly slipped soup 
***smaller slipping splash 
smooth ***slowly spot 
snail ***smaller spread 
***softly smooth stick 
sorry snail stomach 
spot ***softly stood 
spread son string 
***stepped sorry stuck 
stomach soup ***sunny 
***stopped spread swam 
stuck stars 
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Gates' Not inGGiLtes' Stone Durrell 









tall threw ***taking tail 
thought thumb tall tall 
through tide taller taller 
throw trouble those thumbs 
till tunnels through tide 
tired throw tiny 
toe tide toe 
tonight thumbs *tonight 
tried tiny ***tried 






voice voice voice 
wait wade wade wade 
wake weigh ***waking wake 
wash wiggle wave wave 
wave wise web web 
web woke weigh wiggle 
well wonder wide wing 
wide wrong wiggle wise 




yell yell yell 
year 
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The writer of Sandy at the Beach aimed at using 
familiar words to increase the children's sight vocabulary 
and reading fluency. For this reason, the story's vocabu-
lary• was compared to Dolch's Basic Sight Vocabulary of 220 
tool words. It was found that all of these "tool words" 
except the twenty-three words listed below were used at 
























Authorities stated that sentence length and structure 
had an effect on readability; therefore the writer endeavored 
to limit the average length to about seven words 9 to use 
mostly simple sentences without unusual word sequences and 
with a minimum of prepositional phrases, and to use personal 
nouns and pronouns, and "picture words" frequently. However, 
it was found that so many short, simple sentences made for 
rather choppy, momotonous reading; and it was better to use 
very short sentences for emphasis and variety, while connect-
ing others in easy compound or complex sentences, using and, 
.2!• because, and .!5! as conjunctions, and after, ~' etc. 
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to show relationships. Whi~ •• according to some formulas, 
prepositional phrases added to reading difficulties, short 
ones, particularly at the ends of sentences, tended to 
clarify and aid comprehension. In Sandy ~ ~ Beach, the 
average sentence length was found to be 8.62 words, but 
some compound sentences contained as many as 16 words, 
while shorter ones were often only 3 words. 
Children like things they already know, so familiar 
experiences were used as far as possible in the seashore 
setting. Facts of natural science included in the story 
were carefully verified. 
In order to avoid abstract or over-mature concepts in 
the material, the writer tried always to keep the children's 
background and degree of maturity in mind, to present well-
organized plots, and simple, direct idea sequences. 
In accordance with suggestions made by Hanlonl:and 
some research on the interest appeal of titles, the writer 
chose titles which were aimed to create interest and to give 
the reader an idea of the content of the narrative to come. 
The chapter headings were: 
I. Sandy and His New Shoes 
II. A Surprise in the Night 
III. Sandy Finds a New Friend 
IV. A Big Fat Clam for Breakfast 
1Mercedes Hanlon, "Science Stories for Children," 







A Good Dinner 
A HOme for a Crab 
Sandy Saves a Life 
Sandy and the Laughing Gulls 
Sandy Takes a Swim 
Sandy and the Sea Turtle 
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Typography has been found to affect readability, but 
complying with the accepted rules was beyond the power of 
the writer, except that the size of the page was shortened 
to correspond, roughly, with that recoDIIDended by research. 
To SUDIIDarize, the following steps were taken in deve-
loping and pre-evaluating the material to be presented to 
the children: 
1. The series of chapters was written first, with the 
reading level, maturity, and interests of the 
audience always in mind. 
2. The material was analyzed and adapted to conform 
to accepted standards of interest appeal, voaabu-
lary, sentence structure, and other readability 
factors. 
II. PRESENTATION OF THE MATERIAL 
Population~ for the study 
The population used for this study consisted of 191 
children from second, third, and fourth grades of two city 
schools in southern California. The majority of children 
were from lower and middle socio-economic levels. The ,, ; .• 
city's population was growing rapidly, with a resulting 
influx of new students in the schools, especially in the 
lower grades. Some children were also from Navy families, 
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or other shifting population. Most of the children were 
better acquainted with life on the desert, or in the moun-
tains, than with the seashore, although most of the pupils 
visited the beach occasionally. 
In age, the children averaged from about seven and a 
half to ten years. The second grades averaged 7.53 years of 
age, with a range from seven to nine; the third grades aver-
aged 8.74 years of age with a range from eight to eleven; 
and the fourth grade averaged 9.57 years, with a range from 
nine to ten. The entire group who read the story ranged in 
age from seven to eleven years. The second grade which took 
the science test without having read the story averaged 7. 57 
years, with a range from seven to eight years. The upper 
part of the fourth grade which took the science test without 
having read the story averaged 9.67 years with a range from 
nine to ten. 
In the entire group of 149 children who read the 
material, there were 85 boys and 64 girls. The grades 
Classed as low second, third, and fourth included 47 boys 
and 33 girls, or 59 per cent boys; the upper second and 
third included 38 boys and 31 girls, or 55 per cent boys. 
The high second grade and high part of the fourth, which 
took part only in the science test included 22 boys and 21 
girls, or 51 per cent boys. 
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In regards to mental maturity, there was no common 
measure for all the children. So, for the purposes of this 
study, a rating in achievement oy the classroom teacher was 
used for the second grades. This rating ranged from one to 
five, with one representing the highest achievement. In the 
third grade the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Maturity test.r rat-
ings were available, and in the fourth grade, the Kuhlmann-
Anderson Intelligence Tests. The grades classed as low 
achievers had a median rating of 3, with a range from 2 to 4. 
The low third had a median Otis intelligence quotient of 94, 
with a range from 76 to 108. The low part of the fourth 
grade had a median Kuhlmann Anderson intelligence quotient 
of 98, with a range from 77 to 110. The grades classed as 
high achievers had a median rating of 2, with a range from 1 
to 3 in the second grade; and an Otis intelligence quotient 
median of 109, with a range from 87 to 135 in the third 
grade. Because of different forms of evaluations, and dif-
ferent tests used, no effort has been made to give a median 
mental rating for the whole group; but, using the ratings 
listed above, the second grade aedian was 2, the third 
grade, an<.iOtis 101.5, and the fourth grade, a Kuhlmann-
Anderson 98, which was average, or a little above for the 
mental maturity of the general population. 
The high second which took part only in the science 
test had a median rating of 2, with a range from 1 to 3. 
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The upper part of the fourth grade taking only the science 
test had a median ~uhlaann-Anderson intelligence quotient 
of 101, with a range from 89 to 121. 
All in all, the total group of children who read 
Sandy at the Beach ranged in age from seven to eleven, was 
composed of 149 pupils, 57 per cent of whom were boys, and 
included children with a wide range of intelligence. 
Presentation of the material to the groups of children 
Ten original chapters, in separate folders, were 
presented to the participating grades as independent, 
recreational reading, in April and May of 1959. However, 
in the low second, it was found necessary for the chapters 
to be read aloud to the children by the classroom teacher, 
because of the low reading capacity of this group. In this 
grade the chapters were evaluated on comprehension and 
interest appeal, but not on ease for silent, independent 
reading. In the other groups, the children read silently, 
except that they were privileged to ask any words they did 
not know. The teachers kept lists of the words asked for, 
and returned them with the booklets. There were no time 
limits set, except as the individual teachers thought 
advisable. 
As soon as the children had read or listened to a 
chapter, they filled out questionnaires, telling how they 
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liked the material, mentioning parts which they liked or 
disliked especially, and answering comprehension questions. 
In the low second and third grades the teachers assisted 
the children, in some cases, by writing in their answers as 
they dictated. In these cases, the pupils could express 
themselves orally, but written answers presented too many 
problems in spelling, etc. To supplement the expression of 
preferences, and to further check on comprehension, the 
children in the second grades, and in the low third, were 
asked to complete pictures. In the higher groups, because 
of increased maturity, pictures were not used, and the 
comprehension questions were more brief. Sample question-
naires are given on the following pages. The remainder 
appear in the Appendix B. 
After the fifth and tenth chapters, the children 
chose their favorite stories by ballot to indicate where 
interest was the highest. 
After the series of chapters were read and evaluated 
by the children, they filled in a science test on the 
simple scientific rules and facts incorporated in the read-
ing material. However, this test did not mention any 
specific incidents or characters from Sandy !! the Beach, 
so the same test was used with other groups who had not 
read the story: the upper portion of the fourth grade, and 
another high second grade. In the third and fourth grades, 
Sandy and His New Shoes 
I • Where did Sandy: I, i ve? 
2. How big was Sandy? 
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3. What did the little girl do with 
t he do I I 1 s sh o e s ? 
4 • W h a t d i d So n d y d o w i t h t h e d o I I 1 s 
shoes? 
5. Did you I ike this story? 
a I ittle very much no~ 1 ?t 
Draw what you I iked best in the story .. 
or 





Sandy and His New Shoes 
1. How big was Sandy? 
2. How did he get new shoes? 
3. Did you like this story? 
a little very much not at all 
4. If you liked the story, what part did you like best? 









the children had completed social studies units on the 
Tidepool and the Harbor, which had some influence on their 
comprehension of the narrative and their responses to 
science test questions. This science test is presented in 
Appendix c. 
In addition to the questionnaires, pictures, ballots, 
and science tests, information concerning the readability of 
the original story was gleaned from (1) lists of hard words 
submitted by participating teachers, ('2) comments by 
teachers and by pupils regarding the children's reception to 
the story, and (3) comments from the teacher of the high 
second grade 'r:tlbic:b.ctook.'.9111Y.e the science test, but whose 
class read Sandy at the Beach as an oral exercise for 
recreational reading at a later date. 
III •• ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF DATA 
Analysis and evaluation of data concerning comprehension 
The degree of comprehension revealed by an analysis 
of the responses to comprehension questions showed that of 
a total of 6565 questions answered in the entire series, 85 
per cent were answered correctly by all the groups. Compre-
hension increased according to grade level and intelligence. 
except that the high second showed more comprehension than 
the low third, or were more able to express themselves. 
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Percentages of correct answers were as follows: 
Low second grade-78 per cent of answers were correct. 
High second grade-88 per cent were correct. 
Low third grade-81 per cent were correct. 
High third grade-93 per cent were correct. 
Low fourth grade-92 per cent were correct. 
Principle areas of failure were in Chapter V with 21 per 
cent of the total errors (This was the only chapter in which 
the upper third and low fourth had serious difficulty.), in 
Chapter VIII with 15 per cent of the total errors, and in 
Chapter VI with 10 per cent of the total errors. The single 
question failed most frequently was number 1. in Chapter V 
with 71 errors. Chapters I and II were the easiest in terms 
of comprehension. 
A review of the content of the chapters presenting 
the most difficulty in comprehension revealed that the 
narrative dealt with animals of the seashore; clams, crabs, 
and laughing gulls, with which the children had had little 
or no experience, especially in the grades not having 
reached this area in social studies. The completed pictures 
by the second grades, and by the low third, also reflected 
the children's misconceptions of clams and laughing gulls. 
Analysis and evaluation of ~ concerning vocabulary 
The degree of vocabulary difficulty encountered ') · 
oy .. the children was shown by the following lists of words 
they failed to recognize. The low second grade is omitted, 
since the teacher read the chapters aloud. The words are 
lliJ-
arranged according to the grade of the children who asked 
for theJJ and according to the .chapter in which they occurred. 
Hard words reported by the teacher of the high second 
grade were: 





shady, awhile, coughed, choked, tunnels. 
lying, log, ouch, sadly. 
pelican, Junior. 
sandpipers, waded, laughing, spread, 
kicked. 
Chapter X. bare. 
Hard words reported by the teacher of the low third 
grade were: 
Chapter I. 
about lay (2) pools (4) swimming 
afraid (4) left (3) rocks (2) tide (3) 
again (2) liked roll tunnels (2) 
along (2) live Sandy ( 2) wade ( 3) 
bare (3) many sea warm (2) 
beach (8) near shoes ( 3) washed 
children ocean skipped watch 
colored often splash (9) waves {4) 
dearie (5) pair (2) stones {3) wonder 
dressed picnics (4) sunny would 
inches (4) playing 
The numbers after some of the words indicate the number of 





coughed ( 17) 
danced (2) 
dearie (3) 















dearie ( 3) 
dried ( 3) 
















beginning ( 4) 
between (10) 
bottom ( 8) 
breakfast 








































legs ( 3) 
minute 


































































answered Junior (4) seems (3) string 
Brownie (2) lump (4) 
caught (3) shaking (5) strong (2) matter (2) slipped (4) stuck 
feathers ( 5) pelicans (9) spread (3) trouble (2) 
g~eedy (7) picnic ( 3) stomach (3) wings 
Chapter VIII. 
a1ive (4) picnic (4) silly spread (5) 
a:rms 
kicked 




stomach (7), swam (4), webs (6). 
bare (6), feathers (2), lump (4), 
rubbed (5), shirt (4), stomach (9). 
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Hard words reported by the teacher of the high third 
grade were: 
Chapter I. picnics, tunnels. 
Hard words reported by the teacher of the low part of 








lying, ouch, Screamer. 
thumbs, Screamer. 
Junior, pelicans, shaking, Brownie, 
pouch. 
Chapter VIII. sandpipers, slept, shining. 
From these reports it is evident that, in addition to 
the low second grade, the low third grade had serious trouble 
with the vocabulary, asking for many words in each chapter 
except the last two, and asking for the same words over and 
over again. The other groups read the material easily. 
Analysis and evaluation of data concerning interest and 
enjoyment 
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The degree of popularity of the story Sandy !! the 
Beach was very high. The children•s.creports indicated that 
the material was liked: 
"a little" by 9.8 per cent of the total group, 
"very much" by 85.8 per cent of the total group. 
"not at all" by 4.3 per cent of the total group. 
Popularity according to sex was as follows: (All numbers 
are expressions of percentage.) 









Popularity accordiug to grade 
Like .. or .Dislike Grade 2 
--
"a little" 7.5 
"Very much" 87.8 

















Popularity according to school achievement as shown by 
placement in high or low grades was as follows: 













In general the story was a little more popular with girls, 
with grades 2 and 3, and with the higher achievement group. 
Items mentioned frequently as being very interesting 
and enjoyable included incidents which made the children 
laugh, and such happenings as: 
Sandy saving the pelican's life by pulling a fish out 
of his pouch. 
The crab walking away with Sandy's shoe. 
Sandy finding the doll's shoes. 
Sandy getting his thumbs caught in the clam shell. 
The turtle slipping into the water with Sandy on his 
back. 
Items which brought forth dislike responses w~re 
usually situations where Sandy was apparently in trouble, 
and the children were concerned for his safety, or where his 
uncomfortable experiences reminded them of similar ones in 
their own lives. A few boys in the fourth grade were begin-
ning to resent references to dolls, or talking birds, as 
pertaining to girls, or fairy tales. 
Analysis and evaluation of data concerning understanding of 
natural science 
The degree of understanding of science rules and facts 
presented in the story Sandy at the Beach was indicated by 
the following average scores on the test. (The highest 
possible score was 77.) The high achievement group with no 
previous study of Tidepool or Harbor, after reading the story 
of Sandy, had an average score of 58.4 on the science test. 
The high group without previous study, ~ having read the 
story of Sandy, had an average score of 58 on the science 
test. 
The high achievement group with previous study of the 
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Tidepool and Harbor, after reading the stocy,'of Sandy, had 
an average score of 65.8, as compared with a score of 59.1 
for the high group who had not read about Sandy. However 
the former's previous study was the more recent. 
The low achievement groups with previous study of the 
Tidepool and Harbor made an average score of 57.8 after read-
ing the story of Sandy. The low group with~ previous study 
made an average score of 59.2 after reading about Sandy. 
Since no low group, not having read the story of Sandy, was 
available for the science test, no comparison is possible in 
that area. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was apparent from the accumulated data that cOJR-
prehension and interest in the independent recreational 
reading, Sandy at the Beach was high with both boys and 
girls of varying intelligence, ranging in age from seven to 
eleven years. Children with a reading achievement below 
average second grade were unable to read the material inde-
pendently, and those in a low third grade read with some 
difficulty, although comparison of the vocabulary with 
existing appropriate lists indicated that the material 
contained words suitable for their achievement level. These 
same children rated a little lower than the others in 
comprehension. The material was read easily by pupils in 
high second, high third, and low fourth grade levels of 
achievement. As a total group, 85.8 per cent of the boys 
and girls liked the story "very much" and answered 85 per 
cent of the comprehension questions correctly. 
Certain items and areas in the story presented 
comprehension difficulties, or brought responses of dislike 
from individuals, although to only a small minority of the 
total group. 
It was impractical to try to measure increase in 
reading fluency,,because so many factors were uncontrollable. 
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However, the repeated use of most of the tool words in 
Dolch's Basic Sight Vocabulary1 and the gradual decline in 
vocabulary difficulty shown by the "hard word" lists from 
the low third grade should indicate that fluency must 
inevitably have been increased by the reading of Sandy at 
the Beach. 
The data concerning increased understanding of simple 
rules and facts of natural science were inconclusive. 
To the extent that vocabulary difficulty interfered 
with ease in independent reading, this study did not 
accomplish its purpose. However, an enjoyable reading 
experience was provided which, at the same time, helped ful-
fill an instructional need for practice reading to increaSe 
fluency. 
High interest in, and understanding of~a narrative 
whose content was based on facts and rules of natural 
science necessarily provided vicarious experiences for its 
readers in life at the seashore. 
1Edward w. Dolch, "A Basic Sight Vocabulary," Ele-
mentary School Journal, XXXVI (February, 1936), pp. 4~60. 
CHAPTER V 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
AND PROBLEMS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
This study was limited by the small number of chil-
dren in the groups and the lack of low second and third 
grade groups taking the science test, for comparative pur-
poses. 
Comprehension check results were necessarily 
influenced by study habits of the children, and their ability 
to answer questions and express themselves in writing and 
drawing, by qualities and limitations inherent in the ques-
tions themselves, and by other uncontrolled factors. 
The degree of interest expressed by the pupils in the 
story may have been swayed by group sentiment, or an effort 
to please the teacher, although it was emphasized that a true 
expression of individual feeling was desired. 
The readability of the story was seriously impaired 
by the lack of good illustrations, which add so much to 
children's understanding and enjoyment of reading material. 
Suggested areas for further research might include 
comparisons of the degree of comprehension where concepts 
were presented in conversation or in narrative context; or 
comparisons of scientific understandings when presented in 
narrative or in informational form. 
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I I I ~ 
I 
Sandy and His New Shoes 
Once upon a time there was a 
very I itt I.e man nomed So,ndy. He 
I ived . on a big beach near the ocean. 
He stayed on tt"'te beach a II day end 
a I I night. 
He I iked to watch the waves rol I 
in and splash on the rocks. he 
J ik ed to ~ee the sea birds fly over 
- f 1 ~ water, or run along the beach. 
He I iked to vade in the cools left 
' oy the tide. Sometimes he went 
s'~ i mmi_ng j n the waves. When he was 
tir ei ~ he loy down in the warm sand 
and we rt to sleep. 
I 
Ina '1 y p e 0 p I e c me t 0 s l n l y I s be Q c . i 
o n s LJ n .1 y d a y s • ~ h y ' \ ('4 J 1 c n i c s 1 n 
the sand.. They \ ..,nt Sf( i rr t11; or 
f i s h i n g i n t h e v. c e s 0 h e l ~1 ' d en 
r a n <1 b o u t ' o o i n ,.1 f " y c , , · · - I '""' ·. o n e s 
or pretty s e 1 -he rntde ho ~es 
and tunrrls in the. sand They 
splashed in n out o , he rvc.T(")t'"'. 
Sand) o _()ten w 1.,cned h c h t I ,_Jir·en 
playing. aut '" h child en ()! d not 
see hi m. ~ ie was u. t o J ~ r ·' I i t t 1 e 
• I 
m on , o r) I y t en 1 n c he s t a l l . ri v c s 
s 0 s ma f J t h at h e w 0 s rj .r r· . I d 0 I e t 
b i g peoole se~ him at ~! l So ~e 
ra n a d hid b h rd th ~ rJ ks wh n 
the people were on tna b .och . 
One dey Sandy saw a l , c -c I::, g i r I 
2 
pJoy1n g with he1 doll in the sand. 
l t vVO s, a pre t t y d o I I , d I I d r e s s e d 
in blue. Sandy w1shed the doll 
would come and play with him. She 
was I i t t I e t oo _ 8 u t: t h c I i t t I e g i r I 
did not see Sandy. She took off the 
do I I' s shoes and put them on a rock, 
side by ide. Then she took the do II 
to wode in d I i ttle pool of water. 
Soon her rnot her co I I ed her. The 
little girl took her doll and ron 
~ ~ [e - ner mother. They oct in o cor 
-..1 
f'\nd d. ove awav. . 
A-r -t-e r th-- Y wer·c gone, StJndy came 
out fr-om beh .l d the rock. The first 
t hi n g he :.. ow was a I i t t ! e pa i r of 
pre t ty 01ue shoes . "Oh dearie me," 
h e s a. I rj • H T r 0 t I i t t I e a i r I f 0 r g 0 t 
3 
her foJ I s ~ h cS 'Poor l itt'e cJr J! i 
S (-; n u ;:, o ... h .. e s n .. ., " ~ ., c I o · f 
after t t'"'e cor, b'Jt 1 t rl i d not come 
ba c ~~ . 
Th ~n ~a 1 · ; ook d :t+ he shoes 
0 g a I n . I' r .. '-- I j CJ + h e y 'v i 1 I r· f i t 
me , " he sa i d o h 1 m s e I f '' 1 ·pi I l 
try them on." t-f,_ sdl 1 wn anJ p ·t 
them on n s b a e feel . u, 1 , on , he 
said. ·\·-nat pret .. ~~ shoes' T~ev I Jqk 




itt I e Sdndy got up G't _ danced 
a n s I i p p e d a r o J n cl t he r' o r. k .. 1-J c 
d cr n c a r:1 d n d s k i p p e d r· 8 ' J"') d ---c, j a r ·:1 u n d 
in the sand. Wnat a ha ~ py 1 i tt:e man 
he was! 
)i I 
. ,. 7T 
.....__.._ 
A Surpr i se in t he Ni ght 
Sandy skipped and danced around 
unt i I he was tired and hot. Then he 
took off his new blue shoes and 
walked along in the woter. Pretty 
soon he come to a big black rock. 
He went around to the shody side 
ond $Ot down. "It is nice and coo I 
here, out of the hot sun. I think 
I w i I I r e s t q ~. h i I e . " 
He put his shoes in the sand, 
side by side. Soon his eyes closed 
ond _Sandy fe I l fast as I eep. He 
slept and slept. l t got very lateo 
The sun went down. Sti II Sondy slept 
5 
It begon to get dark. One by one 
the stars came out. . They I ooked · 
down on I ittle Sandy, sleeping by 
the big black rock. The seabirds 
flew away to ~est. AI I but one big 
w h i t e s e o g u I I , '!) h o J an d e ci o n t o p o f 
the big black rock. He looked ~own 
ot the I ittle man sleeping in the 
sand. He shook his he'Jd. "fhdt is a 
funny place to sleep," he said softly. 
"Soon the tide wi II come in. Then 
t ho.t I itt l e man w i I I get wet. " But 
soon the seagul J put his head under 
his wing and went to sleep too~ 
Sometime in the dark night, 
Scndy woke u ~ . The cold water was 
6 
s p l r s t' i n g G i I o v e r~ h i m • "0 h my go o d -
ness ! " he c r i e d . '' 0 h de a r i e me ! 
I a rn g e t t i n g a I I wet . T he t i de must 
have come in. I must get out of 
here in a hurr y! Oh. where ore my 
new shoes? I must f i net my sho~s." 
He felt around !n the wet sand, but 
~h e shoes were gone. 
Just then another wave splashed 
over him. The water got in his eyes 
and nose. He coughed anrl choked. 
Little Sandy jumped up and started 
to run. 
But the poor I itt I e man was st i I I 
hoi r asleep o~d he wos ol I mixed up. 
He ron the wrong way, right into the 
7 
deep wa t e r . '' 0 h de or , " he c r i e d • 
~~r can not see where f om going. 
What s ha I I I do?'' He k i ck ed and 
splasherl in the dark. 
Then a big. big wave picked him 
up and t n • p ~:.~ him against the rock. 
Sandy started to swim away from the 
rock. He was wide awake now. The 
next wave lonrlerl him up on the beach. 
He jumped up and ran up on the dry 
sand as fast as h~ could go 
"Oh dearie me," he scici again. 
" r j u s t go t away from t h e r e i n t i rne 
No ··N I o o k at me. l (':m a I I wet . f am 
. . 
co I rl too • O~i, o h , o h ~ I om very 




a l l :~ v e r. he dug o hole in the sand 
an d covered himself. There he Ja y 





t-r- I ,..,., 
~~ l \ I 
I 
Sand'' F~nds a New Friend 
,/ 
When morning .cam~J· Sandy sat up 
ond J ooked d~ound. "Oh oear·! Oh 
deorie me, if he said. "I om sti II 
cold and w.:;t.lf He looked up at 
the sun and cried, "Hurry up , Mr. 
Sun! Get up in the sky and shine 
down on me. P!8ase help me to get 
warm~ He I p my c I othes to clr·y o" 
Sandy st8orl up and shook the 
sanrl off himself. fhen he looked 
back at the big b I ock rock.. ''Thot 
1 s a f i n e b 1 g rock 1 " ne s Cl i d o "8 u t 
i t 1 s not a good p I ace to s I e a p o 
' hen ~he tid~ comes in, t~e water 






s l, n rl. 
vv~ Le r .. 
she, Is 
better p!~ce to sleep to-~ight. 
luok6rl up ond do\.Vn ths beach. 
o big old log lyi ng in the 
It w~s a long woy from the 
I t wo s Cl !Jove the I i n e of 
and seaweed left by the waves. 
He ra r. o 'J c r to i +, • 
·~ l·ijm- m- .11 , '' M 0 sa l d t o h i rn s e I f . 
"This sc8ms to b ""' a fine place to 
s l fi y o t n i g h t, • T h e \NO v e s o n I y c o rn e 
I; 0 t 0 t h r, t I j i I e 0 f 0 I d s he I I s G n d 
s e d wee c n t ", · g h t i d c., • l w i I I b e s n f e 
and d r y , h e r e r h i s o I d I o g vJ i I 1 
keep t 18 \'ino nff 1.e ut nighto 
B,, this ti m-- the SIJtl h{ld dried 
5 ! n d y s c I o t he s .. HE-: f ~ I ·: v-Jo r n~ u n d 
' ! 
happy again. But he did n0t f_ol 
ha;'("\Y very I ong. 
'Oh rlea,~ 1 e me " ne so i d.,; l hove 
I 0 s t 111 ~/ l r ~ t t y b I u e s h CH::~ s . VIe l I ' 
l guess l wi i I hovp +o go in rny bore 
f e r"' -!: a a a i n 0 u c h t ~_ .. , t, s '". s h .: I I s h u r t 
'-' 
my f 2 R t . Oh J l w ·, s h l r ad 'I y s h () G s " , 
, r t'V e I I ' v". h y cl 0 n l t y CJ i ; ~ 8 (J (I d l n 0 k 
f o r t he, n ·7 It s a i o a ,, o i ( .. e • 
Srndy j11mped. 'uh, 1 dt dn't see 
you be f o t,., e , " h0 s d i d t o a b 1 £' '"'h i t e 
b i r d stan cl i n g on the, l G g . fi //ho ore 
y ,Jl.J ? ,, 
" I am S c r r- ~ o e r , t ~,.~ e s so q ~~ I I . 1' 
... 
said the b:rd. 
If M )I n 0 tT: r; i s s (1 n d J ' '~ s r 1 ; d t h .:; 
12 
!iyll~.; n1 an . '' l I i v E: on t h i 3 beach . 
D ''I ,. ou .. lJ , I i ve here to0?fi 
· Y e s , " s a ; d S c r 3 u me r • it l I i v e 
o n t h i s b s c, c n t o o . But I d o n o t t r y 
to s I e e p '.I here t h c W1.3. v e s w i I i s p I ash 
o n rn e • l s a vv y o tJ s l f r:_:.;: i n g b y t he 
b i g b I ~ c k r· o c k 1 a s t n 1 g h t . l g u e s s 
you h-ud to move in r1 hurr~y Nhen the 
t . d . ff 1 e come lne 
"Yes," suid S,ndy sadly. nThat 
is how 1 I Jst my sh')es." 
"W0! l ' I e t' s ao 'Cind r i no them' If 
~ 
~ .::1 i , l S c :_., =; '0 'n e r' • '·~A a y b e t he v.;fQ v e s 
n J v e c a r t") ; e d t h 8 rn u p o n t h e s '0 n d o 
8r maybe t hey ore floating around 
ia'1 thE wGte;t,., neat ... tn8 big block rock. 
'l~ i I I f y ·J u t o v e r t h e wrc v e s u n d 
13 
· ) • r 0 r1 t h e (\1 • ·I 
'' 0 h , t han k y o t..~ = S c t.., e am e r Y o u 
Cit'e a goo d rr i end, If s o i rl S a nc~y. 
'' 1 w i I I c I i mb up on t h c b 1 g r ock . 0 n d 
I o o 1< a r o 1 J n d • T h s s h o e s or c b I u e , so 
lo o ~ for something I ittle and blue." 
Scrpamer flew off over the waves 
near t he big black rock. Sandy went 
rnore s 1 o<vvl y because the o I d sne I Is 
and old dry S30Weed hurt his feeto 
All at once the I ittle man gave 
ct ct.., y o f joy . 1 n ere was one o f h i s 
_:; h n as , h a I f c Q v e red w i t h s a n d . H E? 
'ttl I ed i t out, shoo k out I-, he. sand, 
d . t ' . ) t ., 0 . t , h n _u. I.., on n1~ to oJ. 'ucn . e 
cr 't ed "That isn't right. My shoe 
rt'Ai s m foot . Look what l have d on e~ 
14 
• 
1 have t-- rJC lil/ right shoe on my left 
fo ot.. How s iII y I om!·' r!e changed 
L ;·I c S' i 8 0 t 0 t h e 0 t h 8 r f 0 () t . 11 f h j S 
f e e I s b e t t e r , 11 h e s a i d . 
de hopped on one foot through 
the o I d she I Is and seaweed unt i I he 
come to the hard smooth sand near 
t h e w (~ t e r~ • He c 1 i m be d u o n n t. h e b i a 
-
b!Olk rock. He looked cna looked 
for the other shoeo 
'Vve I I , . you con ~-top I 0ok i ng now .. 
He r e i t i s ~ '' so i d S c (' '"; rome r .. 
s 'j () d y j Ll rn p r~ d a 9 a i n 0 He 0 I rn 0 s t 
f e I I o f f t h e ,, o c k . '' tv1 y s '~ o d ' , e s s , " 
h ~ r: a i d . '' Y o u a r e a I wa y s m o k i n g me 
.. u mp. . 
,, 
Q 1' lauqhed Screamer-: ..,.. 
15 
• 
· ~ cJ i d 1 , o t me an t o s c a r e you . See ., 
hc-;r,€ is your other shoe. 1 t was 
t'IGoting in the wa'!es near tne rock. u 
if 0 h , t h an k v o u , S c r e arne r , '' sa i d 
.J 
San ci y . ·~ T h i s shoe i s f u I I of water . 
I must clry it out." He turned ove r 
t:hc: shoe. Out came the woteeo Out 
come a I ittle fish too .. 
'' 0 h I o o k , '' sa i d -the sea g u I I .. 
He a+.8 up the little fish. "1 like 
I j t t I c r i sh a r hank you' Sand v 0 ·W 
.; 
N . ) 'II I lli lA s t a 0 d n d c 0 t c h s Q m s:; m 0 r e 
..,j 
1 ish. T get very hungry in the 
m [) r"' ,l ! n g n GG 0 d- by ' san c;1 y .. " 
'Good-by, Screamer," said Sand_y 
~ r· he s t h j s s h 0 e t 0 dry j n t he sun 0 
S ~ n : w i I r hove i: wo p r-· e tty b I u e 
16 
• 
s \ o e s t o .;v e o . · ct g a ; n . 1 a in s o h c p p y 
, , e e I I i k e s i n 9 1 r ] • ;, So S ~ n d y s c n g 
:ttle song t0 h is shoe$, 
·• i am hdppy. 1 an1 gcy, 
l!ly sho es ore pr·et t y o 1 
17 




1\ f . c ' 
t'1 [ Cl tO[ 
Pr.>dtty.so;;n Sondy,s ";·1_.o ·(...{...;; d t..,y ~ 
t-, e p u t i t ~ n r~ : ~.... f o c +· • T n e n 'r: c ~ an g 
h i s I i t t I e s o n LJ o n c e . n ;-) ~ . 
. . . 
"1 orr ha 1 p 1 _d'Yl gay . 
My ~ h D ~ ' r c or __ tty d l I t he ~a y • ., 
"H rr - rn - 1 n , ·i sa i a , - u n cl t o h I vn -- e I f o 
-
"S c reamer, is catching ft l~ r· 8ot. 
1 con see ·1 i m f· l y i ·1 o o r c ' t n d ) ,- ·J; t o v .§ r 
I h J.. C' t • '- I .I ..fl1'e S • 1: e wa"L.er. o t e. 1n1es i1e er- · _ 1 n" o 
the wnter' end cotnes L~P w t) ;., ! it i: I e 
f i s h i n h i s b : I I . 1 w i ~ ' , 1. h _. d 
someth i ng to eat. T ~ m l:)er~nni n ~ to 
feel very h!Jngry.u 
18 
Son d y : v 1 k e d .i r-· u 11 n r · . 
some holes in the SJ~d, jL 
He s o~v 
·. 
t h I • i ' I ·a s H .lf k \1 ("'\ v.... I rh .. e , J : ·~.. e :~: v. e . " , .hose 
holes C""e f"nr," he sn.;do n en 
m a k e l h Hl t o ·I i d c c , ... \I 0 . ~ .... r 
i f t ~~ e y I e ~ n y c l a m s or me 1 
·vv o u I d I ; ~ e t o h d v e s 0 me c I oms f o ) 
break fcs i::. 1 
hurts." 
He c I imbed down 
and started t o rL n 
Dff~ i.he b1g 
: o u ll lq 
He ran so fos-c, he C:' 11l d ns ~ 
Do~n he went into the hole~ 
I r .::;. v ..... 
'' 0 h de o r ~ o h d -:: o r i e m d.;, . ·: r 1 ~ c r i e d , 





t 1 s c I '~ . 1 ' ) c I e 0 
ov;;;r the tcp. 
s ho 1 1 l ·c1 o? If 
1 cur no r even see 
. 
oe{ , J e me . 
J u s t t ~ ' e !'1 ~'~ ..., s n vI :-- o rYl e t , ; 1 e. a r"l 
hi s looto "Oh. ~--U'>~ d i 11t 
c I (~ m ~ " he s c1 I cJ . T he c J a m d i g g e r cl i d 
not f i n d i .\ , .J I c. a n h a v e some 
b 1'0111 ") , I If r euKiO.:>t. 
S ti r, d y p i c f< e d ~ p J h ,.. _ t t- 'c ou t • J 
4 
his thumbs between L:1e sh0l - (1' td -~ 
t r i e d t 0 pu f ' t rte rl1 0 p '-"II t !~ l 4-, 
' 
'""l 
I I s 
c I am wa s o I i v e • He d ; d ; 1 c ·, Vi ·' :r 1 + on v-
one tJ open his !:,hell .. ie 
h i s f o c t o n d .t •• !'· i e d t ·.J r' I :.-




b t · ..: s"'" the 
, 
ShPI I ll s. 
.· 
0 1 , oh, o h ! 0 h d e ] : € me ) '' c r 1 ... d 
"' the 
you 
I i t t I e man. ''Let [ c "' · my th u -no s 
o I d c I o t~. . Y o o c.. h u r t i n g u ~ • '' 
8 u t t he r· a,,. d · .J not I e t . D He 
... 
j u --; t ~ e o t t rJ y 1 , 3 i-
S -H l i y y e I I e d ~ 
Screamer heard hi 1, .• 
bock to the beach. 
c ) os e hIs s e I I o 
I oudl y thqt 
lie camef) 1ng 
t he hole~ de sa·w the 1 1t t c; 
j u rr, p i n g up and down ; ~ c ; J 
sa w his th!Umbs st 1 I I c""" ::ttl. 
~ 
c I arn she I I • 
Scream or l o l 19 he a o r) · • -
he d id not let ~ondy see I m 
2l 
. 




1 , but. 
~)"'~ i ng. 
t 
He rc.all y felt SIJ1 ·.,y for p oor- S t , dye 
nHo I d on!. ,. he co. I I ed f\t'Wr. 
H S t o p j u m p i n g a,.., o u n d c n c1 h 0 I d ~ .. 1 I I •. 
I t h i n k r c 0 n he I p ~~ 0 I I • iP 
S c r e u r~1 6 ,... f I e ~v 1 1 p t-
o I d s h e ; I s o n ... 1 ' e t. \ t c ~ d I e f -t y I 1' '9 
·o o l i t -t l e s-t \ : k D t i de. ~.., 0 n e r ( .I 
Bac~ ne f1e w o1d s 
s o n d i n t. h e b · 1 ·- t -,, 
i n t '1e 
e c. 0! ro Je. 




the c i am s h e I I s d c. w .1 o , ... r t · e e : 1 d o f 
t he sttc~. Tho t w i i I r1 , d 1 h =- .:) he I I s 
I • t , b \\ open s o y o u c an p u ' 1 u ; y 1 tH- :_, urn s o 
Sa n d y d i d a s h e wl'c ~) + . d . __ , ; i '-, 




t h a n k y r ' , S c r e iQ me r , n ~ a i cl S '"' n y 
·' I am s o g I o d y o 1. ~ c on; e t o c . -- • Do \. ,, :,.,t 
th i nk yr;u .oul<i help me t'""} ge t Oltt 
o f t h i s h o I e ? '· 
•r I t h i n k T c a 1 . 1' ( n ~ c. r l... '"., ~ s 1 • e o mer. 
I 
''I a I wa v s I • h; ~ t o he I I) o f r I end ·• 
He h n p p -:; -1 (, a ' ,, t n t o t h e h o ) e n e , r 
s Q n ci y • He s c t I 0 w I r I t c s ... ) 1 ~ () 
Sandy coq I d c' i mb on h ; boc..::.. Th en 
he come up slnwly ti 11 the ·itt l e man 
was near th e top of the '1 o ' c. Now 
s t e p c; f f o n t o t h e :: o r cl . 5 J n , ) . ~ n e 
sa i d • S G n rl y d 1 d a s he w o .. t c d . 
He bock ed a way -~ t..,or n · he ho f e S'l he 




s. c r e 0(11 e r . ov ~d 
I 
t ' r: ' r -· . .- : I 
che end . the c}, . --I 0 i ' (: r~,; 
ou-: 
,. 
·che ho l e , A. p ; -_, 
Sand) j I ·k ·,:, n \1 OS J .. . __, u b; L J 
rnak e 1: he n1 \ I, S "LOO uurt,. 
I 
l., - ~ "~ oga ~~ ) 
S c r e om er .J f c ;"' h 1 p i r, ~~ m e out o ~t: h o t 
~)o I~ , 11 he sui d . 11 I J o 11:.; c 1 , ~h ut 
o I d c \ om J n o w. H ~ h ~~· r -.. I - J 1 , ,_ ~ I 
M u J J c I c an f : d s o r'l e l .... l ~ e ·:. c eat. '·' 
'' W a "':. c: h rn t; > Sa n d ; ·' ! ' - :1 · d t h e s ~ o g u l L 
It l wi1! shov-1 yuu a bet:: v" ~ oy to operi 
t he c I om s he. ! ! . II 5 c. ,f'. ~-urn~ r 1 ,_ k 3 d up 
the c I om i n hi s b i : l 
in"C o the sky. 
Sav;dy watched hin 
2 Ll, 
f.> 
I I \1 
~a i g b I o c \/ r, o ·~ ,.. • ' ! I a on c e t 1 e . , e c-
gu I l opened is h 1 l I . u ~ 1n c m; .L. he 




run vve.· a, d l., 1··1teq up on 
r r. P. "', e \ a .::-' h - ~ 1 ~ ·• • a :1 d 
the s!"~ If w ~ s brok€c1. Now S n d 
c o v1 I d p ~~ k l i' he p 1 e \, e , o f n e l 1 
and eat the clam. 
11 My g o o d n e s s , ' s o i d c.; ~'\ 1 ~1 '1 · ' T h at 
i s new WOJ c 0 0~ en c I Qc n s hG I I • 
1 t i s Q 9 0 0 d wo y ' L 0 "I ' T { I. 0 b I t" d . ff 
r~e ute the c i 'Qm very :a.: t b~couse 
he ~ns so hungry. Then he wo· ed to 
S c r €. (lrll G r t o sa. V , •r f t1 0' ." ~ o . 
25 

l Gc 0 0 I I l t1 e r 
Af ter vOn ld ~o. en the bl 
fat c 1 am , he .v a c; n 0 t ~ "J h u n g r ) l:> u t 
h e s ~ i I I wa 1 1, e d s o n e t~ .. r e b r e o fa s t ., 
rrr w~uld i ke t o hove 'orne more nice 
c l oms • " he so · d ~ · P u t J d on ' ·t 'VOn t 
t h e m c h UA .,, L 11) .> t n u m b _ a .;..! a i. n J\4 a v b e 
l con loy t h rm 01 th rock, an d h t 
Lhem wit~ o~ol her ro~K~ But f t rst 
l must t i nd so;· e mora." 
S 0 n d y be o on t o run o r· o u r d an d 
..., 
look into the other hole~ the clam-
diggers had m'Odeo r.n i s t ' me he did 
not run fa0t and fa I I 1 n " Bu t he 
cou I d ('Oi see any rn.or·e c I om s .. 
2 c.. v 
1 t e s ' .. a ,,., L e d L o o o r c l r a t he D ,, 
.,J ~ 
b' CJ CK l"'ock. lrs he· wo · k:erJ 51 O:l :1. 
''l e s t e prJe d r e Gr o t i r y I i t + I e :,l) I e 
i n t h e wet s f.i n j . LJ p ~ a r.1 e s on, e w a t e t" 
f (. 0 m r he h 0 I e 0 1f r~ In- rn- fll • T h 'J t i s 
Pun n y , '~ :1 e s o i d . 'I IA,o ,1 de r .• h ~~ t I'• e 
iH (-l t e r j w tr ,) e d 0 u r 0 J' t h at ! i t -t \ e n C) I e 0 \I 
He stepped in the ;:, dme pI .c~ r e .J go in. 
N o rn o r, e w l s t e r c am E._ o tJ !: c f t h e h o i e 0 
S o r! d y go t d own o n h i s !., o n c ~- o n d k n e e s 
a n d t r i e d t. o I o o k i n +. r~ r v, e I i i t I e 
hole. This t ime woter QI D come out. 
R i g h t i n h i s e y e ! fl 0 h , '' h e 
h E.- jumped bock 0 "Whot W:.JS 
'' ..J u s t one o f t he c i n m s 
27 
• I 
cr1e o os 
t hut ? " 
VJU were 
.. 
I o o ~ i ~"' 1 f () r· , " so i d .., 'I o I G e 
s rJ t) d I r. I Jt.., n e d 0 r' 0 u Yl - T h e r e.. w a 
S c reo ·. e r ']go i n .. "G · 'i --: ___ :, · ~ me . 
S c; ,., e o m -:; ,, ' V h :; i a i d .1 o u g e t 12 u c k ? 
A n d w ~ · t.:d. o !'' e v 0 l ~ t . ~ I k 1 n a b o u l · · 1 C: i d 
n c t s e e ri I v c t 0 m A I' 
If'"' I h • I h l\ d t) u : c: 1 -:; • er = o Y1 s were 
~ ''H . t h 
.1 c r e 'J fr:?. t~ , , e J l J :, -~ r e . ~, o . . '-; w o r e r 
i ,-, yo _. i;") eye . He \~. as w ~J ~ n i , 1 £ i "' --_ 1 de 
h i s ,:) : I 8 I I 0 d t r -.) w j n r\ ~ € " I d. :; I • u p 
t h ,.., .J t J g h ~- h i s I i t t. ' e. h o e 
down 1 n 11 U o v o '.l n 1 e on t h e r:; 1 (j 1-1 i s 
t h e s or. d 1 i i g h t ' 1 n c' e r t h i s 
• 1'1 
1 il t le rtJi e~ 
o s k e d S :) r. d y ., 
"D; g down a nd ycHA wi SOl d 
28 
San(1y r·o n to '"':'e ', fJ ~ tick and 
b€oun to d i o end d i o ."'·· ~ t soor1 
._.) .:J _, .J 
the stick hi t som~ · hi tt~ h .d~ ;'Oh , 
_, 
Screomet., , '' ~·1e ::r i ed ···1 Just h : ·1• so rne-
t. h i n g ~ iv1 a y lJ e. i i i s t h .. c I o m . '·' · 1 e au 9 
o. I i t t ! e ~ : t- e . T her e I o y a s m ' l : 
wh1 te clam .. 
,, l 
l found cne, l found one,,. he 
s h o u t e d .. '' P I e a -.) e h ~ p d o ~~ ·: 1 i '"'· t o t he 
hole and get it fo.', :ns. ~::r't:n;n,~r. " 
5 c r e ~me. t~ l G q g h e d ~ ": L., ~' v -- u rc r e o 
I A 0 ., I • ..! ,, 1 t c am- u 1 g g er , · n e s G; u. l v/ 1 ' l ge 
t h a t c I a m r o :n y o u . Y o 1 ~ (..: u 'it .;; .~. . ... e. r h e r e 
0 n d s t 0 r t d i g g i n g .. ~-~ e e u n o !:-r' e r 
t I ~ ' ' ; 1 c J 'J e r t• ..:--: ~ 1 ~ 
.:::a. dy t ~~n over' ~- o h- ,-, : '· · h o e 
~- -) 
I 1.. -h ..... 1., ~ 
clam .. he Ia 1 d ; t , n the. 
r--1 e CH' 
s () () V) l f:W h 0 I e , 
~.... . ~~ ,.. Yl I . i (i I I 0 




I .u rl t'" hot her c) am 
s another- c ~-· m . ('  c r com c r , " 
he ,. G a· ,.__-., ~ ... 0 p 6 C S e t1 r::.. r .L ~u"" (',. ! I C f t '1 t 
-.J. ::J~.J ''-' 4 
W i t h t lne 
around t.n 
.. 
r s t o n e o fi S Ct n c' y I v o -: e d 
see his first cloffi 
lrvVh e ·"1 e .s the I C I 7n1, 
c a t1 n o +: s e e. t o Yo q n .... e q b a ~-· 0 i r d ~ 
You o t e my o 1-. he. r c I a t11 ~ n c r i -. rt Son d y .. 
'' f\J c w ~ wo i t a C!1 i Y); 1 ~- e . S < n d 1 Yo t~ 
must not say tnat., o u do not kr,ow 
l 
l ot.e . ' I T. • '( 0 L> 0nl 
I 
' 1,-.,r~ for '-'h !_ \., 1: I 1 <~ - .._) I l) \.I \ 
' 
t 1 r• . .:,) . Sc;1dy ~ but 
clown ' 1n-cn tne ::;and 
', ~.,. 
1 :1..'n )d r: ~ r r· 
ser:rwe~d .J 0 1t i: he 
~ c r L:l f'f t • 1:) t • v '-- .J I • 
Sandy rJri c'~ d 
to use for ~dish. 
c I o rn s on t ~~ c ...; ' 1 e ' I 
,, 1 an, 
the clam~. 
I T ·I ~ I I K did 
C1l .. (• h' r . 
it I . J l l s . I"\ ' I t"' y I I \ 
:a 1 ~ -. :• 
L . sh • I 0, 0 , some 
L.l s on J s id 
. t' d ·- .: 19 . he II 
h e {" . ' .L u' r) ,. I~ . y r--'!, •... ~,. , 1 




~~ hur·t your feel1ngs. 
t~~~l-- you 0te 
d i d n o t cr. son 
l CtO r1ni-
think wr·.ot T WfJS SJYitlg. 
9 
f-1,.. J_1t, cit 
,ol. L. ..:::> I 
\~is~ t1rd. 
. . . 
, 1 .:· ht) Sandy) 
rt I ook 1 said i..he 
l"hs tids ! '3 C ·) m ~ n r I n .. 'f 2 : '11 l s r. I tlU(' rv 
.I .:;,; 
ar1 d d i 9 ~; n .r;e mo r., e c I oms .. 
wave:::; \1i I I 
I itt I e hoi rr 
.-) 0 on 
' . ' ,./, , ... 
l. h r.. II;;, 
T f: e y v· ) r k -=:r d v e v- y f --_ .:; f ' :-1 o ~ 
f Q U r (!),) (' C ( ; Q f1 l ~ b e f I r' C I. h ..::. v~J ~ '. \l (' 
c o v e r e d u p s h c l : t t ! ~ h o I -~ c . r r1 £ '1 
th ey t c: c ~< the i r cl i s h ,; r") c l o rr:s L.: p on 
the dry Jond. 
By this t i rt'1e they ··~:r·e. both very 
1-t u r' g r, y o g c i n ., Sandy pi c '-' e d l' p G c I am 
0 t1 d t (' i e. ~i t 0 0 p $ n t h e s t'l e : I .. I fu c. i t 
. ' t <'"' _ 1 ft · u • o O'ill n u e , 0· i n a y : s n: ! ..:: :~1 · r : \o m .... ··· . 
'D :" n ' r 
rl I t I 'J r) ~ n (J ~ I J ~ f, r I .. ; • i ' I (' -· vt ,; ':::;; J \. t \"' .7"'!. + it ,~,.., 0 ' 
I a 1; g h :; d l~ G n j y .. t3 u 1. ~ r e · 1n t e r . IS 
com· t'lO 1(11 I Cr' ound t t''': · i ,__~ . l th.: ~ 
. ,J 
r'ock., 
. i r y (' A dr"; p tf.y C \ J 11'-, 0 1'1 h· 
I J 
v ,. ' <' 
I '-I _, ~ • 
T c o r, ' ~ .·: +. c~ 3 ·, L h e '" . . I \ { \~I 
./ 
J. •HQ 
t' "N ~ 
'
.,.., () (' k, c~ rr·-Iy-. r~ h . , h ,..., I 'hr· 
'-' .., '-' I u . L L .::: ..., \.,\ d It....:> • 
I'{ Q U ~ D t I c 0 :)k y 0 u t") c l O~·S you 
wont t 0 0 ,, • I SQI C: Scre.Gfri~Pr'. fl"' ~om e. peop It'_ 
hGve I ~ft it L I ~ f i 1., e . t "\ r:-r~_ fire-G I L C·, In 
p I a c ~ n 'e :-" there .. Put y 0 t u") c ; 1 Pl s 1 n 
SOrne ~rr~t ~e.'llweed Cl.nC~ piJ~ -'~~,s··: i :l t~e 
fiee .. 
33 
t !- e c I o rn s a r· E - o o e d t :::. v 
-' 1 
• , r- \ r .t~ , I , ... c.~ \.J n r, .) 1.. c o .... ., e t h 2. i r · s h e. I I ~~ f h ~ r . 
I 
yDtJ can nove 
d i nne r. '' 
" T h a t. i s a c o c d i d t= ry . S c r e ~ ~" e r 0 
.J 
• 
f w l I I c o o k ; o '.11 s t o o > n ~ .~ 1 d S a n "~ y .. 
. , Oh no , If sa 1 (J t r~ c: ~ c a g, 1 • 1 • '' LJ o not 
,..... ("'\ 0 k fi11'1: ' ' c l 0 i"J. ... • 1 • ·- r' t" "" ,, - ., o \'f 1 '"' 1 1. i L \.) • ' ' r i II'.:;. • I K \::: ~ I ·;,.. ·' ll r '\~ • 0 '. 1 
~' 
droo mine on the rock 
I 
ond t~1er, brina 
~ 
t h e n1 b o c k t o t he f i l'' e o I o c e 0 
l 
TheY"~ we 
C 0 n e 0 t d i n n 8 r t 0 G e ~ h e r'"' " ,, 
..,J 
S0 1 dy 
J 
' I I • I ..1.-t ::.> ~ ·< r, 1 s c 1 am s over '· o 
b i g f i r' e p I o c e c l he ;:~ ! r e ~~ c,-: G u1o s t 
He ,,on t o f ind some : -'· r l e c. J. i c '...- s I L .. ..... !, . ' 
• 
t c~ fj.(j ·, e t. !.1 E f i r c b vlt" (, up d g d I r . 
/. f t e.. r· r, &! e I i r e \"' o s g . ) r) (" : d h c t > h .e 
;:. u t h i s c I ~) ~1 s l Y> s 0 f '3 N t:; t ' :· (' \. . : ·; d 
on d p u ~J1 e d c tt f.. m i n 1 o t h e f i r e 
.............. ~ e r' 
1 t,; I ! '(t/ C' :;; \,J in~ 
the hcJt !) J r ~~ 
S o o n ~ c r ( G 1 e r c om~ .. t'1 1 h o :n ·.:: ( ·. f ~ 
h i s c ! oms 0 ; t e i o i d i r 1 1"1 ~. 1·1 e b 1 g 
s :,. e I l on d we l"~ t b a c k f r t • o · o .. h E: (' o n e o 
When he cnma bOck with trle ,.~,~tone, 
h e s o i d . ' I t ~ i r1 k v c ' 1 r') c I n ,r, s m t 1 ~ t b e 
,$ 
a ! i r oo :< eo , Son d y . T, ':;, e i· hem o 1 ~ -: 
'\ 
o f t ;, e f · r e so \.J e c 0 n ~ J : o u r·· d , n , e r .. 
S on d y I o o ~ e d up f' t : .. h r::: ~ '.< r .. '';\,fry 
g 0 0 d neSS , " ne S 0 i d .. r 1 -~ 1 -' d I : 111 C i., 
0 
1 • 
: ~ , e f f-- e ~ u n 1 s r i ·::. h t o v e r my h ... ~t d ;' 
Me ·t ooK c I o. 'g s:, 1 c ~. dnd p ~ ~3d 
h i s c I o ,n s o u t o I t h e. 1 i r-· 2 
fi ,hgo •U UJQ; + ri n~ • jr • I I_ " ., on ' 
'f n ,- ~,... ·.; n I I L• I. C · ' . ,__ 'J said 
hot. Sc r' ec n• :; r . '1 fJt s-.:-c weed i s v .. ~ r' v J 
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good holtj on ito 
Sundy 1 · sh \ e k r. e ~, u c.~. ~. J 9 e t 
t r \ e f i s ,, 0 A I 1'1 ·~ t ~1 e s a I d . , . c ·') e {j me r 
i 
t h i ) me ,,., n i n a s c'me pe o p I s r oa c. pi c n i c 
c,n tne heach nea,· mv c I C1: I n There 
Wei s s l t' i n g j > ( I I i I t e; (' I I t I r ~ p I ~a se 
. ,, 
f ~ y o 'J e t t Fi e r e a u t r ; ; ~ n~ __ , __ '3 L r 1 n 9 · 
Q,·r f!e~v S:reorne. . 1.he ,Jid log. 
Soon he wqs bo . k Nlth Lne str1ngo 
Sandv took the str· ina on a P'J u it J ~ 
CH<') o u n d a ·1 d ar :; u n d t n e. f ; s h ; s ·c d i I .. 
Then he pu I I ed and p u I I ed c'n tt)e str in8· 
0 u t com e. t he f i s h ~ 1 ·i- come o u t so 
fast it hit Sandy in the stc~o~h 
Or· wn r e· went 
' My go 0 c n €. s s , '' h e s a i d a.~ n e 
j t cr~:o e d up og ai n 0 "That 1 s t n e. f i r· s t 
s-s 
• 
t /1 e l 
~oucho 
ever vven t f; ,:)hi·- Q 
-.I 
I 
Whc:.t a bi q fi .,n 
h . ' d ' ·se ...... "' y 'r: \~·ou! not go 
a I 'no :_ t as b i g as ! am . 
n o t be ~· o greed y 0 '' 
"-• J 
1-
•.. I S, 
de W!l 1 t 
Y J u -:; h ~ ·; I d 
I 
C. Clt'l t; 
cJn 
·C' I ..... ~ 
Rr~)t .. ~n· I ~ " "" c :~ri L,' l.J .• t \:1 _, \...) "-'" ......... rll .. b -, 0 w I y o 
"T hi~ n k yo t' , L · -~ L 1 e :~.:a,.., , h c s c1 i d 
,. y d I . ~ l I l i t 
· .Ju save. my I leo . cc~J!c~ (' · · er1 
with that big fish stt)ck · n my pot~ch .. 
l ~uess yo11 vve:re r~ght~ 1 s~1ould not 
b e s o g r· e e d y . N e x -:~ t i rn e t 'v i I ~ c at c h 
s rn Cj I I e r f i s h , '' T h en h e t 1 · t., n e d t o 
Screamer end , un 1 ~,.... · '.'ou mav hove 
I 
t h i s f i s h f n r $ Ll p p 81~ n 'i 
" T h k n . ·t • I . a n y o .J , t> r o w n 1 e , · s a 1 ·j ._ u n 1 o r 0 
l t i s cj v e r., y n i c e r i s h It He and h l s 
rather began to eat 
"Do n L eat he 
Sandy., ft r ou know · c 
be too g r -~ e.d _1 • '' 
r .. ! h HI 'I he I 0 0 I< -o ri 
said, filf: t L'S ~ l b 
J ~ f J s h 
s t r"', . , 
.... 
• I 
l ~ r.) 1 
Screamer C(hiS ( · I e Ci s. r ' '.' u 
I 
l • s he 1 o e oc n o c h c r . "" e s n ·, 
. I 
t H me , o o. 
1 ' C:l d 
-?'! + ' 
-'L• 1,\) 
I ---.. dr1 d 
Jl w oy s 
·) -~ he f p s 
" l w o l; I d I i k e t o b e " c ·; r f i e n d , 
J 
j andy. Gocd IJy n JW ~ l m~Jst 9'J and 
t L S" A 11 • ' f . ' . ' .. . c a c L"'? s orne . '1 A L _ 1 s ., . s -'1 ! o b : · o w n 1 e • 
Sandy watched h i~n spredd ~~ i:: 
strong '"'i ngs and f i y owav O'·e" "~.he 








Satrdy and the Laugh ing Gu I Is 
Orle rnor.,n i ng Sandy woke up fee I i ng 
very good .. He had s I e p t we I I by h i s 
big old log. Now the St)n was shining 
ard the s~y was blue~ The air was 
wai')m.. The ! i t tIe wo.ves danced up the 
beoch on the wht te sand. 1 t was good 
to be al i ve. Sandy skipped along the 
beach v Then he took o f~f his shoes 
and wajed in the water. 
r ~e so. w 
i o•1g I egs o 
i n t rte wet 
food .. 
·he I I. o, 
some litl. le birds with 
They were running about 
sand, took i rt g for b i t s of 




Su.1dy~ He ran aftet· the\n just for 
the fun of it. He knew ne cou I d not 
cutch themo Their long legs could 
r u n c v e r · ~-. he sa n d v Pj r y fa s t o Some -
tlmas they spread their wirgs and 
f I . w a I i t t I e way. Sa~: d y d i d not 
w a "1 l: ~ G c at c h "L he rn • He o n I y wan t e d 
to play with tnem. 
One sc.1·1 !jp i per \t: ~1s t Ct. I I e r\t han ~~he 
c t r. : .. r s . He had I o ng y c I I ow I e. 9 s ~ 
H ~~ d i ~-; :I 0 I' :'"' LJ n a w 0 y f r 0 rn san d y e 
Sc. r. '-.J y ~ t c p p e d an d s r 1 o 'J t s d t o h i m " 
' He I ! c , Mr~ .. Y e I I ow I e c s ~ Go() d mor n i n g 
~ . I . i 
t,l 1 j iJ. 
Mr9 el lowlegs did not answero 
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.. 
t-le w~n t !'"' i ght 
he hod found. 
play. 
C n € r_,"t t i Y! 9 Q b j t 0 f f 0 0 d 
He did not wont to 
So Sondy skipped o.woy.. A I I at 
o n c e he s l: r) p p e d an d s t C) o d v e r y s t i I I .. 
He t>ought he h0 .r·d many people la.ugh-
i n g • l\1 fJ / be t h e ,.) e w o. r:, a. b i g ·p i c n i c o n 
t h e o t ... e r s i d e o r· J ~ e b i g b I a c t<: r· o c k .. 
S ar: d y ro.n to t fnle b i g r) o c k • A I i the. 
'Nay hs hea,,.,d the lcG.]hi ng ~lo i sa. 
Ht.7 peeped arot' n l the. r_,ock. All 
he ~ ~c 1; I d see W<lS rnon y s~1oJ l white sea-
9, .< 1 I s 'N' i t h tJ I G c k h.~ c .. d s ., 8 u t t h e y were . 
I a , ; ] ~'i i n g an d I o. u g h 1 r g .. 
r h t- -~ t: · . t 1i a I 1 s e ~~sud I s w2:r· e eo t i n g 
b i 1. s o I") f i s h o~n d r t 1'1 er food t. hat the 
waves hod wet shed in from a boat o 
They ate a little. Then they flew 
a I ittle way ond came rJcwn to eot 
some more. AI I the time they were 
making the laughing noise& 
Sandy ran out on the sand to see 
what th ey were l aug~~ i ng at c But he 
, ... o u i d n o t s ~ e on y t h 1 r. g f u n n y ., "Vi h o. t 
s 1 I : 
1 
b i r d s , " he t h o u g h -t • "T he y l a ugh 
an d I o ugh when t h-=. r c i s n o · . ~\ i n q fun n y. 
~ \f., c-: '"1 t he y w o u I d _; t o p o T he. i r n o i s e 
u r ' s my eCtr s c" Sondy sto.rtad to 
I t..- n•. try· V\ "' I • ' .., .,., ....... ., o-
.r. I l 'l t J n c e , o n e o f i. he h u n g r y 
6l 
g i.' ! i s s u \V h i m . He t h o '·· 9 h t , l/ T h at 
niust be a new kind ~f r ish. Mayne 
i t i s ooo d to € at o ~~ The b i rd f I ew 
...... 
over to Sond;D He t0ok hold of his 
~hirt a ~d tried to ~ly a~ay with him~ 
Sa1.dy was sur~pr i sed () He wan~ed to 
t l I I • k ..J 0 I • ge dOWn o ,-f: ~'\I C eo Qnu WOv e,j 111 S 
arms. He was very big fJr the bird 
to carry. He kic~ed and wiggled and 
tried to get free. Buc the b ; rd 
w r u ! d no t I e t s n o ~: e v. as v e r y h t~ n g r· y .. 
J\ t · t c: s t Send y ' s s hi r t c.o rne o f f o 
D ~) vt n wen t San d v • H i s n e ad h i t t he 
..1 
::.) i de c f t. he b 1 g b i a ( :·~ r· D c l" w i t h a 




rhe seogull tr:i~d to eat Sondyfs 
shirt. But it was not very good. 
So the bird dropped it. Back he flew 
to try Sandy again. 
Just then Scredmer flew over. 
He saw Sandy lying ~n the sand. He 
s e1 w .) ~ t t h e $ m a I t g 'J I I s f I y i n g abo u t . 
"Mi y o o a ~ n e s s , n h e s ·1 i d t o h i t11 s e I f . 
"How can Sand y s l e e p w i t h '-J I ' t h o t 
noise? 1 must fly down and see my 
I i t ~ I e r r i e n j Ct If 
.. :o v,n he fIe v and 1 ended by Sandy 
: ~:: as the other Ol'l I came bocf, ~ 
' ~ 
r h (\ :' r I n g t j rJ i r d s t i I I t h 0 I) ~ h t t h e 
I f I c i ( 1 '~ 1 w l s 0 n e \ i 1< i n d 0 r f i s h 0 




Scr·eomer.,.. uHe is not a fish., He is 
not a ~~ J d to eat . 
..;.) 
G ' ,. et owoy o • Screamer 
flew c!t t he other g'JI to He was big 
and strong a11 d the rJthe r gu I I was 
dfraid. 0-Jf he fle W l ou ghing OS he 
went. 
S c r, eo i1} e r, I o o k e d c -'.. p o o r ~andy . 
He di d no t seem to be asleep, but ~e 
I d y "e r 'I s t i I I (I rt tv4 '1 1 b e h e i s h u r t ' 'I 
+ h o '-'a h :- S c , .. e am E: r • 'hr\ ~l (j ·( can I do ? 
~ 
H o vv c c. n l h e i p h i rn ? " 
:, ._: e e a H\ e r wen t d -~ w r1 t c t h e w at e r 
c ;·, c t·v~ '- h i s w i n g feu t. hers.. Then he 
C .. , h ') ' . a 01 " L' ,_ t - ""' a-'- A .... 0 Y) ~ r ... n a· y ~ s ' I I .-. '· u ..... '\ I f-i 4 t.. J .:i "' L r::;. I ' • •..J .....l 
f .... , d r J I .r ~--e . i 1 ", o t h -; l p a .... ~ : l c y t o w o K e up • 
;~ ;:~ ":. p (~ d ti i s e y e s a r, cl I o o k e d up o t 
• 
his f'ri end.. Then he pttt his hand up 
1- I · I d 
·, .. o n 1 s rn e a \1< 
'' 0 h , de or i e me : a he c r i e d .. " ~~ y 
he ad h u r t s . \Aih e r e i s t hot s i I I y s eo ~ 
gul 11 He thou ~ht l was a fisho He 
tried to eot me. And.where is my 
sh i r·t? Oh ~ dear· i e mt_;, how my t-Jead 
hurts! l think the ·e is a big bump 
ther.e." 
·~ L e t rn e s e e , " s ·:t 1 o S c r a a mer " 
ri\l e s ' t he(' e i s 0 b i q b I) m p 0 n t () p 0 f 
·.,~ c J. e be c d . l t h i n ~- i t w ; I I t L' r n 
.. 
b I u c 1·~ on d b ! u eo l c.un g I o d l cot 1e 
oi . .Ji'Q(> fhot JcH.Jgh;ng gull was very 
I t" rj t) n g"" y · 




I d u "·1 o t k n o ~ h o w t o t han k yo u , " 
said Sandy. . 
'' I t i s a I l r i g h t , . Sandy . I al ways 
I ike to help a friend," answered 
S c r e a mer . "He r e i s 1 o u r sh i r t . See 
i f you can s i t up and put i t on . '' 
At l4 s t Sand y s t c o d up • ''Come o n) 
Screamer," he said. "Let us get away 
from those noisy birds. l can not see 
what they are laughirg at. It is not 
f u n n y t o t r y a n d eo t p o o r I i t t I e me • " 
a~ o, it is not fGnny," answered 
his lr i end. "But they are not real I y 
!'.,3V:ingo fho.t i(· che wo.y they talk .. 





gu l Is. 1 r~ave never seen them on 
this beach before." . 
1
'We I I I et us get away from them," 
said Sandy again. "One of them may 
try to eat rrte again." Off w.ent the 
two friends to the other side of the 
b i g b I a c k r o ex . 
After that Sandy always went far 
away when he heard laughing gulls. 
f)? 
J 
Sandy Takes a Swim 
One duy Sandy was sitting in the 
warm sand. He was looking out at the 
blue water. He could see Screamer 
! standing on a rock in the water. 
"Afro y b e I c a n s w i m o u t Q n d say 
(He I I o' t o h i m , '' sa i d Sandy to h i m s e I f . 
• 
"l ff;el l1ke taking a swim today~" 
He tried to guess how far it was, out 
to S c ~ ec ,,, e r ' s rock . "l t hi n k I can 
do i t , " he sa i d . "l t does not s e ~ m 
ver .. y far. When l get to the rock, 
I cbn c I i mb up o.nd rest." 
Sandy took off his shoes and put 
G8 
t r) e rn s I d e sJ y s I I ;::; j () t jrJ e so. n a 0 He 
W'.".tli-<ed do 1vn to t he ·¥voter c;tnd wet hi s 
toe" r:Whctt n ice wor'rrl wcr.ter ~" he sa id. 
11 l c u n h cl v e a g o o d s w i Pl t o day .. !i 
Sandy jL1rnped i nt ') +.he t4at e r Qnd 
tJ € qO n t 0 S W i ;r] " S 0 0 n he rH 1 S S 8 d t If 8 
tJ i g rV c.t v e s that s p I G s i·l eo i n h i s fa c e ., 
fxlow he cot..' I d S'ti m better· .. He swa m 
et n d s v~~u m ., 
/~ f J..t or ~~11 ' 1._, I 




(1. I ong t ·,me he I ooh:ed up t o 
w #! s n e a r t ~~ e r ~ c !' <> if aVt y g o od-
snido "tt is a loncer swim 
,_,. 
I ' 
t •~I "'! 11 ~ I ~ •• l thought .. 1 om on! 1 half way 
o.n d s \\f(,j rn some more .. 
.. 
at I Cl st. he I o o k e ct t) p agcr ' n . He was 
v ~ry near t: he rock.. The sec.tg'J '·I was 
sr.1 II thEr-'e.. "Hetto 1 Screame r"," he 
c u I I e d • rt 1 am c o crt i n ' .. :1 up o n t. he r o c k 
h 
,. t 0 r·es~- "ft: l r. you. , 
Sand'' tJck hoI d of sorne sea. weed 
.J 
o ll t _,.,c.· r o c k an d t r 1 s d t o p u I I h i rn s e I f 
t)~ o bLJt hIS he V'l •• :S S l j ppc:d 0 ff the 
s e Cl ~1-· e s d ., He f e I I h c~ c k i n t o t h e W( t e r 
with Q splash~ He tried agnin a nd _ 
a g a i n 0 t-·f e pu t h i s f 2 c t u r 0 n t he r 0 c k) 
t. t J t t he 31 s I i p p e d q f r t o o o 
! n ~ · c~ ', ~ r ·, P m e " t., ';:) c r ·I --· --i v , 1 .t ..., u _, , r 1 ·-- c. ~ .. 
r. o !: h o I d o n t o t he s eo \-Ve e d .. 
an d r e c -:~ k e e p s I i p p i n g o f f c> 
?n \,.i 
'' 1 can 
fviy hand s 
/~nd l am 
g e t t i r1 g v e r y t i r e d O· 1 ) , .t\ V E t o r e s t o " 
Sandy was getting a I ittle bit ~fraid~ 
"1M qy o e .'/ G u had be t t e: rl r· est i n t he 
water , Si1ndy , " sa i d Sc reamer. '' Ro I I 
o v e r o n y o ' r b a c 1-< and k e e p v e.r y s t i I I. 
Keep yottr stomach up and you con f ~oat 
Sandy did as he 'lr1s told .. He lay 
vsry st iII 1 n ths woter. Screarner 
"' 
f I e w J o wn and f I oat e d n ea r h i r1 0 
.. : an d y w a s v e r y t i r E d 0· i·1 ~ c I o s e d 
h i s e y e s t · c. k e e p o u t t-. h e s tJ n 1$ • 
. A f 1-. s ;·'l et I n n g t i rn e S c r e a rn e r sa i d , 
''Sandy, rno.ybe you hqcf bet t sr sto. rt bu ck 
tu the beu ch now. \'o'' havs had a I ong 




,r ( d 'I 
. ),.,.. tl y ' CO. I 
Uid I,· c:., J r' rp ,;:. ··-, r , . J t .. , , ~ , ......... • 
l 
s;.':l t f J. 
T ..!-
.l L. IS 
!) o. c k t c> t h .::; rJ e a c h 0 a 
nnt o.ns\~Ver. 
~ .. ; t ·, l I ., , ..f • ~ ~· - ~- ' >· ~ . : y w l (l 
c~ 0.,..., p. C"' r~ I c r c:: \~.)·r, rr·L"' I .~- ~ t- r ,_.~,_.1 (_\, 
,_.J .,._, 1 V t t \..,...· .,_,.. •l"i \r'\ •tV • '- ..,_.. ' 
h .I ~". 
, 1 'r 1 o 
i! <i.fl l . • -
;, I n "" :) rf. r·· e C' (.' I I. I v l l. J l •· ... Y ·a.~ ,,/ v v l __ ; J ~ 1 I ~ ' ~ !"' 
T)' '-1 
t'"' a ~ I I ~y t··-: ~ I (' ,3 1"'~-· 
1 V \.,-~ - \.,A,,'-' · ,- , rt!' o 
'.. • 'I 
1 
l W ~ I r.l y j \ i ""I .. , ' ... 
hirn 
the 
or"' fro •• rle 
. 
V/1 p l ,., I' !· I I •J '-'· 
0 (..., ·~ .-, V:J ri .L I,, ,.., I . ,.. ('"'~ .L ..,.C.\..~;, , L'''-' iu r'J 
....... 
Screansr swam very~ 
SGndy 0 fhen t'"'e sp lashs;:~ 
T h e v'r· at e r, s p I a s h e d c.:.t 1 1 
fo.ce, 
V.'O k € 1)0 l 
l t Q o t i n h i :~ 
~Y< 
very fast .. 
rn- I ,..., 0 ) i n ""' ~. ~ 
. -~ :.~ \_ .. t~ ::::> :::, 1 
7?. 






,,.., r~'o r 
I '.._... to 
L • 
r; 1 s w 1 ngs. 
~>(lndy' s 
~~ I 11 [.l y ·~' ( I J ~ 
he 
• 
~ r i e d . tl ~ 1 h y d i rl y o ' 1 ( l o t h ( J t ? 1 1 · 11 s 
:') ct v i r1 q o n i c e r c ~> 1. o ·~ 
S c r e~: :. 1 e r I a u q h e rl ~ It Y e s , H he sa i d. 
''You we r· s ha v i n g CL v r-; r~ y n i c e res t " 
Y o u we r e s I e s p i n g . l3 t; +. I o l k 'tt n e r e / o u 
ar,e ., Yot~ arc r i oat i •'9 out tn s ea o 
l t is time +,.::' g~> bac.,-._ tel t,he oer1 c h . ,, 
.Sa n c~ y p u t up I 1 i s h e q. cl and I o :; k e d 
c.t r o , .1 n d 0 ., )" o u are r i a h 1: , '~ !--, ~ sa i d ., 
''T r... I f" k . .... . . ' ~ 
oct n ~ you 1 or VVtl 1 ng ~1s up... 0c ret.l rner. 
H e s t t.l r' t (: c: t ~~ s w i o: IJ a c k t o ~ h · b e 1. c h .. 
s c e c: Gt 111 s r' f I e w b a c k t , ; t ;..-. r::: s "1 cJ t o 
•/uit for hlnlo 
! \t I r· s t San r. y can~ e up out. of the 




i t '· v ({ s a I o n g s w i rn , II e s o. t o :vn 1 n 
the sand near Screnmer. 
''Do . no-t r or get t h i s s ~vim . " sa i d 
Sc r e am e r .. "Do n o t t r y t o $ w i ¥)1 so f a r 
a g Cl i n • Y o u are n q t t':l f i s h , y o u I< n o w • '' 
., l w i s h l ~ a.s , " su i d San c:• v 0 ~~a r 
.I • 
rn s:t y be l c ·) u I d b a v e fee t I i l\ e 'i o u r s , 
~ c r e q rn e r • l h G v e n o e b s b e +.\'!I e e n m y 
toes, I i kc yoiJ have." 
Ths seagu l I I aug~ ed and sa, d, "f31Jt 
1 cur, a ~vat e r b i r rl an c yo t l.ir ~ not 0 
~4y r ~) --~ t w~ r' e rn ad e for' s ~. i m1·q i n g .. '' 
·;vie I I ~ 1 (, ' n \1'1 D I k .-) c t t c r') t h a n y C){) 
c.:ln 5 Ctny.w·J..y ~ Anrl can wsut, f.Jret t y 




''Yes; your· Feet are good for 
walking qnd my feet are gnod for 
s w ~ m nr i r1 o , '' sa i d S c (· e a n1 e r· o "We b o t h 
,;J 
have very nice feet .. " 




Sandy and the S~Turtle 
. . 
One morning, very early, Screamer 
flew down to Sandy's log ... Sandy.was 
st i I I s I eep i ng. "Ylak e up, So.Yldy," 
said Sc r· earner·. ''Cone ~ woke up ~ '' 
Sundy rolled over, but he did 0ot 
woke up~ Sc reCJn1er put down hi s b i I I 
and pu I i e d o n Sa n d y " s s h i r· t . '' Wa J< e up) 
you sleepy-h~ead. l have something to 
s h 0 'it~ y 0 u 0 " 
Sandy opened his ~yes and cl.osed 
. . ""' s ff h t he rn aga 1 n o \.:1 o a wo. y , ..: r e a J?l e r o e 
s cti (J ~ " l a. m s t i I I s I e e py .. Can ' t yo u 
c· e~ l om t ;, .,...,e ... l 1.· " 
.;::) . • 1) 
But Sc r e;:z mer) d i d no t go a w a. y . 
He pulled on the shirt ogain. Sandy 
lay sti I I. Screamer flew down to the 
water and wet his wing feathers. 
Back ne came an d pulled up Sandy's 
shirt with his bi I I. Then he put his 
cold wet win§ feathers right on Sandy~ 
bare stqmach. . 
.,Oh, oh, oh," cried Sandy. He 
jumped up very.fast~ He tried to 
catch Screamer, but the bird just flew 
a I ittle way up in the air. 
Sc r·e.J..mer I augh~d. "That i s o. good 
way t o w aka yo u up ,'' he s a i d . ., Co me <On) 
or he may be gone. n 
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Hvv;Jo may be gone," asked Sandy? 
He rubbed his eyes to make them stay 
open. . 
n Yo u w i I I s e e , .. sa i d S c r ea. rn e r • 
"Come on. Splash some cold water on 
your· face o . That w i I I wake you up ~ 
Come fast . r , Sandy ! " 
Sandy. got up.. r(e pu I I ed down 
his shirt, a~1d put on his shoes. He 
went to a f ittle tirle pool and splashed 
t "· .P IJ_ ~.Ne~ h:s ~,....ir 'N a e ~.., o n -11 s 1 a c e • r: ~ ~. .., t, : 1 , r : .. • t • 
I 
·1:. rt 6 pu s he d i t back f r om h i s fa c e .. 
i- f , 
"No ~tv , u he s a i d s "'VJ h y d ' d yo u wok e 
me s~ enrlyJScreamer? What do you 
~/O_n t rn e t o see ? u 
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1 ~ t ) - ·'· ('"'~ I k' : t'"~""' S n ·~ ..; ' (' ··) ... "'r' 1 
..., .. l ~J L. ,.. ' i • 'd , t,! r u J · .. ,. · · '-' 
O'Jf':) t:) L.hE. big o!ack ('0Cl< or~J icok 
o n t o p o -:-· i t .. T n e n y o u \N. i J • s 1::: e o H 
said Scrca,r;c:;·'.. He f! e·"'· c r·f :u the 
b \ g I" 0 c I< 0 
S a n d ~/ I () ,) · ( ~ o ' ,.., , ~~ -t- .. ''"! :, l~ i g 
b I C c ~ r· o c ~~ .. I ~--i r: top o r i :~ i o u ~- e d 
f u n n y • rie ran cd o n g.• : h e b e o. c h < " T he 
\\ 
r o c k seen 1 s t o h a v e a I u n·, p c, n t o p o f it) 
h~~ thouqht.. He r·an or·ound to the bock 
.... 
of tr..: r :"'ck and c I imbed J "0 
• t 
· i\.1y g ~) CJ d .. : es s , " he c r' i ·:: d . ': T hi s 
i s no t a I t' ~··P on thE rock • 1 t . IS Q. 
big, big turLis. What a ~~g 
Ml i I f i t b i t e r:J s ~ S c r, e am E: r ·~· " 
.L'! r' t I e ' '· \... • ... 
II t~ 0 ~ . . a n s w c ,.., e d s c r e a I ., E, t., Q I r l d 0 
not think so. lt is slee:ping, I jo 
n o t l< no .,. why t h i s t u r t I e ca rn e ' r p o u t 
o f t he w o :: e r .. l n t h ~ s fJ r i n g t he 
mother turtle comes out on the sand 
to tay het") eggs o 8,.;, it is not spring 
now •. Thi !:l one just came out to take 
Ct nap: 1 guess. 
''He i s t he b i g g r-; s t t u r t l e 1 e v e r 
sa vt , " sa i. d Sa. n d y o 
., Yes , he i s a v 01., y b i g t u t" t I e , " 
sa i d S c r"l ea 111 c r .. "H o n1 us t we i o h 2. o 0 
.._, 
p u J .1 d s ~ He i s a g r· :: c n s eo. t L' r t I e .. 
H c 1 • v e s i n t he o c e,.~ n 0 P eo p I e I i k e 
t r s 0.: t c ~ 1 i: h e nl an d m Q k e t u r t I e s 0 u p • II 
8C 
., - 1 • I I . t 
· · n 1 s one wou d :naKs Ct.. b 1 g po 
0 .,:.· ~ n ~} tl s l"".i i d c , n I H w l"l I 'K \ Q I I ;:, ,.JUf.., , ,l, ~_. J;.," ay , e v- , ea 
around the sleeping ttJr·tle .. Then he 
c l i r-r~bc.d uo on h; s she I I ., He was s0 
I ittle that the turtle did net k~ow 
he was there .. 
~~whc~ t ~.H''e tty I i ne~ 
i I (" (} I ! , I u.v .I s .,.... l s c,., I 0 vU. n a \1 • ''~" . I J l 
.I 
h o t.J s e l i k e t h i s .. ·r l nen 
havs t0 sleep under the 
. 
ralnco " 
on hi :3 she I l , " 
had a pretty 
! wu u I d n o t 
log when it 
' ~ u :il ~ t i ,n e s t t~ c-· \AIO. v e s b r ; : : g i n a n 
o I d l~ ~! ,~ t ! e s h e I I a n a I e a v l: i -:. o n ~ 11 e 
l~. •- (l -, h II c 11 ; d C C r" --::Q 1) t"':l t'' !f 1 r : c V? r ::-- 8 ° u '. . . (_. \ i ' ~) "" ; .:> t... • . ,_. 0 • v -- ,::') \.;... 




A I I a+ ') n c e . S c rea me r I o n k e d up e 
hCome on, S'c!ndy," hs said. "You had 
b e t t e r g e t a 'l.J a y f r o trl he r~ e . l s e e 
those laughing gulls corning this way. 
f hey rr, a y t h i n k yo u o_ r e a f i s h a g a i n • '' 
sandy I 0 l) f< e d. up 0 He c 0 II I d sec 
man y s rna l I gu I I s w i t (• b I a c k he a d s . 
He cou I c hear the I cuJgh i ng way they 
tal ked. l-ie started t~~ c I 1 rnb clown off 
the turtle's back. 
B · ·' t t he t u r t I E: h ea r cl the l a t J g h i n g 
noise, tooo He opened his eyes. He 
d i (i no t wa n t t o s I e c p an y r ~ o r e • He 
pI) :. 0 u t n i s f e e t Q n d be 9 a n t 0 w a I ~ 
o v 2 r· 1: he r o c k . S and y wa s s t i J I o n 
82 
" 
.. .. ~ k n i s e.Ja~ .•. 
,!~ r t c r' t h r e e s t eo s , t ~) e t u r t I e's 
f s e t s I i p :Jed • 0 f f the rock he went • 
He land~d in the I i ttie_wave s with a 
bi q splash. ~1o.ndy fell, too. He 
Ian d c d near the t u r t I e w i t h o. I i t t I e 
s p I a s h . r h e I i -~ t ! (; ' 11·~ n V'/0 s 'J e I 'l y r n lJ c h 
surpri sed. 
He ~umped up and ron out of the 
water. He ran around the rock so the 
tdu ll s cou I d not see him., Then he 
p ~~ E p e j ~ u t t o w o. t c h t he t u r· t : e o 
The b i 9 turtle :~am out, away from 
th2 bsach .. One of tne loughing gulls 
I a ,'J de: d n n the t) Q c k of the t u r t I e she ; t, 
f hen t ne -- u rt I e wet1t down, down i n +: o 
the vvat8r. fhe gu ll ·flew away. The 
o t r: e r g u I I s f I e w ow a y , t o o o 
~-"'··"l,...a r~nr .Pieu' o',·w·- +,.Sandy 
....., C I •;-:; i !v ! _. '" • - J • ! ' .... U -..: . o 
" l s e e y o 1.1 at.., e a f I we t ago. i n , " he sa. i d 
wi ttr1 Cl let ~ah o "You did not get a very 
I o n g r i. de o n t he t u r t I e ' s b ac k 0 u 
ff!U " 's d "ll . II ~~ o , a n s we reo ct r1 y o ~ • o s e s 1 y 
g u I I s made h i n1 \V a?, e up • r hen he went 
too fast o I cou J a r.ot sto.v on his 
•I 
back o 1 w i s h M r, ., T u r t I e, wo t J I d c or.n e 
b ac k rJ n d ~~ i v e n1e Q tl i c e I r, n g r i d e 
o.! eng the beacho" . . 
··~:1oybe he wi I I , sorne day,'' Ia ughed 
Sc:reame·~" (jThen l wi I I ride vti th you .. '' 
• 8 ,_,1 
APPENDIX B 
COPIES OF QUESTIONNAI RES 
AND PICTURES FOR COMPLETION 
..--..... -
\) n n d y on d ll i s :~ e w S h o e s 
I o Where die Sandy I ive? 
2. How big was Sonc!y? 
--- -----·--
3. What did the I ittle girl do with 
the doll ts sho3s? 
-----
-------------------
4. What di d Sandv cJo with the doll's 
I 
5. Did ynu I ike this story? 
.. 
I 
o I ittle verv muc~ not at 01 . 
. I 
DIn Ci VJ 'N h o t yo u I i ked be s t i n t he s t o r _v. 
or 
Dr o 'fl \·Vh at y o u C1 i d n c) t I i k e i n t he s tory 
Ndrr ,:; 
Age, 
r"\ I ~~ r r:! r; p y ~ \.o.-" _ ... ~ 
J 
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4 o V''1· re we 
H w d1 
1 1' t he Ni ght 
c: to s)e ro p ? 
t on op ot the b~g ro c 
\ up \YI tne nigh t 
a. v f s h es 
" 
Uid y IL I k t J · t 
a I i i I e L , 
0 r a ,, p c ,_ t; a o t d 
cr 
0 row o pi c t ~ r· e a o J .. t wr a... 1 d o no 
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rr ie nd 
) 
H n y ) o s e his s hD -e s ? 
3 ~ ho e t h 
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" 
0 I itt I e 'ery I L r 
Oro 1 ~hot y I el I! I -....... 
or 
ura , W lOt v~u 
J 
aid r c Ke I ry. 
I Onl E! 
---- -------
Ao e 
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I I . , {';~~ 
.,.,. u . 
._ 1 . ... 
- . ... 
,. ~ fo "' kfost 
V:'~ v d ' un i:o the hoI e 1 n 
t- .e 
1 v get hls thumbs 1· 
3 .. Who he;:Jr·d hi::1 y~l l t r c. ,- .. 
helo h1m? 
4., How did Screcn1er., r en ~ h 
shell"'! 
·: . n n~ 
·a 
----------------·----------------
5~ Did ~· ttr,Jdy e..oi· 1-~1e_ cta~·,n7 __ _ 
6 [). rl y':>t ! iKe tr~i s c.+ 'I,. 
o li:tle v'"'r} r~r' · o · ol 
Drnw o pi ct:~ i""e 





Dr,ov~.·. a ~~ i ct l)re of vll!n-; ~ 
i k e i n t h e s t o t~ · • .. 




did n J 
- ------------·----- - ..... . -- _... -
Age·------·------- --- --
Groce 
-- -----~---· -- -··-. 

- .. . -
Di c! San d f; 1! ony n'\1r- ~ c l . ms 
in h . cln.n=diggers' tD es; 
,._~._..__._ ---· .... - ----
2. What made ~o~ar 
I i t t l e. ho I e ~ 
o e. out 'r' ~.ttv 
1 t h s s '"t n d 7 
3. H~w did Se n 1 und ScreamL r get 
come .ore clatns? 
----- -- - .-..-----
·---- ----· 
..Jh. Ct. ·I ,A JL. he.. r ,_..., gu I I J ·I kP t....l· c:. c ,. r ·~,-,.(" .. .__) • _ - , '-" J i .._, .J II ._;> 
C00k€C'7 
·- --- ... ::n~-- .. -----· -- .. -- -··· .. ----·--
6., D1d yot~ iike this stor~y~· 
q l itt Ia very much I no·· rut all 
7 .. What cti ~~ vou I i 'e 
./ 





t \.g e 
story? ___ _ 
·------------
--·----------
t h e r' e ~ on ,e t h i n c c b o u t L h i s 
... J 
story you d i d PCJ ': ike? _ ___ _ 
------·----
----·--------
C- r ad e._. 
.. . & • 
.. 
/,. \ (~> ~~\ r I J I \ \ . 
) 
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\ I ~ 
\ t \ /--- ---... '-?.1\J. \ i h~~ I I I ~\!i) I I I ~ :::::;::=::j . .-<- ' I 
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~ < ~( * I \V-r-y! I . I I I II\ : Y 
I II 1 ~ I '(\ I . ' I I f I I' I 
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~ o l e under 
c 
2 o W o+ . u 
J f 4 ~ m n 
.:J .. Wh J a o r f \ · t Y; S 
blu~ noe? 
1 0 Vvny -J I .J Sa .dy ha e 





G 0 D I d y ~ ~ I i 1-\€ t I i s s t C'1 (' y < 
a Itt. 1 e very JTtucn nl. 
1e 
'• j I d 
e " 7 .... 
o o I I 
7 0 \Vha d rl you l i "e bes .~ abo i L t-his 
stoVl 1 ? 
---------- --- -
-
- --- ·-- ---·--
d, Is the e c.. o m ~ ( \ 1 i ., , ....... -'• ~~ Ob0 l l-, i:h r ...., 
st ~.ry rf I 0 I I ., y ,.._ Ll "l [) t: I ir<e~ 
' 
-----




... -. I>"" .,. ~ r;· .... "· \ ..:: J d r§··'· I' J ~#- ' ..{- -'A. ~-'\ . # ~ ~w· . .- ( 0-> \ -- ~ ,·'0 ... ,.... I ' ' . ..... \ '- .· . ~ ... .,.., L ... I !:' 
qJ 
....... ( r.: . 





(/1 / ' 
- < ... \"~\LJ'l r . -1\ -
"">---. 
'.J *'1 , .... 
.. 
., 
V! ... 4 Jl 
-___ ._,_,__ __ ,__ 
I .. Who. t wt 11") e OJ o s e f '; n n y · .. ~~ i . ·: g 
tJ i r ds t f1 at r i e w 1 n a l inc? 
--
20 Vih 't di d S :-; r· ec.nner· Q'":d hi '.. 0 ' I 




_ • ........., ....... _ &:"~-.. -
......., ___ ..... 
fly 
di d (?ro wr,i e t pel . s hake ,j Why . ICCLn ~ 
his he ad up and d . ? 0 Wr1 . ___ 
--
-~-----••_..., •~r•.~------,....,_......_.__ . _____ ,.._._.. -~,.===-=2iid: & _ ,.._ 
L1.. Ho\T- di d Sandy hel p Br o·vn i r:;,: ____ _ 
_______ ....___ _ _.,. .. .,. ____ _ 
50 1Nho at e the f i sh? --·- - _ -------..----..--
6 c Oi d 'j0!4 I ike t his story'? 
o. I i t t I e v e r v mu c h n o t at al I 
7 . W. hat d i d you I i k e best i n t hi s s t ory? 
--- - - - - _ _, # #I I .......... --.....- , __ --
8 Q "'o.~ the r· e s oJne t hi n g i n ' t 
you d i d not I i ke ? 
-------- ----------· ,-~----
Name 
----·- ---·- -/\ ~18 ____ Gr c1.de ·--- ..... . 
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Sondy and the Laughing GulIs 
loWho was Sandy playing with on the beach? 
2~ What was making the laughing noise? 
3 . Why did one gul I pick up Sandy? 
·--------~-- --·-----
4. Why did Sandy I ie st i i J when the sea-
~ul I dro 1 ~ed him? 
------·--
5. W · made that seagull go away? 
----------------6. How did Screamer hel p Sandy to ~ake up? 
----·----- ·--~·---··---- ·--
--·-------7. Were the gLJl Is really laughing? 
---- ------ ------------8. Did lOit like tr,is story? 
o I ittle \'r~rv mu::h not at all 
9 .. ~¥n aJ. par'+ o f t e s to~·; y d i d you I i k e b e s~ ? 
I 0 0-~ .. Wa.:=-~F,i. r . s ~~e-~h~i . n the-story you 
r d not I ika? ____ __ 
---------
-----~ 
.1\ ':•e ti • e 































.. and j· T a k c. s a S · ~ i '1 
.. V"f' 1 y d · -~ .. -n . y s w 1 rn o L t t o · 1 .. r o c k ? 
---- --
e · ~-::1 I Q ; 
--~---~ ---~·--




-------- _.__ - --~--------------.. --- ·---~--
·--- ·--- ------·-----
-------·-------·----------... _....._ ___ -·--
6o Why did ~creamer te l I him ~ot to 
switn so far again? --~----·------
------------··------·~--·------· 7 D I. ,..,·· y ,, I ! I ; K' e + h ,· s (' .f. n Yl I I 7 C' .._. \J ' , I ..- t.. • ~) •~ , , 1 J • 
rJ I itt I e ver·y much rot at a.l I 
8 " rv h c. t d i d .Yo u 1 i k e be s t o t o u t t h i s 
story'? _ ·----
9. ~s there somet ~ inq aboLit this 
.. 
story yJu d~d not I ike? 
. ------------.....___..~----= -~----·---·~---
I 
. I ( \./) Q I < f 
"3 ~~ ' (v ) -
. ( \ ( \ ) ( 








\ ( I ) I \ \ \ ! I f f I ~ ' I I ( ) 





e Se a.- \ urt [ e 
. 0 di r C ; . h t 
20 Why did Scr a ~ ~e tm sa -
-~-----~ ..... -- .--........----- ~ =- ~ -·--
---~~-------
1 ., \~hat made t l c -~ , t i c 
!J ... How di o Sandy get al l vv t? __ .. 
~~ ... _...._, 
,... 
I) • Did yo 11 I i !"\ c this stot'"' ? 
<). I itt I e v-ry rr.uc~ ot at ll j I 
7 . What cid I Ike best . .J.. r1 . srory? you 111 I • (. .. . 
_. ___________ _, __ .__.i...-,......_........__ ..... r-. · - .... .- _......_.... __ 
g. Was there s· met hi ng in 1- he stot..,y yot. 
d i d no t I i k e 7 _ .. -----·- -------
-----
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I 
l ) /If. 
. ~/ 1 . 
\::··· ......... ........---.,../ 
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j (/) 
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\ • I r 
1. Ilow big \"'T as s a.n(·y? 
2. How did he get nt;\' Stlces? 
3 . Did yo u like thi;;; storr? 
a litt.:.c ve t:y mucu • .. c-..t 
4 . If you 1 ik~ti the story, 't~hat ~art fH d ... o·~ ,;. 'L\! ·,c ~1t? 







p ( e ~I qht 
1 'vi re .. < <I 
~ w .. t \-'0~-:._ lll.ll - ? 
j i.O'.J d i -1 h. lOb- h 
• If y u li "t d. t 1 ~ s s , y: h r: , 
5.. i f ycu <l .;. I ot 1 · K 
6 Die you l..:.k th · s stu) 7 
a lit:tle 
i I rune 
Ar·e 




• •• I (.) I 
1 t li ~-:e~ 
1 W rl.! pl ' t 0 \ l. ;J? 
4 .. LJiLi you J.Hce t hi ~· stt ' ! 
;~, little v.ery much not at a ll 
6 ~Vhat pa=t Giu you not 15.1-.:e? 
Nam~ 
Age 
Boy or girl 
Gra<le 
p L B u .. t ~ 






2 11 d J 1J. 0 u.:.s \" 
' 





4 .. Why did Sanay ·wave, 11! u ! .. K you, 11 t~.. 
of the story·r ----·----




5. Di<l you li:.:e t llis stfJry! 
a lit t: le ve.::y mnch 
6 ... ~11hat part of -cue story did you J.i.~.e best( 
-----·- -·------
-------·--- --------- --·---------------
---·-----------··--· ... ~-· 





i3oy or Cirl 
Graue 
lo Di~l Sa• dy !inti .1.4y lJO.I: ~ C.t. s ~,. -the c J 
------·-------
c.' 1• > 
cld •s cool--<.. d? 
-------·~-----
~ li l: t le veP m·• L 
-----------------~- ,..._._-..: ---
------
-------- _,__ ______ .___ ._ .... 
or Ci1"1 
1., IV!H~te \\a'" A u Jy '~ s,1oc il1 t ne n~orning? __ 
---------------------------
----.....,--- ----·---~ ----·---·-- ...... ,.. 2 . Ho~.,r did Sauoy eet it l>ac ~~ 
--·----·---... --___ _ _......._ 
---··---
------~-------------------3 . lvhy did he need t·:o s he lls? - ..---·--- ·- ·-~ ~---
---------------------·---------------------
-4 Did you lilte this story? 
a little ve ·y much not • t· ?.11 
5. \what part of th\! story did you lil\:e ucst? 
-----·----
---------------------~---- ----~ 
6. Is there any part ..,[ the stot·y you dici not ::.k r .... 
·----·-·------- ---
Name -----~·-------..-......-. - ... ---·-----
or Girl 
Grade ----------------
S<udy ~·aves a t..i i e 
J. \ ilLy did Sc.:eamer a.nu his svu t ly out to tlle ?elicans7 
·--------·----·------
3" l!0'.\1 did San<.! · help i3r0\1nie 7 
------------------------------------------------
-------·----------
-------- --- - --- - ·- ---------~ ----------------
------ ---------------- -~------
a. little very much i.lO't at all 





Hoy or Giri. 
------~------ ---- -----~-~~----------------~----
------··- ·--·- - ___ .....,...__ -- -----·--------
2. i .hy dio one 'Ull r it:l' u J S a H 1 "t 
---------------------
·------------·-··---- -------~----------~·-----·----------w--------------------------
.3 r r did .. :creamer 1 ... J,> ;:>a.t"lay? ._.._..._... _____________________ , ____ ~-----
------------··~~ ~~~---------------------~--~-~------~--------
,......_ ~....,._~----------·---------- ·--
D I l ,,. t.11.Q story? 




-~-~-.-..... .,.....,_ ~....-. --.. -~ .... -~~------
.....-- ----·· -=---...- • .._..._.. .. _____ _ 
N· e 
Age 
0 ' . .).,4 
1 ~..: 
~cy ';:..ke. 
1 :' l 1 o the 0 it? 
·- . - ·-·---- ··--·------""-. ------- .... - --------·-
2., L.0\1 uid he 1· -:. st n.fter !.t.e I.)Ot tc he roclt:? 
__ .., .. __ ,..,. ____ , __ ..,.,~--- -~~ · -~ .. _... ...... ,.. _______ _ 
3.. '" hy did c re arne r have t 0\ v.; ll"c lli..ru? 
1 ' did ~ere e:r tell hl.In no · o S\ .. im ~o far again! 
-------
v ~ :y tell not ._.t c... 1 1 
6 Wi t p:~~' of t h..:. story ~id yvu lik b t? 
~-----------,-----------lc Oo. y \.1 . d not like? 
~v .,.., ..... -~,-----
l ..... 
JO} 0 . 
d 
..... a1 J.y anti t he ~e ':1. 1'· ~ lc 
L, \ hy · i.d s .:: :re amcx \llake andv .... o e 4~rly in t he morniuc? 
did Sanoy c"c \11~n lK: s~N tile turtle? 
_____ .. __________ ....,.. , .... .,.,.., .... _............,._...._......_._.....-..-.-----.---------
-----------.....-~=--' ~~ , ......... ~~---------·---·----·-----
3. low did Sandy g~t . 11 wet? 
_____ ,__ __..,._. __ .-..... ___ ,..._ .. __ --*-...... --..... ------·--------..--..-:-----·----
--------------------------·---------------------------~---------·-------------------
vc m:.ch not at all 
5.. .lh t pa~·t o~· 1·Le 5tory aia you like t ue b::!st7 
- ....r ~~ ....... ...,. . __., .... _____ ,_____ _.. ___ _.. ____ _ 
6 • . \ .. ~? tm:I''! s - <:J 1 in.., ·.n lle sto::o:y ;rou did not l:=.ke? 
,_ 
--~-~---------------------------------




A COPY OF THE SCIENCE TEST 
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nle1 tS merna h9 vctrn . -
t 
ma"" e.~ the sand warm 
y, o.~~ es the. birds -f' I y CJ. Wo y. 
look~ to be.. he.dr the DC.ECl Yl 
I 5 I qh 0 I u h 
rna.he..s t~e. tide go ou 
drt s. +h1n s fdst. 
d-l )( n . 
c~ t n uo n . 
+dst-. 
--·---------·---------
When the. -t\de . comes 1n} 
-~ 
_/ 
the. WQ+er c.. omes up highe.r· . n I IC 
6 =-.ac..r) 
the. b\ rd .5 +ly dWcty hon~ P.. 
'eaves old ~he I 1~ c1 d 
5 ) cJ . 
' 
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